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Sir,
At last our Pr^sidr-nt hud to impose upon himself 

thecg^onles indefinite fast since yesterday ufanGt the 
I 

harassment of the staff by the accountant General. Ho MOm 
Just instituted disciplinary proceedings against one 
of the office-bearers of the relation • IGc active 
members of the Association arc beint spied mn smiled out 
for humilinti ni and ill-treat .out, of them have 
b«>u transferred to the- out side unties . hi his old to 
crush the Association, hn Is counterpoisuin& the members 
of the staff cgqisnt each oth^r , and wrecking the vengeance 
on th* Association workers. 3’.»c imposition of a social 
Gath^rinr, which thn stff is not prepared to celebrate 
dur to victimisation in this office, ix has become hcuckx 

mor^ reason-txxiKxmt of dissatisfaction among the members 
of the staff•

6hri Tawde is a senior employee of our office 
and has rendered more than 17 years of meritorious service. 
The very7 fact that ho has been compelled to taKe this action 
is sufficient , to assess the ..ravity of the situation.

1 Would (therefor^ ur^e upon you to use your 
offices with the Government of AUia, Comptroller <* 
General of India and 3mX^ jnii.3i-o^~^rl»

to. obtain the re shorn tion >f airmaloy in our office. / 
, rop-ar^s,

Yours fai



S.M. Banerjee, 113, North Aveny,
M.P. New Del Mg

February 1'161.

Dear F r i e nd, \^z

You are aware that over yon officials in the 

various departments are still out of employment consequent 

upon the unfortunate Strike of the Central Government 

employees in July last as per details in Annexure a.

In spite of differences on the advisability of- 

launching of such a strike, most of us took pains to see 

that the Executive does not act vindictively and the 

employees are not harassed as all of us wanted an early ¥
and satisfactory settlement of the issues so that normalcy 

is restored expeditiously. The Government had taken a 

generous and lenient attitude and the Parliament was also 

assured that it would not be vindictive.

Pantji in reply to unstarred question No.2^A3 

announced the Government’s policy on 6.9.60 in the Lok 

Sabha and said that -

”Dea 1 proceedings should be taken 
against those who are suspected to have 
indulged in sabotage, intimidation or 
gross misbehaviour

I am told that Home Ministry had already issued 

such instructions emphasising the fact that officials should



not be dismissed for mere participation in strike and 

expression of regret should be favourably considered. 

Apprehending that the term "gross misbehaviour" may not 

be misunderstood by' the. officers, the Home Ministry in 

its order dated 21.7.60, itself, defined its scope, and 

stated that -

"No precise definition of gross misbehaviour, 
which will be one of the test of selecting strikers 
who will be subjected to charge sheets can be given. 
Lying on railway tracks, burning of effigies, shout
ing of abusive slogans, disorderly or defiant 
conduct and picketing of a coercive kind are some 
examples what would be covered by gross misbehaviour."

All of us, including the trade unions of the 

affected officials, were satisfied on this broad approach 

of the Government and expected that at least those who are 

not involved in sabotage, violence and/or gross misbehaviour 

would be. taken back on duty without further delay.

A satisfactory solution of the issues was expected 

as fortunately the .strike was on the whole peaceful. The 

estimated Ipso of the Government property was about 

IL. AO,000/- wny. IM out the list of che o. 11^ <1 cases of

sabotage during the period of strike, as reported to the 

Parliament and given in Annexure Eh it would be evident 

that there was no serious case . Incidents such as removal 

of fishplates etc. even normally take place in the country



and therefore they cannot be directly attributed to the 

strike.

Under these circumstances, when we find that such 
f

a huge number off5 rials are still out of employment, we

feel greatly disappointed.

These workers have already undergone great 

sufferings both mentally and financially during these sever! 

months. Their unions and some of us who are connected with 

their unions in one way or the other have also been feeling 

disappointed and agitated.

It seems the Government also realised the' delay 

in the process of rehabilitation. Realising that the"main 

bottle-neck in the expeditious rehabilitation of the 

strikers was due to interpretation of the enlarge of ’’gross 

misbehaviour” by various officers, who were given wide ’ 

discretion to decide these cases, the Railway Board has^now 

defined as to what does not constitute "gross misbehaviour" 

It has now been specifically stated that no departmental 
r 

action neeu be wium mere from duty, organising

or leading a procession, addressing a meeting, instigation 

or picketing .unless of a coercive' type, raising slogans 

unless they are abusive, and issue of circulars unless they



contain^objectionable matter. A copy of this circular 

is given as Annexure C.
With the issue of these clarifications, I feel 

confident that all the remaining officials can be reinstated 

immediately.
■v I may also state that most of the departmental

proceedings by which the officials have been dismissed are 

not in accordance with the statutory rules on the subject. 

A detailed memorandum on these omissions has been submitted 

by Shr.i Om P. Gupta, General Secretary of the All India 

Tele Engg. Employees Union to Dr. P, Subbarayan, Minister of 

Transport & Communications, a copy of which is appended for 

your informa tion.

There should be no difficulty for the Government 

to .rehabilitate ail the workers who are. not involved in acts 
of sabotage, violence or gross misbehaviour as defined by 
the Railway Board. If there are any cases which are not 

covered by this lenient policy, I suggest that the Govern
ment should not hesitate to get them reviewed either by a 
Committee of the House or a judicial tribunal because it is 

not their intention to impose uncalled for hardships on 
any individual.



as the punishments imposed on the workers are
neither in accordance with the lenient policy of the Govern
ment nor in consonance with the rules, they must be set
aside. I. therefore r^ouest you to kindly use your 
influence to seek expeditious decision *on these issues.

The other issue which has been agitating the
mind of the workers is the continued delay in restoration
of the recognition to unions,

Pantji has informed the House that the Government
does not object to the* existence of unions. On 8.8,0, he 
said that -

".... we will have a sort of different industrial 
code for them so that they may have their unions".

Again on 7.12.60, in reply to starred question
No.749, he said that -

"... the entire question of relationship between the 
Government and its employees was under consideration, 
It ihciuded also the question of the conditions on 
which recognition should be granted. As and when 
these questions are decided, we would look into these x
matters as to which of those unions which nave been v 
de-recognised should he recomised . . . " .

Similarly, Nandaji had assured the 18th ILC’th'at 
"de-recognition of unions was not a vindictive act or an 
act of punishment. It is an act to safeguard our position, 
to set a deterrent example and to show our disapproval."



- : 6 : -J * •
It was seven months ago that the recognition was 

withdrawn. It has not been restored as yet. During these 
months, in most of the departments, there is no union to 
seek a negotiated settlement of the grievances. It may * 
surprise you to learn that even today the orders of the 
Government on C.P.C. have not been implemented at a number 
of places and there is no settlement on the anomalies 
created'. The grievances pending for settlement on the eve 
of the strike have not been .settled, Thus, serious 
^discontent is again growing.

'The Prime Minister has emphasised more than once 
that grievances should be settled as and when they arise. 
In his broadcast to the Nation on 6.8.57, he said that - 

,f. . . We should not blame the workers, for they have 
been hard hit by the economic situation .... It has 
always seemed to me that, while economic questions 
are not often easy to solve in existing circumstances 
and even greater difficulty comes from the manner of 
approach to these problems, if our approach iA•human 
understanding and friendly, then much of the suspicion 
or distrust goes . ”,

Again on the eve of 1 960 strike, the Prime Minister 
in his broadcast to the Nation said* that -

”.... We should devise adequate machinery for the 
quick and satisfactory settlement of any dispute 
that may arise from time to time.”



their final settlement is not liked by any one of us 
including the Government.

Therefore, I request you to use your personal 
influence, individually and collectively, to seek an 
expeditious settlement of the issues.

Thanking you,

Yours sincerely,



' A__OLE„X_O._E___JA1 JO

Statemeii'* indxcating the number of officials still out of employ
ment as on 15.2.1961.

Dism issed 'Suspended

Dental 
act ion

. Court Total 
ca s e s

De pt a].. 
act ion

Court 
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Total Gra nd 
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Railways
P & T
A u d it & A c c ou nt s
Defence
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Overseas Communx-
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Food Directorate 
Civil Aviation
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73
48
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13 58
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2 50
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Det a He d A Hoc nt Lon of the Ca.s;es

RA IRWAYS
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Di sm i s s e d Su spended

Grant
ToL 1

Deptal, 
action

Court 
case s.

Total Deptal. 
act ion

Cou rt
ca ses

Total

Central 10 22 32 21 1 22 5Z
( Eastern 1 — 1 79 — M, 79 c 0

Northern 8 — RM 8 42 15 • 57 65
North E a stern 5 — RM l ) 20 — — 20 25
Southern - —• »M -- “ M- 42 42 42
South EEastern 17 RM • . 17 43 10 53 70
Western 3 6 18 54 15 107 122 176
Integral Coach

Fact ory 2 — 2 6 — .6 '

79 40 119 226 175. 401 ‘ 521

ft



P&T

Dismis
-sed

Remov- Retir- Rule-5 
T .W.Ms

Total Suspen
ded

Total
ed ed

Andhra 2 3 3 1 9 9 1 8

Bihar o - 2 1 5 . 5

Bengal 6 — — 6 2 8

Bombay — 3 1 4 - 4

Central 1 — 1 2 3' 5

Delh i 1 — - 1 4 5

Madras> 7 — 3 - 10 p 12

Mysorej 4 3 3 - 10 10

Pun j al3 ”
**

- - - 1 1

Rajas!ban - — 3 3 - 3

H.P. 1 6 2 - Q - g
—----------- —.-s.----—------——------------ ———

18 18 16 7 59 21 80
—•————-—-——— —

a u o rr__ &__ A CC mNT s

Employees Dismissed, Removed 
Discharged or compulsorily 
ret ired

A.G., Madhya Pradesh, Gwalior & Nagpur ' 13
A.G., Maharashtra, Bombay & Nagpur 13
A.G., Rajasthan, Jaipur 11
A.G., Orissa, Bhubaneswar and Puri 9
A.G., Punjab 8
A.G., Bihar, Ranchi 5
A.G., West Bengal, Calcutta 5 .
D.A.G., P&T Madras 3
A.G. , U.P., Allahabad 3
D.A.G. P&T Calcutta 3
Sr. D.A.G. P&T, Nagpur 2
A.G., Mysore, Bangalore 3
D.A.G. P&T, Hyderabad 1
A.G., Kerala 1



appendix B

FINANCIAL loss due to central govt, employees.strike, 
(Rajya Sabha Starred Question No.136 dt. 10.8.60) 

In Police firing at. DohaU 1 Killed 5. '

From the information so far ..available ; the loss of

•Government property due to sabotage, rioting, etc. is 

estimated to be about IL. 10,000/-.

J< * * fr K

LOSS SUFFERED BY THE RalLVLiY ’'URIhG 
THE STRIKE

(Rajya Sabha Starred Question dt. 9.8.60)

Rails wyre found removed at one plpce, on a bridge 

near Radhanagar on the South Eastern Railway -and the two 

rails had been thrown at this place down the embankment. 

In addition, according to data available so far at ten 

places indicated below, attempts were, made to tamper with 

the line by removing fishplates, fishbolts, etc.

Ehanora.
On a bridge between Saharsha 
and Baijnathpur.
between Bangalore City & 
Yeshwantpur (on two occasions) 
At Radhanagsr.
Between Anara and Bagalia
Between Khargpur and Hijli 
Between Gautamdhara & Gangaghat 
Between Tatanagar & Haludpukur 
Between Tamna and Kantadih 
Between LimLi.era & Manga Irnaudi 

aces, material-, like keys, iron- 

tones were found placed on the traab

♦ t << ^ * * ^ * *

Eastern Railway 
North Eastern Rly.

Southern Rly.

South Eastern Rly.
n ji id

1! !! tf

n it h

JJ H I!

!! JI JJ

Weste rn RaiIway

At 17 other pl 

pieces, sleepers and s



nnne^ure ’C '
WHhI HOFS NOT CONSTITUTE GROSS MISBEHAVIOUR .

( Clarifications issued by the Railway Board.)

The various charges mentioned in the statements have been 
gone into by the Board, In this connection the following 
clarification is given 1
1• absence from duty without authority during the strike period

For this charge no departmental action is intended to be 
ta ken.

2• Organising and lu.adixjg processions .
This need not be interpreted as falling within the purview 

of gross misbehaviour.
3- Addressing a meeting.

This will not come within the purview of gross misbehav
iour in the present context-.

• Instigating staff to join strike.
In cases where the picketing and instigation have not 

been of a coercive type, disciplinary action need not be taken.
5• Using of slogans. - ’

Only abusive slogans need be taken notice of for the 
purpose of takihg disciplinary action.
6, Issue and circulation of leaflets. “ *

This need ,not be a charge for taking disciplinary 
action unless the leaflets contain highly objectionable matter,

+ + £ * * * -H * *



Rule 4(B) of the Conduct Rules "Ultra Vires 
to the Constitution*

We quote below the relevant portion of a judgement 
given by Mr. Justice Tambe and Mr. Justice Gokhale of the 
Bombay High Court on January 18, i960, in the matter of 
four petitions filed by 3. Vaqudevan, E .X. Joseph and 
others challanging the validity of Sec.4(A) and 4(B) of the 
Conduct Rules ofGovernment Employees as well as Essential 
Services Maintenance Ordinance promulgated by the President 
of India, banning the strike of Central Government employees 
in July i960.

While their Lordships have held the Rule 4(A) and 
the Ordinance as constitutional, they observed that Rule 4(B) 
was violative of fundamental rights conferred by Article 
19(1) of the Consition.

Regarding the Constitutional validity of Rule 4(B) their 
Lordships observed in their judgement:-

"It is urged by Mr. Singhwi (Counsel for the petitioners) 
that Rule 4(B) infringes the rights conferred on the peti
tioner by Article 19(1) (b) & (c) of assembling peacefully 
and without arms and of forming Associations or Unions. 
In our opinion, this contention is well founded. The 
Rule in terms makes membership of an un-recognised Associa
tion or membership of an Association of which recogpition 
has been withdrawn, a disciplinary offence. That being 
the position, there cannot be any doubt that it is violative 
of the right conferred by Article 19(1)’c) of the Constitu
tion to form Associations or Unions. Even though the Rules 
in terms does not prohibit Government servants from forming 
Associations or Unions, by making membership of un-recognised 
Associations a disciplinary offence, it has in substance 
done so and in considering infrignement of fundamental righty 
it is the substance of infringed act or rule that matters 
and not the form".

"We fail to understand how a Government servant by 
merely being a member of a service Association which is not 
recognised by the Government or whose recognition has been 
withdrawn, by it, would endanger public peace, safety and 

tranquility•

"The possibility of the power being arbitrarily exer
cised cannot be excluded. The fundamental rights of Govern
ment servants to form Associations or Unions thus been made

...2
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subject to the arbitrary discretion of the executive 
Government. There appears to be hardly any necessity 
for imposing such restrictions in the interest of 
public peace, safety and tranquility



I

* INDIAN ROAD TRANSPORT ,WORKERS DEMAND WAGE BOARD 
STRONGER UNITY ACHIEVED IN THEIR THIRD NATIONAL CONFERENCE 

AT BARODA (26-28 JANUARY 1961).

The third conference of the National Federations of 
State Transport Employees and Road Transport Workers of India 
was held at Baroda on 26th to 28th January, 1961, 70 delegates

‘from 13 states representing about 60000 organised road transport 
workers participated in the conference.

After the delegates were welcomed by Com. B. Trivedi, 
Chairman Receiption Committee, on 26th January, 1961, the 
Conference was inaugurated by Com. S.S. Mirajkar, President, 
A.I.T.U.C. and Ex-Mayor of Bombay, in the brilliantly lit 
Myay Mandir Hall situated in the heart pfthe city. While 
reminding the audience of the 11th Republic Day he said 
that only the working class will defend and further strengthen 
the national independence and that the path of socialism is 
the path of progress. Greeting the road transport workers 
on their victory won in the shape of Motor Transport Worker’s 
Bill i960, Com. Mirajkar asked theworkers to unite their 
ranks for implementation of thislegislation, for a wage board 
and trade union rights.

Com. K.G. Sriwastava,Secretary A.I.T.U.C. greeted the 
Conference on behalf of 11 lakh workers under the banner of 
A.I.T.U.C. and assured ofthe help of A.I.T.U.C. in getting 
the demands of road transport workers fulfilled. He said that 
the A.I.T.U.C. has already putforth the demand for a wage 
Board for road transport industry in the 15th India Labour 
Conference and the same is accepted. He emphasised on the 
strengthening of the organisation. Messages of greetings 
were received from road transport workers organisations of 
Korea, U.S.3.R., German Democratic Republic, Indonesia, People’s 
China and Czechoslovakia. The Conference was greeted by its 
Secretary Com. Satish Chatterji while emphasizing on the 
international unity of working class and of transport workers 
he explained at length how the fight for a better liging 
standard is linked with the fight for peace, anti-Imperialist, 

l anti-colonial fight and for national indepence.

, In the delegates session, presided over by Coms. Ashraf
Fauzdar and Raghbendra Desai, delegates from different States 
gave reports of the condition of road transport workers, police 
harrassment, suppression of trade union rights, disruption 
efforts by the employers in the workers organisations, problem 
of absorption of workers from the private to the nationalised

3

...2
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sector (except Andhra) and demands for wage increase. At many 
a places big struggles have been launched and victories 
registered but the demand for wage increase is yet a common 
demand all over the country. 4

On a strong urge forunit at the National level for 
tone single federation of both public and private sectors 

the two federations separately resolved to amalgamate with 
other and one federation of both the sectors under the name 
’National Federation of Indian Road Transport Workers’ was 
formed and the new constitution was unanimously adopted 
with great applause.

Various commissions were formed for resolutions and I 
the following main resolutions were adopted unanimously

1) Qn WagcrJafl.ar±£Qr_,r  ̂ -Indus, try. with, wage ,
differentials and sliding scale of D.A.

2) On development of road transport industry -(a) S tar ti ng 
an automobile industry in the public sector with capacity to 
manufacture spare parts (b) nationalising oil (c) nationalisatic 

* of passenger transport with absorption of- workers from 
private sector (d) formation of viable units in private 
sector,(e) more allocation of budged for roads and road 
transport.

(3) On Peace and Disarmanent - Supprting national liberation 
movements in Algeria, Congo, Laos etc. and while supprting 
policy of peace of the Govt, of India, demanding immediate 
liberation ofGoa.

(4) On affiliation with the Trade Union International of 
Transport, Port andFisheries Workers.

The Conference unanimously elected a working Committee 
of 51 members with Com. S.A. Dange - President,T.B. Vithal Rao, 
Deputy President and Ishar Singh and N.D. Sundriyal as 
General Secretaries.

After the delegates session the Conference concluded 
with an open session was held in Jubilee Park on 28th evening 
Presided by Com. Satish Chatterji and addressed by Comrades:

1 S.5. Mirajkar and Ishar Singh.



^"CO-ORDINATION COMMITTEE OF CENTRAL GOVT. 
EMPLOYEES' & WORKERS' UNIONS AND ASSCNS.

• W e £ i a e ji £ a 1

■■ 1.

249, Bepin Behari Ganguly St, 
Calcutta- 12. 

February 18, 1961.

Resolution adopted at the meeting of the General Council of the 
Co-ordination Committee held on 16. 2. 61.

si

"This meeting of the General Council of the co-ordination -- 
Committee of Central Govt employees' and workers' Unions and Asso- 
ciations^i West Bengal, held on 16.2.61 learns with concern the 
decision of two esteemed comrades of Central Govt Employees 
movement - Sri E. X. Joseph, Secretary General of All India 
Non-Gazettcd Audit And Accounts Association and Sri 0. P. Gupta 
of the National Federation of P. & .T Emnloyees, to go on hunger 
strike for an indefinite P' riod from 7.3.61 for reinstatement of 
all victimised employees and restotation of recognition of Unions.

»;

’W

The causes ior the vindication of which two valued comrade
__ __ are impelled to take this grave decision aie no doubt
painfully agitating the minds of the Central Govt employees

our :■
and

workers throughout the country. The General Council after a — 
thorough and careful deliberation are compelled to observe that 
the decision to undertake fast is most inopportune at this moment 
and considering all aspects of the present situation - the state 
of movement of the Central Govt.employees which has received a 
serious set back after the last strike from which it is' yet to 
recover, the proposed hunger strike, if undertaken, will fail 
to achieve the desired result and cause further demoralisation in 
the minds of the employees.

yJ?

The General Council further observes that any individual 
action, howsoever well intended, will be totally incapable of 
bringing about a change in the nresent situation. The purpose 
oft any movement whatever n might be its form must bo to mobilise 
the mass of the employees behind the same. But the present situa
tion of different unions and associations of Central Govt.employee 
— s does not warrant any such possibility of rallying in the least 
the Central Govt employees behind this move for hunger strike 
far less of creating any amount of public opinion in its favour 
which alone can bring the necessary pressure on the Govt of India 
for changing its attitude. The position being so, the General Coun 
-cil holds that the proposed hunger strike is destined to be an 
action completely isolated from •.’he mass of the employees and 
the result, experience has ta ght us, is sure to be disastrous.

40

W|

The General Council turn not but observe that experiences, 
recent and rcmot< , have shown that hunger strike even when undertak 
-on at the crest of a movement has failed to load anywhere near' 
the desired result which al], the more points to the need for

;;

utmost caution against.Any hasty move when the s 
ment in the Central Govt employees,and in other 
the lowest ebb. The path on the otherhand lies
sincere efforts for building up the 
members and revitalising the unions 
difficult the process may be.

movement by

tate of the move- 
spheres is at 
in concerted and 
activiting the kk

in different centres however

The General Council regrets to note that the decision of 
hunger strike has been arrived at without any px® prior consultation 
with different organisations of Central Govt, employees and workers 
at any stage, although the same has wide impact on the entire

p.t.o.



continued
4. nd pare.

entire Central Govt, employeos and workers in India. Such uni
lateral move on the part of an individual or even of a single 
organisation which, in fact, lands the entire Central Govt, 
employees in a difficult situation witho- t giving them any oppor
tunity to have their say in the matter, is not only wrong but 
tends to impair the precious unity of the Central Govt employees 

ch indeed has so far been the guiding principle of all orr 
movements.

The General Council registers its firm opposition to the 
proposed hunger strike by Sri E. X. Joseph and 0. P. Gupta and 
world urncstly request them to refrain from taking recourse to 
such action at this juncture.

(K. G. BOSE), 
lc/r/61.

PRESIDE -IT .
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All India Non-Gazetted Audit & Accounts Association
H. Q. : ACCOUNTANT GENERAL’S OFFICE, BOMBAY 1.



April 10, 1961

Shri Broja Raj Bas, 
Secretary, Reception Committee, 
9th Annual State Conference, 
C/o Irrigation Office,
P.O. SURI, Pt. 13irbhurn, V/.Bengal

Bear Friend,

Thank you for your kind invitation 
to Shri Bang©, our General Secretary, to 
participate in the 9th Annual Conference of 
Paschim Banga Nimnatama Sarkari Karmachari 
Samity. We regret that due to other pressing 
engagements, Shri Bunge is unable to accept 
your invitation.

On behalf of the AITUC, we wish your 
conference all success.

With greetings,

* Yours sincerely,
//M ^4 ft

(K. G. Srivastava) 
Secretary



The 9th Annual Conference of Paschim Banga 
Nimnatama ( 4th grade ) Sarkari Karmachari 
Samity (Govt. Recognised) will be held at 
Suri, Birbhum on 13th & 14th April 1961.

Our Association is fighting for the up- 
liftment of economic and other service 
conditions and defence of Trade Union Rights 
of the class IV Employees in particular and 
for all Govt. Employees in general and to 
promote mutual relation among all Govt. 
Employees and the public in general'.

We heartily invite your cordial support to 
our cause by sending your valued message/by 
presenting your kind self in person which we 
believe will much enthuse the delegates 
present in the conference.

Dated 20-3-61
Address :

SRI BROJA RAJ DAS 
Secretary, Reception Committee 
9th Annual Slate Conference, 
C/o. Irrigation OfTicc, 
P.O. Suri, Disi. Birbhum.
West Bengal.

With Greetings,

Yours faithfully, 
Broja Raj Das

Secretary, 
Reception Committee.



1 H. b I Sb

INDIAN STATISTICAL INSTITUTE WORKERS ORGANISATION 
Rego. No. 4665

203, BARRACKPORE TRUNK ROAD, CALCUTTA-35.

Lief No. ’ Dated I'e binary , DJ6 d

Nev/ Delhi*

Dear Sir,

I have the honour to forward the enclosed 

resolutions adopted unu.nimously in tho Convent ion 

of the workers of the Indian Sta t is t ice. 1 Institute 

held on 28 and 29 -Tariuary 1961 in Calcutta.

Endo : 1 .

Yours faithfully, 
Q « L R-^

f (Jagadish Roy) 
Secretory.



A lpT. u. C.
h <., .v <i.A, 

ft ■ |>< led.................................................

The Honour/ibl© Minin tor, 
Ministry of Steel, Ulncs k Fuel, 
Governement of India, 
New reihi.

•n’• air,

The following fnctr regarding recruitment of \ho
1

coal Board , a statutory body under the Ministry of Gteel* \ 

vines nnd ’"uel, Govt of Tnuin me brought to the immediate \ 

attention for favour of sympathetic and fair conoid era ti on. \
1) prior to 195$ nil new posts except those of V*

junior clerks were ordin.nl ly fl Hod 141 by the departmental
1 

candidates on promotion according to seniority. In contravention

of the exirting Govt. rules the new nttnlnistrnti vo rot-up

of the nonrd have adopted a novtU method of recruitment which

in definitely d 1 sappolnt 1 n< nnd nnrmlul to the employees of 

the fonxd in all endrar. i statement uoIoa' /-i th reveal the

made of recruitment nince 1959. - h

7on tn. Hon rrrrui trd.

( 1> Arr.iTtnrt By nd ver ti srment

(2) Head clerk -uo-

Z^ 
(3) superintendent /

Three post ft lately 
fi 11 ed up by e» 
nomination from 
coni controller’s 
organisation nnd 
pent on p
of a junior most 
Head clerk*

romoticn

Remarks.

The post a of assistants hnve 
been created in plnoe of 
junior and senior clerks 
in the scale of 1% 130-^00. 
The existing junior clerks 
In the scale of 60- ISO 
have no scope for promotion.

The posts are gradually being 
abolished. Hence no prospect 
of senior clerks and 
assis tan ts.

Tbo existing nine Head 
clerks are considered 
inefficient by the present 
authority, thourft all of 
than worked with entire 
*n ti sfneti on of their old 
superiors and moot of then 
are graduates nnd length 
of their sera co vnriwr' 
from 15 to it 18 yearn.

(Cont d 2)

ordin.nl
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r o K ts How recrui ted Remarks

(4) Asntt. secy Th® post has recently been 
abolished. Hence no prospect 
of superintendent.

(C)

Accounts Officer

Dy. Secretary 
&

Secretary

By advertise
ment.
By nomination

No prospect of promotion

- do-

(7). senior Surveyor 
(Tech, staff)

By ndvertise
men t.

Though it is laid down in the 
recruitment rules lately framed 
by the present authority that 
th e p o s ts sb ou Id be f i 11 ed up 
on promotion from the senior 
most surveyors. yet the posts 
are filled up by advertisement 
without any reference to the 
Inspecting OfficGi' concerned 
regard i ng th ei r ef fi ci en cy.

(8) Asntt; Inspect
ing Officer.

By advertise
ment.

Though some of the departmental 
candidates have got all the 
requisite qualification, yet 
the posts arc being advertised 
for.

(9) Ad d 1. I nbp e c t- 
ing Officer, 
1 n rp cc ti ng 
Of fi cer.

-QO- No prospect of promotion.

Due to the introduction of the new method of recruitment,

it kills effi ci ency and initiative. In absence of encouragencnt

for quality of work it leads to dGnornlisc the employees.

T t is, th er of ore , rcouested that the present < system of

r ecrui hn en t may bc ab oil ph ed forthwith and the usual ays tan as

fallowed in other govt. offices be revived in the interest of the

nonrd’c work.

your v. faithfully,

Dr ted 12th* Apr il j j6 i qh Obe who know.Copy to; 1A'

with the request to tuka up the natter 
Authority for fairness end Justice*

i

with the proper

Those who know.



A. DANGE

4 Ashok Road, 
Mew Delhi

June 29, 1963.

Shri Jaxnal Khwa j a, M . P ♦, 
President, 
Reception Connnittec, 
All-India Class IV Govt Servants 
Federation, 

ALIGARH.

Dear Sir,

Thank you for your letter of 
20th Juno to Shri Dange. Since he 
is on tour and would not be return
ing to Delhi before the middle 
of July, it is regretted that 
he would be unable to send the 
message to the conferonce.

Yours faithfully,

(K♦ G * Sr iwas tava)



The Third Annual General Conie ion c-e 
of nil India Class iv Govt, rvsnt s Feue r a- 
■tion provinci al level is being hel-d in 
Aligar-h on the dnd and 3rd July, 1961. Thu 
printed invitation ana the pi ogrummu are 
qncl-o-s -cdr

Thu balanced development of th£ 
country xo quire s that all sections of 
docic. ty should bo encouraged to understand 
the Mutuality of Rights ana duties. No 

r 'n< cessax y tensions of clas^ cunflic-ts 
Should hamper the smooth prograess of the 
country as a whole. it is, i n this spirit, 
that this Conference is being organised.

The Federation would U most grateful 
to you for your encouragement and support 
in t_he form of im ssagu.

Kind rcgxl ds and many thanks for 
a your kind and gc ix. ious cooperation,

Your s si nc c, ru 1 y,

■ , ’ ‘\ i t 5 Jnj AL hUW-riJn)
pro&t ,

*’ . deception Committee,
ALIGAR-H.



All India Class IV Govt. Servants Federation
(PROVINCIAL LEVEL)

3rd Annual General Conference
At

Govt. Highier Secondary School ALIGARH (U. P.) '
We have the Honour to request you to attend the all India Conference 

to be Isold on 2nd and 3rd July 1961 at Govt. Highier Secondary School 
Aligarh (Near Civil Court) under patronage of Shri Nabab Singh Chauhan 
M. P. The Inaugcal Ccremoney will be penonned by Shri Shyam Nandan 
Miscra, Dy. Minister of Planning union Govt, and Presided by Shri Ram 
Narain Tripathi, Dy. Speaker U. P. Vidhan Sabha on 2nd July 1961 at 6-30 
p. m. at the Pandal.

You are Codially invited with you friends.
A n j urn an Ch a pr a s i a n 

Ram Prasad Desinukh M. L. A.
President

Shanker Deo B. A.
Secretary

Reception Committee
Jamal Khwaja M. P.

President
Girwar lai

Secetary
Programme

5?^ nta:
L u qst WTl, fort?

r<v Mtctn '
v 7; X 5?^ niw

wk 3 ^rt<iui
u 5?^ UTT*

F g nidi <R PHr

? ^xR 5^31 5RW^I nlf?H 
fl X-Bo HRafa

Sunday 2nd July 1961
7 A. M. Tea
8-30 A. Al Introduction
9 A. M. to 11 A. M. Subject Com

mittee Meeting, Report & Discussion
12 Noon Meal
2 to 5 P. M. * Jaluse
6-30 P. M. Inaugration
9 P. M. Meal

Monday 3rd July 1961
7 A. M. Tea
8 to 11-30 A. M. Discussion on the 
Demands
12 Noon Meal
1 to 4 P. M.-U. P. Working Com
mittee.
4-30 to 5-30 P. M. All India Elec
tion.
6 P. M. Open Session.
9 P. M. Meal

'fl I



Dear Sir/Ma dam,

We wish to place lhe following facts for your sympathetic consideration and 
we implore you to raise suitable questions when <thc Civil Aviation grants are 
tabled before the House and suggest remedies you deem proper.

The facts arc as follows :—
H That the Govt, of India has a Civil Aviation Training Centre at 

Allahabad, which specialises in training pilots according to the 
latest technique in flying. Every year, after tough competition 
it selects a number of boys to be trained as commercial pilots. 
These boys have to spend nearly two years of their precious time 
and energy besides an amount of approximately ten thousand 
rupees in order to qualify as Commercial pilots. When a pilot has 
finished his training at the centre, he is qualified to be absorbed in 
Indian Airlines Corporation as a co-pilot, at a starting salary of 
Rs. 1050/- per month.

2. It is not a very long time, when the pilots while in training used to 
receive their appointment letters from I. A. C. and other private 
operators. Duc to the fact that the training of one pilot costs the 
Govt, of India a minimum amount of Rs.75,000/-(asper“Aviation”) 
the training was so planned that, only the required number of 
pilots were produced each year. The 1. A. C. had standing agree
ment with the Directorate of Civil Aviation to absorb a certain 
number of pilots every year and the number of pilots trained was 
regulated accordingly. However, something went wrong nearly 
three years back and Directorate of Civil Aviation without consid
ering what would be the result, made some emergency courses 
which ended in confusion. The I. A. C. refused to stand by their 
agreement and has not made any recruitment for nearly two years. 
The result, is that at the moment 70 pilots arc unemployed 
and stagnating. It is still not clear as who is to be blamed for 

this confusion. However, it is very clear that (he careers of
70 bright young men have been ruined because somebody made 
a blunder and no body is prepared -to take any responsibility 
for it. 

' *
3. Evr nearly two years we have been representing to the Ministry of 

Civil Aviation to do something in the matter. It is really very 
funny slate of affairs that while there is a dearth of technical hands 
and according to the Prime Minister ‘the (raining of technical 
hands is the slogan of the day,’ we who arc proud of being techni
cally qualified, arc unemployed wasting our time, instead of serving 
the country, in our own humble way. The irony is, that Civil 
Aviation Training Centre continues at an expense of millions of 
rupees, going on producing more and more pilots every year, 
adding to the cut throat competition among them and to the 
unemployment figure of the country.

P. T. O.



4. The only people who have been benefited by the production of 
pilots are the petty aviation employers who have been harassing 
and exploiting these pilots, by forcing them • to work at salaries 
which are disgraceful for pilots. Would you believe that Cambatta 
Aviation Services employs pilots at a salary of Rs. 100/- per month, 
for crop dusting which is considered to be ' the most dangerous 
operation in (lying !

5. It would not be out of place to remind you that a similar condition 
existed in 1953. However in that case, it was not wrong planning 
on the part of the Govt, which caused it, as the flying clubs in 
India were producing ‘B’ Licence pilots without any restrain, the 
Govt, of India however took rigorous steps to solve the crisis. 
They stopped (he Hying clubs from training any ‘B’ Licence pilots 
and started the£. A. T. C., in order to insure that nonsuch situat
ion was repeated in the future. It also took steps to provide stop 
gap jobs to unemployed pilots and gave them preference, in all 
employment connected with aviation, as well as age relaxation, 
inspiie of all these precautions the same situation has been repeat
ed with more gravity and emphasis. While the pilots produced by 
C. A. T. C. remain unemployed the Hying clubs are producing VB’ 
Licence pilots by dozens (with special permission of the Director 
General of Civil Aviation.) The three parties namely the D.G.C.A. 
the Ministry of Civil Aviation and the I.A.C. are busy shifting 
blame from one to the other. 1 hey are acting likc two bureau
crats, one saying to another “So we made a blunder Doni 
just stand there—label it lop secret and hie it.” ’Nobody 
considers the plight of lire young bright men who longed to Hy at 
the very risk of their lives. Nobody considers about the parents 
of these young men who have supported them so long and are dis- 
gusted al their lack of employment.

6. We have tried all aveneus and have achieved no results. You who 
are the guardians of our country arc our only hope and if you also 
fail us, you will be failing the country and the people of India.

Yours faithfully,

<
Convener,

y t. | y | Unemployed Commercial Pilots Association,
Dated 37, b n. Road, Lucknow.
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> hri > ,A o Da? ya , il. P , , 
arli annut Hansa,

iixcii.se i.‘or intrusion ^apon your valuable

bime. Kindly do th? naodPid. in pa y^h amor Kal level 

.o redress bho lor : sbardtna ariovancos of? Junior 

'larks as stated i. the a’ ol^so! statmaort.

iixcii.se


The Revised Pay (Central) Rules 19(50 Ins am© out with an 
irn pros'"Ion to roR-Hovt • .-inployo^s thrt an aw rhn ul r*nrl3io» ins boon 

mde ©n the pay structures of each cadr* asd Qevt* servants have 

boon benefited with increase ef pay, Certainly, th® revised scales 

®f sthnr, than clerical cadre have same attraction for the future^ 

xx not, Ln Wuuh &■-»e »«t pr^r.-At, Aras^get the sufferers ar-d r.e^lcc— 

ted, the JuM«r Claims can be considered as worst, for th® 

fellawirv; :-

Th® Saale of Pay of Civil Aviation Department Junior Clerks 

was £3,60/- to 125/- in pre-war days whan tine standard ef living 

was y>u>t s» high ?nd mot regulated by istcrease of allowance termed 

as ’Duarnoss’, After tha war th® Pay Cenmissien of 1947 Ind Revised 
th© above^sealc sf Junior Clarks of Hvil Avi-tion Department, to 

83,55-130/- and in’1957 t’w a i-hcc incroasn in initial start was 

yivon by Ke,5/- and tins acalc sliapad ns Bc^GO-lBO/-, The present 

scale Ins csmm in farce fr&ni 1.7,59 by merging th® O.A, of 85,50/- 

with Preserlbsd seal© i,o, Ih,110-180/- (practically increase of 

ciaalarvoats),

?roui clia abeva, it will Ixa evident that within th® spell 

of thirty tiwuigh nunarqus changes have been mads in Jlvil

Aviation j no/ changes are offsetm in Junior ^lerks* condition. Io 

~ivil Aviation Department th® Junior ^lerks axw n® doubt exceptional 

in comparison with other department because of th® fact that th®s® 

Junior Clarks not only do th® routine work, but also deal with 

Policy matters in single* Ixmdod in small A srodrom^a, where ths re 

is only one Junior Clerks is posted, la fact the Jun" or Harks In 
Civil Aviation Dapart^eNt has to bt’ tralnarl himself within year 

©r so to deal with all nature ef works of AarodromoB, including 

^stleeates and Kevcnue,

It may be said from practical experiences in small Aaredromoi 

and at Calcutta, Airport, Dum Dura that the admlniatratioa and 
reveKuo c®lldctl®n is practically deno cGa*<.

(Contd,,...2)



( Pag®-2 )

Tli® present montlily Revenue of Calcutta Airport, Duni Dum, is 

approximately 3 lakhs, assessment ami realisation ©f which is 

don® by Junior Clerks without giving any scop® to audit to point 

^tany discrepancy. Th® correspondence of Estates and Revenue is also »
made, including eviction cases, by those Junior Clerks whose grade 

is Ps. 110-180/- only. The Calcutta Airport, Dum Dum has expanded 

to a great extent $ but with whose partial help the successful 

run of administration and collection ©f huge revenue i< 

gained, havo boon neglected all together. Though the Jet aircraft 

are taking off from the Dura Dun Airport Runway with a speed 

of 600 mph , yet the Junior Clerks are in the same Tigor-moth,L-5 

age which used to take off from Dum Dura onCc in a week, with a 

speed of 60 m.p.h. It means tint we are in bullock-cart age 

though serving In Jet age.

The Pay Commission, it is understood, had recommended a 

scale of ks.150/- 240/- for 31.Grade Junior Clerks, probably 

considering the fact that there is no avenue for promotion to 

Senior Clerks, without strict seniority (which may be artificial) 

as and when the scanty vacancy of Senior Clerks is occurred. It 

has baen observed that the Civil Aviation Department lias not 

implemented the cadre ©f Selection Grade amongst 10% of Junior 

Clerks for the reasons bast known t© the authority. The 50% of 

Junior Clerks should be absorbed into the post of Senior Clerks and 

no ©ne should bo in same cadre for more than 5 years, which was 

also recommended by th® Pay Commission, has not bo®n accepted by th 

Civil Aviation Department so far, it appears. The entire future 

®f Junior Clerks ar® blocked from up-grading unless the existing 

denier Clarks retire or new vacancies ar® created. There art 

Junior Clerks wlio have been appointed in 1947 and reached te 

their maximum ©f the scale, even then th® premotion t© Senior 

Clerk has net been made. An A.A.O. appeinted in the y;ar 1947, 

lias been given 3 lifts up-to-date and working in headquarters 

as Asst.Dlrectsr whereas th® Junior ul«rks of same year are still 

in same cadre, shouldering th® sam© responsibility Ilk® an Asst, 

in Headquarters.

. (Contd.....,3/)



It is high time for the Civil Aviation Department to 

think about the Junior Clerks who are the backbone of Civil 

Aerodromes for all practical purposes and find out some avenues 

for their promotions. In case the frustration is noticed in any 

of the Junior ^lorks who have put in more than 10 years ©f 

service, I hop® the authority only to be blamed for that. Th® 

Juaioi' Clerks of Civil Aviation Department are to be treated 

from different angle and deserves special consideration as the 

service conditions and code are altogether different, from the 

Junior Clerks serving in other ^ovt. Dept. No plan/project can 

be made successful without the maintenance ©f good of flee 

administration for which ths contented clerks are essential, 

which will be admitted by all right thinking people.

It is perused from Ministry of finance, Deptt. of 

Expenditure O.M.N®.12(5)-Est(Spl)-6O dated 26.8.60 that the 

Selection Grade will b® admissible only when th® proportion of 

promotion posts is less than 50% of the posts of Junior Clerks. 

The Ministry of Homs Affairs etc. w® requested under the above 

letter t© issue necessary instructions in this regal'd to all 

offices under their control. Neither th® proportion of promotion 

posts is 50% of the present Junior Clerks nor the Selection Grad® 

posts is Introduced by the Civil Aviation Department.

Thore are three wings In Civil Aviation Department 

viz.(i) Aerodrome (11) Communication & (ill) Inspection Organlsa- 

ti»ns. For the purpose of promotion of Senior Clerks from Junior 

Clerks, a combine seniority of Junior Clerks Is reckoned from 

above three wings ; whereas single organisation seniority is 

observed for th® purpose of posting out to Assam Aerodromes. 

This discremination policy of transfer, entails great hardship 

to Aerodrome wing Junior Clerks, which involves change of 

establishment and interruption of studies of their children, as 

their pecuniary condition does not permit to maintain tw® 

astableshm®nts# *

(C®ntd 4)



Apart from th© above, it is very surprising that there 

are .Junior Clerks in A^rDdrom© Organisation, who have completed 

10 years of service, hav© not boon confirmed to their pr»st 

inspite of thoir personal appeals to th® Department*

Will the Gevt. look into the above and try. to remove 

trie dis-satisfaction prevailing amongst the particular section 

of Govt, employees, who form an important lino in administration 

of Aviation ?



AANDHRA PRADESH NON-GAZETTED OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION

3, Seethal Mansions, Nampalli Station Road, 
Hyde r a a d,

We are holding the Annual Conference

of our Association from 26th to 29th March, at

Hyderabad. The Chief Minister of our State, Sri 

D, Sanjeevaiah, has kindly consented to inaugurate 

the Conference on 26.3.1961. Other high dignitaries 

are also expected to associate themselves with the 

function. Delegates from all over the State will 

attend the Conference, besides fraternal delegates 

from Sister-Associations wh~-are also being specia

lly invited. We are bringing out4a Souvenir to 

commemorate the event in a fitting mann^er.

We would deem it an honour to us and

. our Association to publish in our Souvenir an article 

by your good-self on any topic of interest to the 

"Services". The subject may, of course, be entirely 

of your choice. It is 'sufficient if we could have 

the article before 10th March, 1961. We shall feel
I

grateful fqr your kind compliance with our request 

in this behalf.

With best regards,

Yours faithfully, 

CX S’'kA
( A. SreeRainulu)'*'* 

President.



All India Non-Gazetted Audit & Accounts Association
H. Q. : ACCOUNTANT GENERAL’S OFFICE, BOMBAY 1.

Date 1,1*61 196

J

Ref. Nor

To
Shri

17
Working Office:

Benham Hall Lane

K.G .Srivasthava
4, Ashoka Road, 
New Delhi,

Bombay

Dear Comrade Sriyasthava

Whilo the decision to postpone the 
I recalled the suggestion you had made.

fast was taken,

The situation in our Department does not show any sign 
of improvement. I am enclosing herewith a few copies of a 
note.

Please do whatever possible

Thanking you

Yours fraternally

(E.B.JOS



A***

a ikjjj' ix'jx'n kjg i ho .,,ru.a'UN ini tiu

^UDjLT hI'D aCC -vd Alibi[1 [EfT

IH T11 u P ST-STH 1 1.n _Pcx l IJP

Following the ’mcon'itional withdrawal >f the July '60 Strike of the 
Central Government Employees. the Government had announced that the poli
cy towards the peaceful strikers would be one of leniency and sympathy. 
The Government wanted the restoration of normalcy. The Home Minister 
made it clear in the Parliament that Employees who did not indulge in any 
violence or sabotage would be leniently dealt with.

Every one of the policies laid down by the Government has been fla
grantly violated by the authorities of the audit & Accounts Department. 
They have let loose an orgy of victimisation. Everything possible has 
been done by the office authorities to prevent the restoration of normalcy. 
The employees are being dealt .with as "defeated" ones and with cruelty 
often combined with sadism.

In the Department, Eighty employees have been so far sent out of 
.service - dismissed, removed, retired or discharged. It was hoped that 
on the appeal stage, they would be reinstated in accordance with the 
policies of the Government. But this hope too has been dashed to the 
ground. So far, the Comptroller and auditor G eneral has rejected the 
appeals of twenty-eight employees. Only eight employees have been rein
stated so far.

As a result of this vindictive policy of the local and central autho
rities of the Department, seventy-one employees ere today on the streets. 
In addition to these seventy-ono who have r u n sunt out of ’service, sixteei 
employees arc still under suspension.

The severity of the punishments is obvious. In tno Department, 
only about IB,000 employees paxticipated in tho Strike. Participation 
in the Strike was not illegal, as the Department '•.'as net covered by the 
Essential Services Maintenance Ordinance Tho Strike was IM.-illy peace
ful and dignified. There was not even ■' single case of violence or 
sabotage. Most of the eighty employees sunt out of service h vu been 
punished for simple, peaceful participation in the strike, along, with all 
other colleagues of thei r».

This picture will reveal all the c 'uulty .'nd vindictiveness it 
contains, if looked at us a contrast to what has been done in the other 
Departments. In the r ft 1 Department, whicth wm covered by the Ordinance 
and in which over a lakh of employees went on strike, only 60 employees 
aro today out of service. ibru has "Mu sunt out of service in the

Civil Aviation and Customs buyirtnicnts, which too were covered by the 
Ordinance. In the Income-Tax Department and Mulical Stores Department^ 
also, none has been sent out of service.

The fact that in the audit Department, 71 employees are today out 
of service and 16 arc still under suspension, offers a shocking con-



trast to all those, Host of the employees who have been sent out of
- a ' h
service have put in a go >d number of, years of service, There are emplo

yees who have put in service upto eighteen-twenty years. The agony of 

an employee who has spent all his youth in the service of the Department 

and who is dismissed only for having participated in a strike of all the emplo

yees can very well be imagined.

Apart from the employees who have be ;n sent out of service, there are 

other 351 employees who have been given severe punishments like reduction 

of pay to the minimum of tee pay-scale, reduction of pay by eif nt -uagos, 
stoppage of increment for five years with permanent effect, inversion etc.

Further, an atmosohere ol fear and terror has been imposed in many 
offices. In the Madras Postal Audit ind the Kerala Civil audit Offices, 
respectively, one employee died a premature death and another com itted 
suicide, due to harassment, In itajasthan accountant General' s Jff.'.ce, even 
today, Class I and II Officers patrol the office premises, lunch-room-pre

mises etc, four or five tiros every day.

The authorities of the Department have been following an anti-staff 

attitude for the last so m .nj years. Victimisation has been used by the 

authorities in .1956, 1957 nd ii. 1956 in ord'..A to suppress the legitimate 
activities of the Staff .issoci.'tions. In 1959, the authorities withdrew 
in a most arbitrary manner the recognition of the ill-India -udit & accounts 

Association on the flimsiest possible groun s. The "utlrrit os are today 

using the post-strike situ tie.. 'is an opoortunity ta carry at a mass-scale 

process of victimisation and turrorisation.

It may be mentioned here that most of the 30,GOO ji.pl e* o ' ho De
partment arc University graduates and belong to respectable ’-.iddl^class 

families. This kind of a vindictive vendetta, as is nov. bcin pr ictiscd 

by the authorities of the Dup xrtment, is bound to convert th. ! .nartment 
into a prison of discontented souls. 

►
The employees of the Department fear that the Government1s policy 

of leniency is not being practised in the Department, probably because 
the Department does not come under any Ministry ind the Comphrol"er and 
Auditor General of India is a Law unto himself.

Audit plays a vital rol; in the nation's economy and the 30,000 emplo
yees who man the Department should not to left, to the mercy of a few 
vindictive officers. When the Government has made it clear that only those 

who indulged in violence or sabotage would be punished md when this policy 

is largely being followed in other Departments, there is no reason why the 
Audit & Accounts employees alone should be treated vith vindictiveness and 
cruelty, T|ie employees pro'- lh d I |iu Govunmion), I Im papj j aim



DECCAN HEA.tLD. 11TH JAmHY. 1961.

. APPLYING FOR OUTSIDE; JOBS.

.for .skilled 'personnel.relaxed.

Rules regarding the forward'Ing of applications 
for posts elsewhere have been forb hoi* relaxed for 
the Central Government employees, exx especially the 
scientific and technical personnel.

According to an official press release, the 
forwarding of applications is to be the rule rather 
than the exception and the heads of departments who 
can retain an employee ’in public interest* are to 
interpret the term ’Strictly*.

Ordinarily on emwlo_.ee w‘ll be permitted once 
in a year to apply for an outside job even when he is 
holding a permanent post. If the employing department is 
entirely temporary or wher, as in the cast of the 
Atomic ^nargy commission, the department employees 
a large nunber of scientific personnel in a temporary 
capacity, the same estrictions will apply to 

applicants holding temporary posts.

And there is to be no distinction between 
applications made for posts in a department under 
the Central Government, the State Government, public 
sector undertalcing owned wholly or partly by the 
Government, and under quasi-government organisation.s.

If a government servant wants to apply 
for a post in a private concern, particularly in an 
organisation with which be has had dealings in his 
official capacity, he should first offer to resign or 
retire from Government service.

Those government servanets who have had 
technical or scientific training at the government 
expense must repay the money if they secure private 
employment. The terms of bond that specify the number 
of years an should, put in after the completion of 
Training are to be enforced strictly.



To
The I rime Minister of TruTia, 

Pew Delhi

Sir,

We, the Government servants working in the Delhi State, 

beg to request you to bestow your kind consideration to the follow

ing demands for issue of favourable orders for expeditious 

settlement.

The demands are:

(i) Upgrading od Delhi to 1 A1 Class
♦ ♦

The preliminary figures of the Census Report clearly 

shaft that Delhi should bo upgraded to 'A* class. The delay in 

upgrading is causing great economic hardship on us.

( ii) Reinstatement_ of str Ikers

There are still 300 officials who have not yet been 

rehabilitated after the July 1960 strike, in spite of the declaration 

of lenient policy by the Government, which is causing great concern 

to us and financial hardships on the affected officials and their 

families.

(iii) Restoration of recognition of Unions

• The withdrawal of recognition of the Unions which parti

cipated in the last strike has taken away all facilities for nego

tiated settlement even on minor issues. The delay in restoration 

of recognition is causing great dissatisfaction amongst the workers.

(iv) Increase in Dearness Allowance

The prices have considerably increased and therefore, 

we request that the D.A. be revised aeeojwi-lngl^

Yours faithfully,

I UJ ISO /
— - ----------- 1 '



Go yt, s er vants Colonies jCentr al 
Chairman •-

Smt.Ra.jan Nehru.
Convener•-

Balder Sharma.

CpmjmLt^ IMMEDIATE
1-Thiagraj Road,

Dear Friend,
At its last meeting, the Government Servants Colonies 

Central Committee. decided to organise a convention for 
discussion of matters concerning Government servants as 
residents of colonies in the Capital and also general natters, 
particularly of non-controvcrtial nature, concerning 
conditions of service.

A Sub-Committee was formed to work out details of 
subject-matters to be taken up at the Convention as also to 
prepare an outline of programme for the Convention.

It has been decided to bake up the following matters 
at the Convention:-

1. Amenities needed in Govt.servants Colonies.
2. Upgrading of Delhi as ’A’ class city.
3. ’’Bharat Darshan”'
4. Fair price shops in the Colonics.
5. Future construction of quarters near the Secretariat.
6. Comr allowance for the low-paid staff residing

. at far-flung colonies.
7. Government servants* representation in N.D.M.C.
8. Rate of House Rent charged from allottees of Government 

ac c ommodat i o n.
9. Education Insurance scheme. *
lO. Unani and Ayurvedic dispensaries under CHS Scheme.
11. Formation of.house management committees.
12. Own-your-own-house scheme.

I have to request you kindly to let us have the 
views- and suggestions of your Association on the above topics. 
Your reply must reach us by the 22nd instant at the above 
address.

Regarding date, tine and venue of the Convention, . 
we shall bo writing you in due course.

I hope this will ‘receive your very early attention.
With regards,

Yours co-operatively,

' 'haZL,
Baldov Sharma



ALL INDIA NON-GAZETTED AUDIT & ACCOUNTS ASSOCIATION

Recognition granted in 1956-end.

Recognition withdrawn in May 1959.

Alleged reason for withdrawal - Continued violation of the 
terms of recognition.

Charges:

1. A non~  (victimised Shx employee - E.X.Joseph - 
compulsorily retired in November 1958) continued to be 
the Secretary "-General of the Association. (Joseph was re
instated in August 1959.)

employ.ee

2. Collected funds for the victimised Secretary-General. 
(The collection was actually for the organisational fund.
The victimised Sccretary-Gtsneral was r einstated in Aug.59).

3.

4.

5.

6.

Submitted an * intemperate’ memorandum to the Pay Commi
ssion about the administrative p^wecs and functions of 
the Audito General.

Published a journal which was banned by the Auditor Gene
ral. (After ban,- the journal was not published. This took 
place in 1957.)

Submitted representation about individual case (the case 
of the victimised Secretary-General.)

Called for observation of ”D mands Day” etp. for the 
reinstatement of the victimised Secretary-General.

employ.ee


DISCIPLINARY ACTION FOR PARTICIPATION IN bTRIKE - 

SITUATION IN THE AUDIT AND ACCOUNTS DEPARTMENT

1. Seventy-two employees are still out of service or 

under suspension. Thirty-eight of them are perma- 

. nent/quasi-permanent employees and the remaining 

thirty-four temporary.

2. Out of the thirty-eight permanent/quasi-permanent 

employees, twenty-seven have been finally sent out 

of service (dismissed, removed or compulsorily re
tired prematurely) and eleven are still under suspen

sion. In respedt of fifteen of the twenty-seven em

ployees finally sent out,departmental appeals have 

already been rejected and the only step they can take 

now is to submit a petition to the President,

3. As is evident from the figures, action under Rule 5 

of the Temporary Service Rules has been severest in 

this Department. Out of the forty temporary emplo

yees discharged immediately after the withdrawal of 

the strike, only six have been reinstated.on appeal.

4. As/ from the very beginning the attitude of the au

thorities was very vindictive, a few employees went 

to the Court of Law and obtained stay order on the 

proceedings. They are still under suspension. 

Once a policy of leniency is adopted by t]pe depart- 

mental authorities, these employees would naturally 

withdraw the cases in the Law-Court.

5. The Strike in the Department was totally peaceful. 

There is not a single ca^e of sabotage or violence. 

In most cases, the charge levelled is simple .partici

pation in strike.



STaFF RELATIONS IN THE AUDIT de ACCOUNTS DEPARTMENT 

> 4
For the last four years staff relations in the Audit 

and Accounts Department have been totally strained. Only 

in 1956 recognition was granted to the All-India Non-Ga- 

zetted Audit and Accounts Association and the employees of 

the Department have had a chance to ventilate their grievan

ces only since 1956. Unfortunately, the authorities of the 

Department have shown no inclination to appreciate the 

winds of change and have consistently tried to suppress 
I 

the activities, under the auspices of the Association by 

victimising the office-bearers of the Association.

In early 195$, three office-bearers of the Staff 

A ssociation of the Rajkot Branch of the Maharashtra (then 

Bombay) A ccountant General's Office were discharged from 

service. Within months of this, the Additional Secretary- 

General of the All-India Association was charge-sheeted and 

punished with increment-stoppage. In mid-1957, the Secre

tary of the recognised Staff A ssociation of the Office of 

the Deputy Accountant General, Kapurthala, was removed from 

service. For having given the details of this case of, what 

the Association believed to be, victimisation, the journal 

of the All-India A ssociation was banned by the Comptroller 

and A uditor General without even giving any kind of an oppor

tunity to the Association to be warned. In 195B, the 

Secretary-General of the All-India Association was compul

sorily retired at the age of 27. As a result of a persis

tent and constitutional campaign by the employees he was 

reinstated jn service; but before he was reinstated, the re

cognition of the All-India- Association was withdrawn without 

a ny warning having ever been given of the alleged violation 

of terms of recognition during a periou of two years and 

without being given the time for the submission of a defence.



In early 1959 the recognition of the Staff Association 

of the Office of the Accountant General, Assam, was 

withdrawn on the charge that the staff went to the head 

of the office in a peaceful mass deputation to ventilate 

their long-standing grievances regarding toilet-room faci

lities etc. It is said that the Head of the Office who 

received representatives of the mass-deputationists was 

also compulsorily retired or was made to retire as he 

refused to frame up charges against the employees.

The Audit & Accounts Department is the only depart

ment where large-scale or severe action has been taken for 

alleged violation of Rule IB of the Conduct Rules. In mid- 

1960, mor^ than 30 office-bearers of the recognised local 

A ssociations were charge-sheeted for having violated Rule 

/j B by merely attending the Annual Conference of the dereco

gnised All-India Association. Four of them were given extreme 

punishment. In one of the^e four ca’es, the order was 

quashed by the Maharashtra High Court and Rule 4B declared 

ultra vires, . Apter that the authorities took action against 

this employee under Rule AA. In other two cases, a request 

for reinstatement on the basis of the rule being declared 

ultra vires was turned down by A.G., Maharashtra. Now the 

orders- have been quashed by the High Court, but so far the 

employees have not been taken back into service. For pres

tige reasons, the authorities seem to be bent on going on 

appeal against the High Court decision in theae two cases.

One of the unique features4of the post-strike situa

tion in the Department is the reign of terror and atmosphere 

of tension that prevail in most of the offices. Recently 

in Ranchi the authorities have gone to the extent of getting 

two office-bearers of the Association arrested. The facts 

of the caceywhich is rather illustrative of the attitude of 

the authorities axxfoa are as follows;-
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Recently the authorities of the Department have 

introduced a highly-centralised Benevolent Fund Scheme 
to 

with a view, according to the employees, of weakening 

the Staff A ssociations many of whom have at present 

functioning benevolent fund schemes. In most offices 

employees are being forced to become members of the scheme. 

Tn the Office of the Accountant Genera}., Bihar, Ranchi, 

the staff decided to withdraw the consent forms they had 

been forced to sign. In order to have an amicable under

standing with the authorities and thus to avoid unnece

ssary disharmony, the Secretary of the Staff Association, 

a compulsorily retired employee whose departmental appeal 

is still pending for disposal, went to the Office premi- 

res on 1st of September^and sought an interview with the 

Deputy Accountant General. While waiting for the inter

view he saw that a compulsorily retired Class IV emplo

yee was being roughly handled by the chowkidar at the 

office-gate and the Secretary of the Association, Shri 

B.B.Jha, went to the spot and restored ca'Jm. At that 

time some employees came and expressed wonder why the 

retired Class IV employee should have been man-handled. 

The Secretary advised calm and spoke to them about the 

necessity of avoiding any deterioration in the wituatioh. 

A t that time, two officers, who are very unpopular in 
/ 4

the office, came on the spot and rudely ordered the Secre

tary to quit the premises. The Secretary politely ans

wered that he had always been visiting the office premi

ses and that he was never asked not to be in the premises 

and said that he would discuss that matter also with the 

Deputy Accountant General during the interview for which 

he was waiting.

, At this time, one of the employees warmly shook 

hands with the Secretary. This made the two officers



very angry. They began shouting abusive words. The Secre

tary reminded the D.A.G. about the interview. Soon he was 

called by the D.A.Gg The Secretary assured the D.A.G. of 

his complete obedience to any order regarding entering pre^ 

mises if issued to him and sought an assurance, that no 

action would be taken against the employees who talked to 

him and particularly against the employee who had shaken 

hande^' with him in the pre°ence of the two officers who 

had lost their temper. The D.A.G. gave the assurance and 

all expected that everything was over. The D.A.G. also 

promised to arrange an interview for the Secretary with the 

Accountant General.

On the next day, 2nd of September, the Secretary came 

to the office at about 2 P.M. and ^ent a request for the in

terview with the Accountant General. No reply came A 

P.M. when instead of the reply came the news about the sus

pension of the employee who had shaken hands with the Secre

tary on the previous day. The entire staff were naturally

agitated and they gathered in front of the A ccountant Gene

ral’s room seeking that he should hear their grievances as 

there was no charnel of representation on the grievance. 

The Accountant General refused to meet sr them or to meet 

a few of them. 3o the staff remained peacefully for a 

couple of hours. Dy then the Accountant General called 

for police and police came and declared the assembly as 

unlawful. Immediately, the staff dispersed peacefully. 

At about 11 P.M. the Secretary of the Class IV employees 

A ssociation was arrested and ^oon after midnight the 

Secretary of the Class III Staff Association was arrested 

from his house. Cases have been filed against them and 

they are now out on bail. All thece events have made the 

staff highly agitated. Public organisations, including the 

Bar and the District Congress Committee seem to be very



critical of the vindictive and totally tactless attitude 

of the authorities, One independent weekly of the town 

Kave been continuously criticising the callousness of the 

authorities of the office and of the total neglect of the 

welfare of the staff. It is reported that even though 

the employees have formed a Housing Cooperative Society 

with paid up capital of one lakh of rupees, for the last 

one year the Accountant General hasjusx not done anything to 

help the Society to get land. The Accountant General even 

refused to meet representatives of the Copperative Society 

to hear their grievances.

The Accountant General’s Office, Hanchi, is no exce

ption regarding reign of terror. In the A ccountant Gene

ra]'? Office, Maharashtra, a sense of total tension prevails 

The employee? are not even allowed to have free movement in 

the office. Recently a Staff CouuciJ was introduced in the 

office and employee? were forced to rive nomination? and to 

take part in polling. The Head of the Office'' even held a 

meeting of the staff immediately after the strike and made 

an insulting speech criticising politicians and threatening 

all ’leaders’ WITH DldE ACTIOh. Two class IV employees were 

sent oat without the Disciplinary Authority even caryng to 

record hi? final findings. Though this omission was pointed 

out in their departmental appeal, the appeal was rejected. 

Therefore they had to go to the Court of Law, arid though cho 

got a decree with costs, they have again/ been kept under 

suspension and enquiries ordered., Smkkpx Superintendents 

of Administrative sections are compelled to give fal?e evi

dence. The Pres? of the city has been continuously criti

cising the attitude of the authorities of this office.

The went? that take place in/ the Office of the 

Accountant General’s Office, Jaipur, are almost incredible. 

Employees are allowed to have tea only in the half-an-hour 

allotted Cor lunch, though the canteen cannot cater to all
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during the half-hou**-time. On the approach road to the 

office-building, no employee is allowed to go on cycle 

when the Accountant General’s car is passing. Temporary 

Class IV employees are forced to attend on the Accountant 

General in. the gol^-grounds and to work in the kitchens. 

Employees whose shoes squeaked while walking in the corridor 

and who talked in the corridor have been severely warned, 

When the Secretary-General of the A 11-India Association, 

on a visit to Jaipur, went to the receptionist of the office 

to inquire about the reply to his letter seeking permit ion 

to enter the office-premises during lunch-time, he was 

man-handled by the Deputy Accountant General himself and 

this created a rude shock in the press of the city. Often 

police is posted at the gates and some of the Class IV emplo

yees have been supplied with big bamboos. Recently a Class 

IV employee has been suspended only because he reached the 

house of the D.A.G. with a big burden he was asked to carjgry 

half an hour late (he reached at 9-30 PiM. instead of at 

9 P.M.) .

In many other offices like the Office of the Senior 

D.A ,G., P 6c T, Madras, Office of the Accountant General, 

Punjab, Office of the Snr. D.A.G., Maharashtra, Nagpur, 

Office of the A.G.,’Madhya Pradesh, Gwalior etc*, an atmos

phere of terror*and tension prevails.



Shri Shrlpad Amt it Dange, (Bonbav City Central), Member of the Lok Sabha, Parliament of India, New Delhi for information and 
necessary help.

CENTRAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING SOCIETY LTD. 
(REGISTERED NOB4541 OP 1061)

No. VI Flat No.12, Plot No.45,Sion West 
Near Sion Post Office,Bombay.22
Dated 8.10.1961

Dear Sir/Madam

GOVERNMENT EXISTS FOR MAN,
NOT MAN FOR GOVERNMENT

OUR FATE IS AT THE TEST

We must not forget that by nature every man

rich, poor, middle class, labourer or the Harijan or in fact 

any human being is always anxious tv have a good family life, 

even at the point of considerable sacrifice, of his personal 

requirements, I ut when he finds, that the circumstances under 

which lie is forced to live, arc such that they would not make 

that practicable, he automatically resigns to fate, and curses 

his luck?and starts to take a vices to lAll his time which then 

ultimately become a part and pared of his and his like's 

permanent life.

ONCE WE SHOULD DIAGOHISE THE REASONS?

THE Housing problem is the main cause

which is most accuto for the Central Government Employees 

driiwinr 1 of-n hhnn Rs.200/— per month.

The Suburban and Town planning Schemes are

designed in such a way as would permit in practice living 

conditions suitable only for high income groups who already 

have practically no problem as compared tn us, because 

cinsiderIng Mie primary Schools in the walk>ng distance of 

our children, and higher Sclwn<ls in the walking distance of 

our grown-up students and extra transport expences besides 

spending about four hours in transit to and from his site of 

work as compared to eight hours working in the office becomes 

very tiresome, apart from the uneconomical aspect of the 

mat cor.

On the other side it is seen that in 

practice in view of the economical condition it is absurd to



expec t the private builders to erect buildings suitable hi ti e 

low paid Ccnti’al Government Employees either’ from the view point 

of rent or motive of profit-

The motive of forming the Society is to get rid 

from the clutches of the private landlords who robs away 3/4th 

of our hard earned income in the shape of lease, paying guest, 

goodwill aqd other notorious ways and means which wo low paid 

Central Government Employees drawing less than Rs.200/— per 

month ilafford in j city lite Bombay. But we are forced to 

squander away our hard income, which otherwise could have 

imprnvod <mr housing and living conditions.

Under the abovo H reumsiminecs we pi’efor to stay in

'■-i: lu'fogee Camps, in dark, and unhygienic’rooms

and apart J.ropi other dilTimil ties i.e Common W.C, the Common 

Top, the Cin:pi<n p'Scugc and utter lack of privacy, which efiects 

I, he more] c1 o i v :c hr ’ t f imrs. Insanitary living is harbinger of 

worst disease like T.B and others, epidemics and constant 

quarels, which many times leads even to murders. We cannot give 

good educat ion t< our own children due to accuto shortage of 

accommodation. Our wealth is oui’ children's education.-but our 

children are compelled to keep away from education due to Chawl 

system or unhygienic necommoda Lion which we occupy just from the 

view point e f keeping the sun and ruin somehow far from our head.

Looking to the difficulties, thus at last for the sake 

of the shelter wo have joined our hands ( i.e All The Central 

Government Employees from different Central Governments Offices 

in Bombay) including Schedule Castes, Schedule Tribes etc. even 

irrespective of castes and creeds to venture upon and to solve 

the shelter problem.

While considering the question of housing, wo should 

consider the question, net only from the point of view of 

providing seme sort of accommodation, seme how just to seek 

shelter fi’oin sun and rain, but wo should find out how to provide 

proper accommodation, at proper rates, and under proper

Cent. on page 3.



circumstances, as will in general, raise the standard of 

living of ours to a certain minimum decent standard and 

create through the circumstances, as would automatically, be 

tlie causes that will improve the^morals and social character 

of ours, as a natural, consequences thereof* The design of the 

houses and’the surroundings under which, an average man lives, 

produces a considerable effect on bis morals and character, 

and the morals and character of an average man, naturally 

determines the morals and character of the whole community. 

It is very comno'n and natuial phenomena. Bettor the 

surroundings, bettor the moulding of the man’s character and 

’behaviour. It is saying that a good*healthy body, encourages 

a gei.d cha rti c lor.

Whil' fonritructlnr; the accommodation wo have to 

i» viow l;)ic ft LI.owing things:—

(a) 11, should bo a self contained flat-, which 
peot'-iebs the privacy til home and the dignity 
of the individual under modern conditions.

(b) As for as possible Locality should not be toe 
much away fr< m the site of work,

(c) Tso surround Ings should be desirable,
(d) It should mt be inconvenient and heavy monthly 

expences to reach daily site of wi>rk.
(o) Thore should be necessary amenities, like 

on terLainment centres, hospitals or such other 
allied necessities and conveniences.

(f) Thore should Be educational institutions, 
especially of the primary and secondary type 
in the near vicinity,

(g) Surround i nt',3 should be such which can 
encourage an improvement in our social and 
fina ncia1 a dvanoament.

Thore is phenomenal increase of in the- popuXcrticn 

in a city like Bombay and as Government made of the people, 

By people, and for the people is solving housing problems 

by the following ways:~

(n) Their own efforts of construction.
(b) By inducing individuals to'build by way of 

inducement oC loan arid etc,.
(c) By inducing public to build.
(d) By inducing or forcing owners, of the old 

buildings to make major structural repairs to 
extend the Life of the old dilapidated 
buildings.

Coni;, on page 4.
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(o) By asking factory owners tn buTild houses for 
their staff.

(f) Government is trying to induce private owners 
to start work of new buildings by giving 
rebates in taxes.and other concessions etc.

(g) And encourage Co-operative Housing Societies 
to construct buildings’and offering loans, 
returnable in easy instalments ranging over 
years together and bearing a very nominal 
interest•

When rich, common man even labourer, industrial, 

Hari,juns have formed the Co-operative Housing Societies to take 

the advantage of the loans and other facilities offared by our 

own National Government then what prevents you from reaching 

the Goal? Surely there is ne legal burs-in this direction, it 

seems Uicrc is no civic sense to take advantage of the loan 

<>rg>v-a i,r. nn by our own Nntjonn1 Government •

W , are wholly sully dependents on the Central 

Government and Maharashtra Government in connection with tho 

loans and land respectively and whe are really keen interested 

to help us in this dtraction. Now we want to proceed further

(i.o 42 Square Y^rds). The cubte'contentry of't Jie tenement,

and your co—opera ticar iri the rrif.ittor is c a r n o s 11 y solid t e d «

bo j

The

as under

: cost of tho flat and constructed area will

1; Room 10’ X 12’ = 120
c_ • Room 10 X 11 - 110
3 • Kitchen 8 X’ 10 80
4; Ba tch 4 X 7 = 28
5 • w.c 4 X 6 * 24
6. Pa usage 6 X 3 = 18

Total _380

Tho built up- nren •per bonomont will be ab out 38CX ’

including proportionate plinth and parapet wall will be

380 X .1 1 = 4180 Cubic feett. That tho cost of construction of

such a self contained flat including ail electric lights, 

drainage lines, Architects Fees, Tiles and loss of interest etc. 

including land will be approximatively Rs.7,300/- per flat.

This is only for the LOW PAID CENTRAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES 

drawing less than Rs.200/- as a basic pay per month.

It gives great pleasure to announce that the
£2al ji—5.



economical heasing scheme for Central Gevornment Employees

(i) Who arc drawing not less than F.s.200/- and 
more than Rs*5OO/- per month.

(it) Who arc drawing not less than Rs.5OO/- and 
more than Rs,2,000/- per month.

is being finalized by the Society, the information in 

connection with the site of land and extent of tho loans 

clligible to the respective category and other data will bo 

announced shortly.

At la st wo are very thankful to the District 

Deputy Registrar Co-operative Societies, Bombay, who very 

kindly Has registered our Society Under Section 10 of tho 

Bombay Co-operative Society Act. 1925 (Bombay VII of 1925).

NOTE:- SOCIETY RESERVES THE RIGHT_OF MEMBERSHIP. 
“345

All thcZupolications’received by the Society have 
on 4.10.1961

been accepted by tho Managing Committee/^ subjoct to sumo 

correctitrns to be made in some applications). All the

applicants arc hereby informed that cull for the share

capital of Rs,250/~ (Nominal value of 5 shares of Rs.50/- each)

will be made within one month from this date.

(/ „
(Pa dieth Ha rida 3)

C O N F T. R M E D

(S.C.Ajwani) A
CHAIRMANPRESIDENT

(G.J.Ramnani)
HON. SECRETARY.

MEMBERS OF THE MANAGING

’ (N. R. Kho m? mi) (D.J.Mussand) (K. N. Ka ma t h)

(Mr

(K. C. Ro e ,j h s inghu n i) C.Mirchanduni) (Narayanan Kurths
WITH DUE RESPECT COPY T0:~
1 .The Hon"arable Ministers, Government of India, How Delhi.
2 .The Hen arable Ministers, Government of Maharashtra, Bombay.
3 .The Secretary, Revenue Department, Govt., of Maharashtra, 

Bombay (Vido his No.DCS.2261/66470-B dated 1.6.1961).
4 .The Secretary, Urban Dcvuli pment <1: Public Health Department, 

Government of Maharashtra, Bombay. (Vida his Mo.LGS.3O61/ 
'24359-E dated 16,9.1961).

5*Thc Under Secretary, Ministry of Works, Housing & Supply, 
Government’of IndiA, New Delhi (Vido his No.14(17)/61-Hill 

’dated 7/12.9.1961).
6 .Tho Collector if Bombay, Bombay (Vido his No.SB/lAQ/Misc- 

dated 27.2.1961) '
7 .Members of the’Society.
o.All the Central Govt.' offices in tr T Bombay. k G.d .ramnaiii J

C.G.E.C.H.S Ltd, Bombay,



ALL-INDIA N ON-GAZETTED AUDIT ACCOUNTS ASSOCIATION

H.Q.: 17, Benham Hall Lane 
Bombay 4.

, * 31st August 1961
T o
T he General Secretary, 
All-India Trade Union Congress, 

N ew Delhi*

Dear Friend,

You will be aware of the decision of the Supreme Court 
of India on 14.th August 1961 granting special leave to Shri E.X. 
Joseph and to the Government of India to appeal against the de- 

' cision of the Ma harashtra High Court in' respect of Rule 4A and 
\| -Rule 4B respectively of the Government Servants' Conduct Rules. 
kj.The Supremo Court of India also stayed final action on the Dis- 
I missal Show Cause served on Shri Joseph f^r a lleged violation 

/ ; of Rulo 4A.
/ II
\ Soon aft Ur the strike, Shri Joseph had challenged in the

Maharashtra High Court the constitutional validity of Rule 4B 
(which prohibits m ember ship of unrecognised and derecognised 
U nions and Associations) and Ru^e 4A (which prohibits resorting 

; to Strike and pa rticipation in demonstrations) of the C.C.S.
(Conduct) Ru}es. In its Judgment, the Ma harashtra H^h Court 
held tha t Rule 413 was ultra vires of the Constitution of India 
and that Rulo 4A was intra vires of the Constitution. Shri 
Joseph's appeal now in the Supremo Court is regarding the decision 
doclar ing* Rule 4A as intra vires and the Government's appeal is 
aga inst the decision declaring Rule 4B as ultra vires.

You will, I am sure, appreciable the momentous signi
ficance of this historic fight in the Supreme Court. The decision 
of the Supremo Court regarding these two rules will no doubt 
have a decisive impact for all time to come on the trade union 
rights of the Government employees in pa rticular and cf all 
W orkers in genera 1.

Thu All-India Audit& Accounts Association has taken 
this momentous step only because of the mighty significance cf 
the issues involved and beca use of the hope that all sister orga
nisations would offer their valuabl c and generous help. The 
Audit Department has suffered the worst blows of victimisation. 
Even toda y 73 employees a re out of service. This situation has 
naturally created very serious financial difficulties.

You will appreciate that this historic legal fight 
in the Supreme Court would entail a very heavy expenditure. 
An amount of nea rly Rs. One thousand has a Iready been spent 6n 
initial things. An a mount of Rs. 1000/- has to be deposited in 
tLe Supremo Court in about a couple of weeks on account of secu
rity deposit, Another instalment of an equal amount will have 
to be deposited towards printing, expenses. Over and above, the 
best legal ta lents in the country must be m arshalled for the 
purpose of conducting this historic fight in the Supremo Court.

May I therefore request you and your organisation to 
render to u s the maximum possible financial help and wholehearted 
cooperation for successfully condu- / this momentous legal 
battle in the Suprem o Court of In Wo shall be immensely
thankful to you and your organisation for all the help that you 
give.. Thanking you,

Fraternally Yours,

(E.XlJosepn) 
Secretary-General.

■ ■ ' BT*



big section

maintain

of the

vast expansions

class Central and State Government employees form a 

They run the public utility and essential services, 

communlcations, collect revenues, run the administr, 

country. During the last few years there have been
of all these departments. The number of employees increased from '!? 

14 lakhs in 1948 to 22 lakhs in 1960. The State, therefore, is 

today the biggest employer in the country. It was natural for 

everyone to hope that this biggest employer under the Congress 

which came to power mouthing shibboleths about welfare of the 

down-trodden would be a model employer.

But ask any Government employee today. The answer will 

be co the effect that Government is the worst employer I The 

reason for the Government conducting Itself so is not far to seek. 

The Congress as a party is under the control of the biggest 

capitalists, financiers, land-lords and other vested interests. 

When they themselves are employers, minting money from the sweat 

and blood of lakhs nfon lakhs of workers, how can they allow the 

Government run by them to be liberal to its employees? They 

would like the Government to be a model employer in the reverse 

geab - one that will break its own laws, that will not provide 

proper facilities and amenities but will use the whip as a master 

on his slaves.
2 Sr That is exactly the position of a Government servant

today., Ever since the start of 2nd World War cost of living had 

been rising higher and higher. But there had been not a single 

occasion when a Government employee had been fully or even fatlly 

compensated for the steadily increasing prices. The $ 1st Pay 

Commission gave them a minimum wage of Rs.55/- per month, which 

in their own words was a ‘poverty-line wage*. Prices never 

stopped rising. Instead of the black-marketeers being hanged on 

the nearest lamp-post, as Pt. Nehru flaunted about, the Government 

employees under the Congress regime found their own tattered blves 
' 4

hanging by ilender threads. It was only after a lot of agitation 

and a strike-threat in 1949 that the Government agreed to increase 

the dearness allowance by Rs.10/- In this struggle the Government 

turned all its wrath against the Communist Party of India because
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it fearlessly supported the cause of the Government employees. 

Hundreds of them were arrested and jailed In connection with this 

struggle. 
I

The Congres Government which kept all Its promises with 

the Rajahs and Maharajas, with the British Imperialists and other 

vested interests, had no qualms of conscience to violate its own 

agreement/ to revise the dearness allowance for the Government 

servants in accordance with the formula of the Pay Commission. 

Even as this ten rupees did not adequately compensate the rise in 

cost of living, prices were rising again. The employees tried to 

plead with the Government. But everything fell on deaf ears. "They 

demanded another Pay Cianmlssion to t>e appointed. For two long years 

they were clamouring for it. Only on the threat of a strike by / 

vast sections of Central Government employees, the Government — 

.agreed to appoint the 2nd Pay Commission. But the Government Saw 

to It that their recommendations are none too liberal. The-empioyees 

under the various Departments of the Central Government jointly waged 

a bitter struggle against the unsatisfactory recommendat ions of-the 

Commission. There were some improvements in theirlevel of wages and 

other service conditions. But even today, nearly two yea^ff anda 

half after the Pay Commission Report, the employees* wages lag—far- 

behind the cost of living.

Not only with regard towages but also with regard to 

many other conditions of service and work, this section of the wage- 

earners ard at a great disadvantage. Out of 15/ lakhs of employees 

in Civil Departments in 1957 only 4.4 lakhs were provided with 

quarters at standard rates. In the case of State employees the 

position Is still worse. Shortage of office accommodation, insani~ 

tat^on, congestion and over-crowding, lack of proper equipments etc., 

are regular features. In many of these respects the 2nd Pay 

Commission have made some beneficial recommendations. It is not 

known whether the Government is serious at all in implementing them.

Even after fourteen years of freedom there has been 

very little change in the attitude towards the employees. They are 

deprived of their basic rights of citizenship - fundamental rights 

guaranteed under theConst itut ion - freedom of speech, freddom of 

assockatioh, political and civic rights are all greatly restricted.



Even trade union rights granted under the various laws, are not 

allowed for them, favouritism and nepotism are as entrenched as ever.

Two Five-Year Plans are over. During this period the 

services were under very heavy strains. Work-load on every employee 

Increased tremendously. The Government servants working under 

heavy pressure contributed to the success of these Plans. But there 

was no correspondingly progressive change in their working and 

service conditions. It was to ensure such a change that they demand

ed a 2nd Pay Commission. The Commission belied their hopes in the 

matter of adequate wages and in many other respects. The employees 

wanted to discuss their long-pending problems with the Government. 

The Government refused to have any serious negotiations till things 

became too hot. Even at the eleventh hour when things could have 

been saved, the.ro was no gesture from the Government to meet the 

demands of the employees even half-way. The general strike of July 

1960 became inevitable. While none doubted the genwlnness of the 

demands of the central Government employees,. the Government came 

down on them with a heavy hand. A most draconian Ordinance was 

promulgated. W|th the help of police and military,mass arrests and 

convictions, whole-shle’ dismissals from service and bther repressive 

measures the just struggle of the employees was suppressed. The 

strike has focussed the attention of the nation on the problems of 

the Central Government employees.

If that is the situation with Central Government 

employees, the State Government employees are in a worser pass. 

With lower emoluments and more stringent conditions of service, they 

had to contend against a harder lot than their better-organised 

brothers in the Central services. In many States they have waged 

gi&rious struggles, and some Improvements effected. But the Congres 

Governments in the States, including the Ganatantra Parishad-Congress 

biped of Orissa or the P.S.P.-Congrees-Muslim League trlped of Kerala 

had never been kind to them. In Madras, Andhra, Madhya Pradesh, 

Bengal and Bihar the employees had to face very heavy odds to press 

their claims.

All the Government employees thus have a great affinity 

and community of interests. Together they form nearly 45 lakhs. 

On their wages depend lakhs and Ij^shs of families. On their welfare



depends the efficient running of the essential services and the 

administrative machinery. While the Congress wants to keep them 

always under-paid and in a state of semi-slavery all progressive 

forces in the country, with the Communist Party of India in the 

fore-front of it, want them to be contented and free from bureau

cratic oppression so that they can whole-heartedly contribute to 

the efficient running of the services in the best interests of the 

country.

That is why the C.P.I. had been availing ef every 

opportunity to campaign for a fair deal to the Government employees. 

In ihe very first session of the 2nd Parliament, Shri K.K.Warrler, 

M.P. (Communist) moved a non-official resolution demanding appoint

ment of a second Pay Commission. In his speech on the 19th July, 

1957, Shri Warrier vehemently criticised the Government for delay 

in appointing a second Pay Commission. He pointed out the contra

dictions in the behaviour of the Government as an employer/, and said 

"It is an admitted fact that the Government are the biggest 
employers in the country, especially the Central Government 
which employs about eighteen to twenty lakhs of employees.
But jiMpika in spite of the fact that private employers have 
taken a lead to give fair wages for their own employees, with 
the concurrence of the Central Government, the Central Govern
ment Itself is not willing to accept that."

He pointed out how when "profits have increased by 130 percent, 

when production has increased by 40 percent more, when the national 

income has increased by two percent more, when even the industrial 

workers have got a share, though not a due and justifiable share," 

how the Government employees alone were left without justice being 

meted out to them. Regarding the State Government employees he 

said that they "are in a very deplorable condition. As the biggest 

employer, the Central Government should be the model employer not 

only to the private employers, but also to the States. The States 

are in a very bad condition....... I submit that only when the 

Central Government gives a lead, the State Government will also 

scrutinise their budgets..................so that the demands of their

employees could be met". Future events turned out as the spokesmen 

of the C.P.I. in the Parliament said. • For, In meet of the States, 

some upward revision, however inadequate, In the emoluments of the 

State employees took place only after the 2nd Pay Commission.
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. By 19577 the first 5-Year Plan had been completed. As

Shri Warrier pointed out there had been increases in total production 

productivity, profits and, to certain extent in the wages of the 

workers in private industries. But in the Government services the 

employees had been suffering a loss of Rs.10/- /or Rs.15/- upwards 

per month. By 1957 the real wages of a clerk with 10 years’ service 

had fallen from Rs.67/- in 1939 to Rs.39/8/-; and that of a Class 

IV employee from Rs.25/- to Rs.21/-. During this period their 

indebtedness had increased and standard of living had decreased, 

affecting detrimentally their stamina, capacity for increased out

put and efficiency.

But the volume of work in the offices and the work-load 

per employee increased tremendously. In the Posts and telegraphs 

various services increased two-fold or three-fold. In the Railways 

too goods traffic in ton-miles increased two-fold between 1947 and 

1955. In spite of this increase, the Government admitted, adequate 

provision for staff was not made. .

There was steady deterioration In the working and 

service conditions of theemployees too. No adequate provisions were 

made for accommodation, equipments and other necessities for carrying 

on the work. Due to lack of expansion of office-premises or delay 

in construction of new ones there was overcrowding everywhere. It 

was revealed through a question in the Lok Sabha that 3,349 Railway 

employees had their limbs broken during the first ten months of 1955. 

From this high rate of injuries due to industrial accidents, one can 

well imagine how appalling were the conditions of work.
Z‘ /'‘l' ' while the demands of the employees in these respects

were being turned down by the Government, they were witnessing 

around them struggles by other sections of the working people for 
' 4

wage increases and for an adequate share in the fruits of their 

labour. The C.P.I. and the A.I.T.U.C. and the unions under their 

leadership were In the forefront of this struggle. In the content 

of increased profits to the vested interests all over the country, 

of steadily increasing prices of the daily necessities of life and 

other oeiI articles of consumption and of the growing awareness of 

the rights of labour, these struggles brought forth certain 

increases in. the wages of many sections of the working people.
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Because of these determined struggles the working-class 

in the country could also force the Government to announce certain 

wage-policies. Payment of fair wages was one of the X cardinal 

recommendations of the Industrial Truce Resolution, adopted by the 

Government in their statement on Industrial Policy issued on the 6th 

April, 1948. A Fair Wages Committee was appointed, which recommended 

that a ’Minimum Wage’ providing not merely for bare subsistence of 

life but for the preservation of the efficiency of the worker by 

providing for some measure of education, medical requirements and 

amenities, should be paid in all industries. More or less in line 

with the observations of the Planning Commission the Government's 

Industrial resolution of the 30th April, 1956 reiterated the need 

for raising workers’ living standards and efficiency. In this 

context the 15th Indian Labour Conference unanimously made certain 

specific recommendations and said that the minimum wage must be 

"naed-based” ensuring minimum human needs. The Conference also laid 

down the norms for the minimum wage.

While the organised sections of the working-class under 

the leadership of the ABOUC could compel the Government and the 
partially 

employers to implement £hese at least, the Government

as the .biggest employer in this country stoutly refused to apply 

the same as far as their own employees were concerned.

During the debate In the Parliament on Shri K.K.Warrier»s 

Resolution, Communist M.Ps forcefully explained theta points. Shri 

S.A.Dange, M.P. (Communist), keadep of Opposition, asked: ”Wbat is 

socialism if it is not raising real wages?” He said that he ’’would 

certainly like to contradict the statement that wages have nothing 

to do with the socialist pattern.....You should at least guarantee 

to me a standard which is not a falling standard of living. But 

here what are we getting? Prices are rising up, while wages are 

pegged, salaries are pegged. Therefore, what is happening is that 

real wages are falling.......... Kf prices are pegged, I can understand. 

Stop prices from rising. But with every taxation measure, or even 

without taxation, prices are jumping up.......... Our main question is, 

would you hold the price-line for us?........But you cannot hold, you 

have admitted your Inability to hold it. You cannot hold the 

profit line too.” Incidentally, let it be noted that this inability



of the Government to hold the price-line and protect the real 

caused a five-day general strike by Central Government employees 

three years later.

Shri Dange pointed out the very wide disparities between 

the incomes of an ordinary Government servant and the top-most 

officers and asked for rationalisation of wages. He said that if 

real wages are increased ’’the working class in this country, whether 

in private factories or in Govt, employment, will create such effi

ciency rate that production will rise to still greater heights. If 

It Is not done - I do not give threats - the working class will find 

Itself Incapable of fulfilling its task. Mere moral lecturing will 

not help them. It is really hard money which is required to get 

bread”•

The# Government employees were suffering not merely 
I

due to low wages and ^ad conditions of work. Before attainment of 

independence by the country the foreign imperialist/ Government was 

having the ’’master-slave” attitude towards their employees. The 

employees were ceaselessly struggling against this attitude. The 

healthy changes in the thoughts regarding labour-management relation

ship did not make any imprint on the practice followed by the Congress 

Government in the Civil Services. The policy behind all aspects of 

service conditions continued and even now continues to be the same 

“master-slave” policy. This was particularly so with regard to 

trade union rights, civic rights etc., and regarding the administra

tive machinery as a whole,

, The Labour Panel of the 2nd Five-lear Plan had laid

down certain fine principles regarding the labour policy // to be 

followed. The obligations of the Government in the sphere of trade 

union movement have been adumbrated by the Panel in the following 

words:

’’Any attempt therefore, on the part of a public employer to 
evade the responsibilities of an employer on the ground that 
he is npt working for profit/ requires to be discouraged, for 
if the Mtate is to become an employer at all, it is necessary 
that it should be a model employer........ in the ultimate 
analysis, the true test whether or not a public employer is 
succeeding in his ideals, is whether his employees are better 
off on the whole than those of a private employer and whether 
they feel legitimate pride and in what they produce and in 
their position.”
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These observations were timely reminders to the Government 

which was keeping its two million employees as near bond-slaves. But 

the labour policy followed by the Government was in glaring contrast 

to their precepts. On numerous occasions the Communist members in 

the Parliament drew th* attention of the Government to these facts 

and demanded progressive changes In Its attitude.

The labour laws of the country bestowed certain rights on 

trade unions and provided certain machinery for settling disputes. 

But the Government was not applying these to the Civil servants. Not 

only that., active union workers were being harassed and victimised 

in numerous ways. The recognition rules applicable to the Civil 

servants were the very same ones framed by the Britishers In 1937. 

The Government was ttoutly resisting any change of these rules, and 

was throwing to the winds the recommendations of the Labour Panel of 

the Planning Commission. While the P & T, Defence and the Railway 

workers could escape to some extent from the penal measures because 

of their strong organisations, all other sections of Government 

employees like those in the Civil Aviation Department, Audit & Accounts 

Department, Income-Tax etc., had to face many difficulties.

In this respect the state employees were still worse off. 

Refusal to recognise their organisations, heavy victimisations and 

denial of any facilities for functioning of their organisations were 
» * 

a common feature In most of the States. They, therefore, saw the 

possibilities of some good coming to them If a new Pay Commission was 

appointed. For, in the wake of its recommendations they could press 

Z . their claims for better treatment. 
> >/ *

The essence of the demand for a 2nd Pay Commission was that 

all these questions, viz., revision of wages and linking them with 

cost of living, improvement of working and service conditions, 

investment of full trade union and civic rights etc., should be 

enquired into by an impartial body. This demand was being supported 

by almost all the/ organisations of Central Government employees, by 

all MAtlonal trade union o^htres and all political parties except 

the Congress. Some of the Congress members also supported the demand. 

But the party-whip cracked down on them. The example of 1955 is there. 

On the 29th July, 1955 a Congress member moved a resolution In the 
' F 

Lok Sabha for appointment of a 2nd Pay Commission. But as a result
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of party-whip he wanted to withdraw it, and when the Communist and 

other opposition members pressed 1& fctMVotxe the Congress benches 
negatived<thB-lrrG'so^^^ The Communist Party always took a lead

ing part in focussing the attention of the Parliament and the public 

to this just and unanimous demand of the employees.

Shri Bhppesh Gupta, M.P., leader of the Communist group in the 

Rajya Sabha, tabled a starred question in February, 1956. In reply 

the Minister said that Government was not contemplating then appoint

ment of a Commission. As a result of searching supplementarles, Shri 

Bhupesh Gupta was able to extract the real reason for not appointing 

a Commission. The Minister said: "Taking a long-term point of view, 

once the Commission is appointed and the recommendations are made, it 

will be difficult for the Government to resist such recommendations." 

Thus the cat was out of the bag I A Commission was justified, but 

the Government was not prepared to foot the bill

In the 16k Sabha too Communist MPs initiated a series of 

discussions on this problem. They were supported by the entire 

opposition benches - and even sections of the treasury benches - 

but, of course, not to the extent of forcing the issue.

-The climax reached in 195? when the Unions of various sect-ions 

of the Central Government employees, one after another, 'decided'trr 

serve notices of- strike on the Government. - An KXsuaKRCMttKxk
adjournment motion was moved on July 18, 1957 in the -Lok Sabha 'bo 

discuss the situation arising out of strike notices l>y so many-'orftsni- 

sations of Central Government employees. The P & T workers under

the leadership of the National Federation of P .& T Employees were' in 

the lead in this stnuggler followed by other units in-the-Confedera
tion of-Central Government Employees. Therefore^She whole question 

was again opened ,during the debate on the Demands for Supplementary

Grants for the Ministry of Transport & Communications.^ solution

for appointing a 2nd Pay Commission, moved by Shri K.K.Warrier, 

Communist MP, also came up for discussio^/. But the Government was 

adamant in its attitude.
e/

The Central Government employees were in the meanwhile 

mobilising their entire banks for a successful strike with effect fron 

8th August, 1957. Their demand had been before the Government for 

two and a half years by then. The employees and their organisations
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had tried all peaceful methods to carry conviction to the Government, 

Meetings were held in thousands of places and resolutions adopted;

■ nearly five lakhs of employees signed a memorandum to the 

Minister: they held massive demonstaations throughout the country; 

a mass deputation of 10,000 employees met the then Finance Minister, 

Shri T.T.Krishnamacharif on the 19th July when kk* Shri Warrior’s 

resolution was being discussed, thousands of workers demonstrated in 

front of the Parliament and in all State capitals.

True to its tradition of working-class solidarity, the AITUC 

fully supported the demands of the employees and alerted all its 

affiliates to render all assistance to the Government employees in 

the impending struggle. Its leaders who are Members of Parliament — 

Sarvashri S.A.I^nge, Vittal Rao, S.M.Banerjl, K.T.K.Thangamani, 

Md. Elias, Prabhat Kar, Mrs. Renu Chakravarty and others in the Lok 

Sabha, Dr. Raj Bahadur Gaur, Laljl Pendse and others in the Rajya 

Sabha - spared no efforts to espouse the cause of the employees 

inside the Parliament.

In the 15th session of the Indian Labo-ur Conference held at 

Delhi on 11-12 July, 1957, that is on the eve of the strike-move by 

P & T and other.Government employees, the delegation of ATTUC consis

ting of Shri S.A.Dange, MP, General Secretary, AITUC and Shri Indrajit 

Gupta, with Sarvashri T.C.N.Menon, MP and K.T.K.Thangamani, MP as 

advisors, raised the question of the 2nd Pay Commission. Shri Dange 

MP, pointed out that x±kk wage-boards should be appointed for all the 

major industries and that the demand of the Railways, P & T and other 

Government employees could be and should be satisfied. Referring to 

the workers losing sympathy by strikes as stated by the Labour 

Minister in his address, Shri Dange asked: "If workers are discontent

ed and compelled to strike, if peasants are dissatisfied and the 

middle-classes restless, what remains of the nation, which will not 

sympathise with them except the opposite side (the employers)?"

On the 2nd August, 1957, Shri Dange, MP, General Secretary, 

AITUC issued a statement supporting the strike of the P & T and 

other Central Government employees. The atmosphere had become very 
I 

heafled by then through, the statement of Shri Nehru denouncing the 

strike as anti-social, especially when, according to him, India 

was threatened with external difficulties; There were already talks
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about promulgation of an Ordinance. Shri Dange’s statement said 

that Government employees in America, England, many of the West 

European countries and Pakistan were claiming wage Increases because 

* the capitalist Governments In these countries were helping the vested

Interests to reap boom profits at the. cost of the common people 

including Government employees. ’’Curiously enough, in these countries 

too, th-e Governments and employers talk the same way as our Prime 

Minister talks. There too they speak of danger to national economy 

and danger of inflation. It Is stKagge that'our Socialist Prime 

Minister of India and the capitalist Ministers in EurppeX should 

- address the working-class in the same tone, same threats and same

excu ses • . • .V;Th e A TTUC once again- appeals to Government-to'^ive

up polide methods of ruling and agree to the just x deman da of-Vhe 

UnloAfc. The ATTUC appealftAo all Unions to unite on this question 

of defending the workers’ claims for wage rise, irrespective of 

political opinion, as the issues are not political but one of simple 

bread and butter of the working people.”

Dye to the unprecedented united mass backing of the demands by 

the workers, Incessant activity by the ATTUC, support by all other 

national trade union centres and political parties excepting the 

INTUC and the Congress the Government was forced to retreat inch by 

inch. First some minor concessionaire announced. Ultimately the 

Government announced appointment of a Pay Commission and agreed to 

refer the question of interim relief to the Commission for early 

decision. Almost at the eleventh hour the Government went on record, 

through the statements of the Prime Minister and the Minister of 
l 4

Transport & Communications In the Lok Sabha, announcing all these 

f decisions. The strike notice was then withdrawn.

It was a glorious victory for the P & T workers and other 

sections of Central Government employees who built up a united 

campaign on these demands for nearly two years. In this struggle 

the Congress Government revealed its true colour before the whole 

country. While it protected the Interests of the capitalists, allowed 

prices to be increased, it stoutly resisted to the bitter end the just 

demands of the workers. While it mouthed shibboleths about socialist 

pattern, fair wages to workers, industrial truce etc., it did not 

agree to protect the real wages of its own two million employees.
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While It spoke of Industrial democracy, freedom of association etc., 

it tried to deprive its own workers those rights. The infamous 

provisions of Rule 4-A and Rule 4-B were introduced in the Government 

Servants Conduct Rules, by which employees were prohibited from 

demonstrations of all types including wearing of badges, holding of 

meetings .etc., and from becoming members of unrecognised unions, 

^ust on the eve of strike it promulgated an Ordinance, and moved a 

•Black’ Bill in the Parliament providing for banning the impending 

strikes and making participation in these strikes punishable with 

, imprisonment and fine. Police and military were deployed to meet 

the emergency.

z During those days one State in the country was kwing having

a Government run by the true and tested representatives of the 

tolling people - the Communist Ministry of Kerala. The attitude of 

this Ministry was in pleasing contrast with that of the Congress 

Ministries in the various States and the Centre. It refused to use 

its police to terrorise the Central Government employees, as was

demanded by the Central Government. It had already announced its 

policy of not allowing the police to interfere In labour disputes. 

Communist Ministers of Kerala made known in no uncertain terms their 

sympathies with the demands of the Central Government employees.
A 4

While it desired industrial peace so that developmental works could 

progress, it did not want imposition of such a ’peace’ at the cost 

of the legitimate rights of the workers. Therefore, the Communist 

Ministers expressed their hope that the Central Government would com® 

to an amicable/ settlement on the basis of which the Unions would be 

able to avert a strike.

One of the very first acts of the Communist Ministry was to 

stop the increases in pay of the Top-grade officers. Just a few 

days prior to the Communist Ministry taking over power the Governor

had announced those increases costing lakhs and lakhs of rupees to 

the exchequer/. The ordinary Class IV and Class 1 employees of the 

State had been clamouring for long for revision of wages, merger of 

de&rness allowance in pay etc. Further the earlier Governments viz., 

Congress, P.S.P. and President’s Rule (effectively Congress) had not

cared for removing the disparities existing between the ex-T.C.State
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State employees and ex-Madras State employees. Without caring for 

these the Governor passed orders in an unholy haste increasing the 

pay of higher officers only, increasing the disparities between the 

highest and lowest paid further. The action of the Communist 

Ministry in holding these orders in abeyance was a very salutary step. 

Thereafter, without undue delay the Communist Ministry tackled 

the most pressing problem of the ex-Madras State employees, and 

allowed the maximum relief possible to all low-paid employees which 

put the emoluments of a Class /V employee/ nearly at par with those 

of a Class IV Central Government employee.

There were limitations placed on the resources for further 

increases in emoluments, however much they were desired. According 

to the scheme of the Finance Commission of 1957-58 the Centre was 

•to‘bear two-thirds of the increase in the emoluments of low-p^id 

State Government employees for bringing them to the level of the 

Central Government employees, provided the Increase was not more 

than Rs.12/- per employee. This scheme was to be in force upto 

1960*61. Regarding the State Finance as a whole, the Communist 

Ministry was seeking a better deal from the Centre and the Finance 

Commission. Then further possibilities of wage-increases of the 

State Government employees would have been there. However, the 

Ministry was toppled down by the most undemocratic methods just 

because it was a true friend of the toiling people. 
)7

The movement among the Central Government employees for higher 

pay and the decision of P & T and other sections of employees to 

fast go on strike from August 8, if no settlement was arrived at, 

high-lighted the seriousness of the situation when the 15th I.L.C. 

met in Delhi on July 11-12, 1957. There was a country-wide demand 
♦ 

for wage-increases to meet the rapid and high rise in the cost of 

living. Even as the Conference was meeting a strike of Port and Dock 

workers was on in Bombay. Earlier there was already a settlement 

in coal-mining; textiles got a wage-board; in Plantations there was 

a report already and some agreement also. The previous period had 

seen numerous actions, by organised workers, including those in 

Government services. The Defence Installations had to struggle in 

September-October, 1956, which ensured absorption of thousands of
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thousands-of retrenched workers. Several actions on the Railways 

and the firing in Kalka, Kharagpur, etc., brought the problem of 

the Railway workers to the fore-front. Thore was a tremendous 

offensive against active trade union workers on the Railways in the 

name of fStat^ security’. The Sankar Saran*Tribunal was in cold 

storage. The Rank workers, the Insurance workers and many other 

sections of employees also waged struggles.

In this background the question of revision of wages, laying

44
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down the norms for minimum wage, constitution of wage-boards etc., 

were the most important points to be settled by the 15th I.L.C. All 

; the trade union representatives in the Conference were united in 

their opinions on these subjects. The contributions by AITUC in 
♦

i the deliberations of,th,e Conference were note-worthy. Naturally so, 

because most of the struggles preceding the 15th I.L.C. were led by 

AITUC unions. In the indppendent federations/unions too the stand

, of AITUC got the widest support. Following the I.L.C. the Government 

j servants also could, by their united stand, procure a Pay Commission

Rut the question of interim relief was left to khut be decided by the 

/ Commission. TheAITUC demanded that the Commission should make their 

recommendations without delay. ,

But/months rolled by without any sign of their recommendation^ 

The Central Government employees began losing their patience. The

P & T workers’ Federation adopted a strong resolution in December,

1957,, against this delay. The much awaited recommendations came out

only after the workers got restive.

The quantum of interim relief also was very meagre and Insuffi

cient to compensate the rise In prices. There was a storm of protest
* ■ Czaa /n -q A a- <

from the employees. The three ne/ttidnfdl trade unlon ^ehtree, viz. the

AITUC, H.M.S. and UTUC also voiced their protest. The question of 

holding the price-line was again/ raised. At the invitation of HMS 

a meeting of all national trade union centres and the various

independent organisations, including dud those of the Government

servants met in early March, 1958 at Delhi and called for united

rallies all over the country on the 27th March. The rally was a

grand success. It was a gigantic expression of the unified spirit of 

the whole working-class.

The Communist Party, the party of the working-class, and the
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AITUC strives always for such unity amongst the workers and such 

united actions. The ATTUC has helped the growth of such united 

organisations amongst the Defence, Railways and other Government 

employees.

-The role of the INTUC is subservient to the interests of its 

masters, the mill-owners and the Government. It has been, and even 

now is, actively engaged in disrupting workers’ organisations. It 

has withdrawn its unions even from the united trade federations. 

It has rigged up rival organisations in the Defence, Railways, 

Posts and Telegraphs and Civil Aviation, because these are some of 

the most active sections of Government employees.

. While this attack on the unity of Central Government employees 

was being mouhted by the agents of the Government and mill-owners, 

viz., the INTUC, the Government also took an offensive attitude 

towards the organisations. The employees had^been subjected to the 

draconian rules 4-A and 4$B prohibiting demonstrations of any type. 

The Conduct Huies were being applied even to trade union function
aries. The Vlst Imisat ion of the Secretary General of the Audit and 

Accounts Employees Association under theConduct Rules roused a big 

protest campaign among the Central Government employees. Recognition 

of some of the units of the Audit & Accounts Employees/was Withdrawn.

In the Southern Railways the General Manager was persistently 

refusing to recognise the Southern Railway Labour Union. Their 

demands were lying unattended for months and months. Harassment 

and victimisations were going on. The Union submitted a 11-polnt 

charter. Ultimately Shri A.Nambiar, Communist leader, former MP, 

had to resort to hunger-strike. It brought about a vast mobilij^Lla 

of workers and the General Manager who pleaded Ignorance of the 

Code of Discipline was shown his place.

In the Posts and Telegraphs and other Departments also mass- 

/ scale reprisals were threatened under Rules 4-a and 4-B.
<< m_ -va <. AA A .f

1 On all these occasions Communist Members of Parliament took
Cix ■ a. 4 <_ '

up the Issues and bought for the cause ofithe workers. Mrs. Parvathi 

Krishnan and Shri Thangamani criticised the Government vehemently 

for its attitude to the Ports and Dock Workers. The occasion was 

a motion in the Lok Sabha regarding Choudhury Commission’s Report, 

on the 27th August, 1958. The non-official resolution for a
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a Committee of Members of Parliament to examine causes of the 

industrial unrest taking place then, as well as attitude and policies 

of employers and Government in the light of declared objectives of 

the 2nd Five-Year Plan and to recommend measures to Government, was 

debated in the Rajya Sabha on 22/8/58 and 5/9/59. Sarvashri Laljl 

Pendse, Raj Bahadur Gaur, Bhupesh Gupta, Solomon and Narasimhan 

spoke on the resolution. The Comnuinlst members in the Parliament 

were also able to get the Government publicly declare that the Code 

of Discipline would, though with modifications, apply to the public 

sector.* The Government also agreed to call a conference to discuss 

the conditions of service and terms of employment of Industrial / 

workers in the public sector.

On the 11th March memorandum signed by nearly five lakhs of 

employees was presented to the Prime Minister demanding abrogation 

of the notorious rules 4-A and 4-B. Numerous questions were tabled 

in the Parliament by Communist and AITUC leaders who are members of 

Patliament, regarding actions under those Infamous/ rules. To a 

question by Shri K .T.K.Thangamani whethen actions under rule^ 4-A 

were being taken in the 2xx C.A.D., the Government replied that it 

was an administrative matter Government wanted to stifle any 

further comments. But the Communist Party did not leave things at 

that. Rules 4-A and 4-B hit at the very fundamental rights of a 

Government servant. Unless these were expunged from the Rules, 

Government employees would be for ever condemned to political 

Imbecility. Therefore, on the 25th April, 1958 a resolution was 

moved in the Lok Sabha for "the examination of all service rules by 

a joint committee of both houses of Parliament in order to make 

recommendations to the appropriate authorities for modification and 

improvement of such Rules”.

Shri K.T.K.Thangamani, MP, participating in the discussions 

observed: "....the entire spirit of recognition of trade union 

formation, which was fought and won after so many years, is now 

sought to be negatived by 4-B. It is a complete negation of trade 

union rights”. He quoted how even in personal lives of Government 

employees, the Government is interfering. He said: "So long as he 

(the employee) is able to do his job properly, this kind of inter

ference first in his political freedom, next in his trade union
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freedom and next in his personal freedom - I do not know what more 

freedom they (the Government) are going to infringe upon - is 

uncalled fot”. Shri S.M.Banerjl, M.P., raised these points during 

the debates on the Demands for Grants for Ministry of Home Affairs. 

Speaking on the resoltitiion he again pointed out how kh® XKKmlbtidbox 

misconceived and mischeviuus rule 4-B i*®. Comparing this to the 

position of 1937 when the British ruless imposed certain restrictions, 

he said: "After 20 years from 1937 and after 10 years of freedom we 

expected that the , old hated Government servants Rxjumfctdxkbtadt 

Conduct Rules would be revised. But what do we find? These amend* 
I 

ments clearly show that even after a lapse of 20 years the trade 

union rights of Government employees not only remain where they were 

under the British rule but have even further been curbed". Of course, 

the voting machinery of the Congress negatived the resolution.

The resolution adopted by the General Council of the AITUC, held 

in January 1959, observed that these amendments which were introduced 

as a substitute for the Ordinance promulgated In 1957, were against 

the various provisions of the Constitution and were meant to curb 

the genuine trade uhion activities of Central Government employees. 

The resolution mentioned the various victimisations under these rules 

and requests the#/ Government to immediately withdraw these amendments 

in the interests of Industrial peace. The General Council called 

upon the working-class to raise its powerful voice protesting against 

this restriction on trade union rights and vindictive use of these 

powers.

While outside the campaign against the outmoded Conduct ^ules 

as a whole and particularly against Rules 4-A and 4-B was growing 

in momentum, Communist MPs and ATTUC leaders in the Parliament relent

lessly upheld inside the Parliament the cause of the workers.
In the 1959 session 

Numerous questions were tabled, every/ occasion during th4 debates/ 

was utilised, amendments were moved to the Conduct Rules, etc., etc. 

While speaking on the P & T Budget Shri Thangamanl, MP vehemently 

criticised the provisions of the Conduct Bules, with particular 

reference to the nefarious circular of the D.G.P&T defining what all 

constitute demonstrations. Sarvashri S.M.Banerji, ATTUC leader, 

T.B.Vittal Rao, MP, jirs. Renu Chakragarty MP moved amendments to the 

Conduct Rules seeking deletion of Rules 4-A and 4-B. Shri Thangamanl
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supported the amendments. Shri Banerji said that on 23.6.1952 the 

then Home Minister, Dr. Katju gave an assurance in the Parliament * 
that Government was considering revision of the Rules to bring them 

in line with the Constitution of India. But, on the ohher hand, the 

trade union rights and the democratic rights, Shri Banerji 

had been mortgaged in the Home Ministry. He said that within the 

course of one year 941 Central Government employees were proceeded 

against under Rule 4-B.

' 1 Because of this vehement opposition from all quarters of

the trade unidn movement the Government slowed down their actions 

under the powers conferred by these rules and made some modifications 
/ i

in feheir instructions. A more important gain was that many sections

i of Government staff, like the industrial workers in the Defence etc.,

were exempted- from the operation of many Sections of the Conduct 

Rules which were not in keeping with the trade union rights of workers 

in private industries. However, the Government did not repeal rules 

4-A and 4-B and other offensive sections of the Conduct Rules, as 

far as the Civil servants are concerned.

There was a reason for that. The Pay Commission Report was 

being delayed. Its recommendations wore going to belie the hopes of 

the employees. But the employees organisations have shown their 

mettle by keeping up an Incessant campaign against the inadequate 

‘ Interim relief, delay In Pay Commission Report, draconian Conduct 

, Rules etc. Govt, wanted to be fully armed and ready to strike when

the Pay Commission Report canes out. ‘Aided by its agents, the INTUC, 

who were trying might and mane to disrupt the unity of the Central 

Government employees as a whole, and of the employees in each Depart

ment, Government hoped to subdue the employees to a meek acceptance 

of the Pay Commission’s recommendations.

" The Pay Commission awarded a meagre fiver as interim relief 

in December 1957. Thhre was a sudden spurt in the cost of living 

t in 1958; the index rose from 105 in 1957 to 111 in 1958 and continued

V to rise. The final report was being delayed and delayed. The

employees found that their wages were being eroded continuously. 

Therefore from the initial protests against the meagre interim relief 

their campaign went on to the demand for a second instalment of 

.interim relief.
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On the 20th January, 1959, Central Government employees 

throughout the country convened joint meetings and demanded a second 

instalment of Interim relief with retrospective effect from 1.7.1957. 

On the 11th February, the second anniversary of the P & T strike in 

Assam, the P & T workers reiterated the demand for k jmcx interim 

relief. They had also programmed a pay-strike on the 2nd March, 1959. 

The General Council of the ATTUC supported the demand. Tts resolution 

asked for ’’grant of an additional adequate interim relief pending 

finalisation of the (Pay Commission) Report”. On the 13th February 

Shri S.M.Banerjl’s non-official resolution for payment of a farther 

Interim relief to employees receiving pay upto Rs.350/- came up for 

discussion. Shri Banerjl made a forceful piea in support of his 

resolution. Quoting facts and figures he showed how the living 

standards of the employees were deteriorating day by day. The 

number of Railway employees who became victim of tuberculosis was: 

Class I - nil, Class - 2, Class III - 1,078, Class IV - 3,454. 

He said that this sudden increase in the number of T.B. patients 

amongst Class III and Class IV employees was because of malnutrition, 

under-nourishment, insanitary conditions in their houses etc. He 

warned the Government ’’the line between hunger and anger is becoming 

thinner" and requested the Government "to see that hunger and anger 

do not meet together, in the larger interests of the country".

On the 17th February, 1959, through a question in the Lok 

Sabha put by Sarvashrl A.K.Gopalan, Thangamani, S.M.Banerji amongst 

hbhers, these matters were again brought up for discussion. There 

was a volly of supplementarles. Some sort of an assurance was given 

by the Finance Minister, Shri Morarj! Desai, that the Pay Commission 

Report might be out in June.

, required a lot more of agitation by the employees and

intervention by Communist and other MPs before the Government made 

pu.blic the report of the Pay Commission. The Commission submitted 

the Report in August, 1959, The Government sat on it for four months 

and published it only by end of November, 1959.

The Commission’s recommendations drew a storm of protest 

from the entire Central Government employees, from the ATTUC, HMS 

and DTUC, and from evexy progressive section in the country.
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The Commission threw overboard the recommendations of the

4 15th I.L.C. regarding minimum wage, slashed the nutritional require

ments of the employees, adopted a most unrealistic estimation of I 
market prices and reconstructed the pay-scales by simply merging the 

* dearness allowance in pay. A paltry sum was paid as dearness

allowance and recommended compulsory G.P.F. which wiped off a greater 

portion of the increase in emoluments that the employees would have 

otherwise got.

The Commission put its rubber-stamp on the Government’s 

failure to keep its own words with regard to periodical revision of 

dearness allowance as recommended by the Varadacharlar Commission. 

The new formula recommended by the Das Commission was more stringent 

than the earlier one, and also the revision of D.A. was completely 

left to the sweet will of the Government.

The Commission themselves broke some of the principles laid 

down by them. While holidays were curtailed In some instances, it 

did not recommend equal number of paid holidays to all sections of 

staff. Though it suggested revised rates of house rent and compensa

tory allowances, it postponed considerate ion of classification of 

cities till 1961 census was over.

In many Instances the Commission did not bestow any original 

thought at all. In some other cases things were left to the decision 

of the Government as/ they pleased.

Of course, there were certain beneficial recommendations 

too, say for instance, the rates of increments of Class IV employees 

were increased; there was Increase in pensionary benefits due to 

merger of dearness allowance; some sections of employees, hitherto 

deprived of paid holidays, leave benefits etc., were to be given 

holidays, leave etc. With regard to some other conditions of work 

like promotion,, housing conditions, provision of negotiating machinery 

etc., also there were some useful recommendations.
(f ' I ' m J (J \ 2 ( / A

‘ ~ ^ut rGcomrnondat Ions as a whole belled the expectations

of the employees. The report was an Insult to the patience, for

bearance and good sense of the Central Government employees’ trade 

union movement, fwlth which they waited all these years since indepen

dence. The Government dompllcated matters further. Its ’love’ for 

its employees was exhibited by implementing all bad recommendations
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one after the other. It even modified some of these to the further 

detriment of the workers - for example, the case of alternate 

Saturdays. *

The reactions of the employees were spontaneous and militant. 

Protest days were held all over the country. In many places workers 

started abstaining from office on Saturday afternoons. Numerous 

memoranda and representations were sent to/ the Government. In some 

piaces the employees observed pay-strike. 
lA' ■

,............  - Immediately after the Report was placed on the table of the

Parliament, Shri S.M.Baner jl demanded in the Lok Sabba that the 

House should discuss the Report without delay. Similar demand was 

made in the Rajya Sabha also. These discussions came up in the 

month of February. In the meanwhile all organisations of Central 

Government employees had formulated their views, which were unani

mously to the effect that the recommendations were most unsatisfactory 

The organisations like the Confederation of Central Government 

Employees, P & T Federation, Defence Employees’ Federation, A.I.R.F. 

etc., also proposed discussions at Ministerial level as far as their 

separate sectional problems were concerned, and with the Government 

by joint deputations of ^11 organisations. Heated debates took place 

In the Lok Sabha. In the Rajya Sabha leader of Communist group, 

Shri Bhupesh Gupta was not allotted sufficient time to speak on the 

subject. There was a protest walk-out by all Communist members when 

Shri Morarjl Desai got up to speak. After his speech the Communist 

members returned to the House and pressed four amendments to the 

motion. The amendments sought restoration of holidays and leave 

facilities, convening of a conference of representations of Central 

Government employees and rejection of the norms suggested for wage- 

fixation. The amendments were defeated by the Congress majority.

. The AUTUC General Council adopted a resolution in February,

1960, demanding higher dearness allowance and supporting the demands 

of the workers. As the foremost central trade union organisation it 

was very much agitated over the letter of the Finance Ministry to 
■ 

the effect that the recommendations of the 15th I.L.C. had not been 

accepted by the Government. This-encouraged the COnffliiaslun -to-reject 

-tha_norms unanimously laid-down by the 15th I;L?Cr, to which the 
Governmental^ was a-party,-for det erm in at ion of a minimum wage-.
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Shri S.A.Dange, MP, General Secretary, AITUC, In his letter to Shri 

Nanda, Labour Minister, observed: ’’This view of the Pay Commission 

will now be used by the various Tribunals and Wage-Boards..................... 

Therefore, this recommendation has become a serious attack not only 

on the labour policy of the Government as defined in the decisions 

of the 15th I.L.C. but also an attack on the demands of the workers 

•in relation to minimum standards of living and wage”. Therefore, he 

wanted this item to be placed on the agenda of the next meeting of 

the Standing Labour Committee. The AITUC Vice-President, Dr.Ranen 

Sen, M.L.A. in a statement on 5.1.60 threatened to walk out from all 

tripartite bodies if the Government was thus throwing overboard joint 

decisions. 

n a / The efforts of the employees’ organisations to discuss the

basic and common recommendations with the Government proved futile. »
The Government adopted a very bellicose and bureaucratic attitude. 

Naturally the only course left open to them was to build a joint 

platform and press the Government to have talks with them. The 

AITUC bncouraged the organisations to build unity of all Central 

Government employees. After four months of discussions and consul

tations all the major organisations, excluding the INTGC controlled 

N.F.I.R., convened a joint meeting.on the 2nd April, 1960. Thanks 

to the co-operation of all progressive trade union leaders of the 

Central Government employees, it was for the first time in fetes history 

that organisations under the influence of AITUC, HMS and UTUC, and 

independent / federations and unions as those in the Confederation 

came together and decided to pool their resources. The joint 

convention set up a Joint Council of Action consisting of representa

tives of the participating organisations, and listed six common 

demands on wHich it sought negotiations with the Government. Two 
* 

of the most Important demands were payment of dearness allowance on 

the basis of the 1st Pay Commission’s recommendations, and grant of 

National Minimum Wage for Central Government employees on the basis 

of the norms laid down by the 15th I.L.C. The resolution adopted by 

the Joint Convention said: ”.........The Government of India has persis

tently refused to give thought to the intensity of feeling and frus

tration amongst Central Government employees. The replies of the 

Finance Minister in the Parliament reveal an utter callousness towards
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the conditions of employees and his statement that there will "be no 

negotiations with their organisations is a virtual repudiation of the 

principle of solving problems by democratic methods.•.•.....In spite 

of the unresponsive attitude of ths Government to the offer of the 

various organisations to settle differences by negotiation, this 

meeting of the J.C.A., in the larger interests of the Government once 

again seek negotiations with the Government.........M It further decided 

that if by the 15th May, 1960 satisfactory settlement was not secured 

a strike action should be organised to begin from the midnight of the 

19th June, 1960.

But there was no response at all from the Government. 

Letters addressed to the Prime Minister by the Chairman of the J.C.A. 

drew only a provocative reply from the Secretariat. Even after the 

Government had Itself modified some of the recommendations, the 

Prime Minister wanted the employees to accept the recommendations as 

an award He refused to have any negotiations and took objection to 

the formation of a Joint Council of Action. The J.C.A. . showed 

immense forbearance by deferring the strike to the 11th July and 

seeking all avenues for a negotiated settlement.

i- - Preparations for strike went on inKfull. Strike notices 

were served by nearly elghty-flve organisations of Central Government 

employees, on the 25th June, 1960, on the demands formulated by the 

J.C.A. There were no efforts by the Government to institute any 

conciliation proceedings, or to refer the matter to adjudication, in 

accordance with the provisions of Industrial Disputes Act. On the 

other hand full scale preparations were starred by the Government to 

meet the situation. The whole country was turned into a police-state 

An ordinance was promulgated by the President vesting powers on the 

Government to declare these strikes illegal, and malting participation 

or help for the strike punishable with imprisonment and/or fine. All 

sorts of threats were brandished before the employees. INTUC-wallahs

.stooges of the Government ns they are, mounted their efforts at trade 

union splitting, and Indulged in the most reprehensible methods. But 

the employees never gave in. Their determination only increased by 

all these, as was shown by the rallies and demonstrat4dns held during 

this period.

The Government was, therefore, forced to climb down and open
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negotiations with the representatives of the J.C.A. The Latour 

Minister conducted a series of talks in the beginning of July, 1960 

with the J.C.A. But the talks broke down on the crucial demand of 

dearness allowance. The employees’ representatives were prepared to 

agree to a fair compromise formula on dearness allowance, but the 

Government did not budge an inch. 
aq-tz/z* 16 c py n' 1 77— On the 30th June, 1960, the Secretariat of the ATTUC in a
44^1** ■ 

' press-statement expressed its solidarity with the Central Government 

, employees and their trade unions and assured them of its support In

the struggle. Criticising the argument- of the Government that linking 

dearness allowance with cost of living would cause inflation, the 
.Ct u i'l iy* 

statement said that no such inflation took place b/llnkingdeatne&s 

allowance1 w\ith>eo3t of living In the case of Textiles, Banks, Cement 

etc. On the demand for a national minimum wage it said: ’’The out- 
4 

right rejection of the norms laid down by the 15th I.L.C. by the 

second Pay Commission, on the advice of the Government, has justi

fiably angered the entire working-class”. The statement condemned 

the use oi’ force, repression and declaring a perfectly legal strike 

as illegal, and pointed out that these had added fuel to fire.

Shri P.K.Vasudevan Nair, Communist MP, Issued a press

statement on 3.7.60 on behalf of the Communist group in the Parliament, 

supporting the demands of the employees and pointing out that the 

stand of the Government that the recommendations of the Pay Commission 

could not be altered because they were an award,was ridiculous 

because the Government itsOf had modified, amended or rejected 

awards on earlier occasions. The statement justified the employees’ 

action to press forward their demands.

The Communist Party of India in its statement on July 6 said: 

’’....During tho last ten years, when the country was busy with its 

two plans these workers rendered every possible aid to ensure the 

advance of national economy and in the interest of the people. All 

that they got at the hands of the Government for this work was a 

paltry sum of Rs.5/-”. The C.P.I’s statement criticised the attitude 

of the Government on the two basic demands and the repressive measuiej 

being taken by the Government. It assured the workers that It would 

stand solidly by them in their just struggle.

All left parties and progressive mass organisations supported
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the struggle of the employees. The typical exceptions were the 

Congress, the Bharatiya Jan Sangh, the Swatantra Party and the INTUC. 

It was a pity that Shri Pattom Thanu Pillai, the P.S.P. Chief 

Minister of the coalition Government In Kerala, also opposed the 

strike, though the All-India P.S.P. and H.M.S. Was supporting the 

strike with nany of their leaders in the top positions of the J.C.A. 

What a contrast to the former Communist Ministry I

Shri Dange, M.P., and General Secretary of ATTUC in a letter

from his sick-bed in Poona, addressed to the Labour Minister gave a 

very fine exposition of the circumstances leading to the strike and 

justified the struggle of the Central Government employees. Hw wrote 

-that-the Finance Ministry’s blunt repudiation of the 15th I.L;CT 

convention with the Pay Commission following suit <as “a serious

5 blow to all principles of collective bargaining and the solemnlty-of

pacts xigmad: agreed to by Government and the employers in the 

tripartite conference, which had rightly acquired the character—of 

an* institution, in which employers, workers and Government discussed-, 

negotiated and accepted conventions more or less unanimously".
JA -• IK£

/real motive of the Government was^exposed in the following words:

“While Government’s attitude to the Minimum Wage Convention 
exposed its moral standard, their attitude on the question of 
linking dearness allowance to cost of living indices showed their 
character. Government seemed to be determined to depress the 
wages not only of their own employees but of all workers and 
middle-class people in the country and allow the millionaire 
capitalists to enrich themselves, by the rise in prices.

“.. An whom does the rise in prices benefit? Only the 
big millIonaires,bankers, contractors, store suppliers, and all 
that gentry, who pile up profits, not only from production but 
from the Government budgets, public money and market manipulation."

He pricked the bubble of the argument that wages linked with prices 

would cause inflation. Joining his voice to that of the J.C.A. he 

wrote in his letter that

"....Government should not treat this as a challenge to its 
authority, because it is in no way a political strike, but 
sheerly a last resort action of workers to defend themselves 
from a falling wage; that Government should settle the dispute 
by negotiations and conceding the bare demands of its employees, 
especially the one for linking wages to prices. That Government 
can and does move, when the strike is near, is proved by the fact 
that the Railway Board after seven months of the Report, has 
suddenly become active and receptive on some of the recommendations 
of the Commission, on the eve of the strike - may be not with the 
laudable desire to do good to the workers, but to divide the 
xjsxkKKx strikers. The abiding truth is that nothing moves in the 
world of capital and capitalist mentality unless workers move 
toward action. That is why all trade union organisations have 
united on ,thls most serious action.”
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Shri Dange was sorry that Illness prevented him from taking his place 

in those developments and the solution of the problem.

'J''" \ s But the Congress Government who played to the tunes of the

millionaires, bankers, contractors and other vested interests was not 

to behave as a civilised Government. Instructions were issued to

* place under suspension 10% of the employees on the eve of the strike,

and fco give notices of discharge to all temporary hands, so as to 

frighten the employees. Ten control rooms in the States and one in 

the Centre, unheard of even at the time of invasion of Kashmir by 

Pakistan in 1947, were set up. In addition to the powers conferred 

by the Ordinance the Police got ready with the provisions of 

Preventive Detention Act, Punjab Security Act, Criminat Procedure 

Code etc. All the publicity machinery of the Government of India 

was put in motion. The radio and the monopoly press were at its 

beck and call. Many of the strike-breaking agencies were also 

moved into the field fed by Government money and police protection. 

In the fore-front were the Congress organisations and the INTUC. 

The Bharat Sewak Samaj and the All-India Women’s Conference and such 

other organisations were pressed into service.

To cap it all the Prime Minister made a Radio-broadcast to 

the nation. Indulging in the worst demagogy and misrepresentation of 

facts, he dubbed the strike as a political move and raised the bo£sy 

of ’’nation *ln danger” and ’’country’s economy at stake”.

~ When the negotiations with the Government finally broke down 

strike became inevitable. From the 11th midnight lakhs and lakhs of 

workers were on strike. Though no services were functioning in most 

of the places, the Radio Stations began telling a string of lies. 

Of course, in several centres, disruption and terror had its effect 

and strike did not materialise to any great extent. But it should be 

said to the standing credit of the Central Government employees that 

on the whole the strike was very effective. ^Even according to Govern

ment’s published figures nearly 5 lakhs on an average were on strike 

r for the five days that it lasted. Giving allowance for the usual

playing down by the Government in such instances and considering 

the fact that in some places the strike did not run for all the five

• days, some press reports put the figure between 8 and 10 lakhs. 

Government themselves were not sure how long those employees who were
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not on strike would remain at work. Therefore, they arranged big 

police forces in those offices. Even during the national movement 

on the call of a siggle organisation never have so many people 

responded to a strike call, against such heavy odds and so many arr

ests made within the short span of five days.

Soon after the strike started, the AITUC, HMS and UTUC

called for a general strike 4n July 14. Since these organisations 

did not have any joint working or meeting even on this issue, in 

spite of the best efforts of the AITUC, the call for united general

strike did not materialise to any great extent except in Bengal and 

partly in Bombay.

As usual the Communist Party and its members in the AITUC

and other mass organlsat Ions were always ready with all help for the 

Central Government bmployees. They took initiative in organising 

public meetings and demonstrations in support ami of the employees. 

All the daily newspapers, weeklies and monthly journals of the U.P.I. 

campaigned for the demands of the employees, wrote editorials and 

leading articles. Before the start of the strike, Communist Party 

members helped' in formation of broad-based Citizens Committees, 

legal defence committees etc. No wonder the Government turned its 

repressive machinery against the Communist Party and the AITUC also. 
Ou^ of about two thousand non-employees who were arrested a great 

many were Communist Party members and sympathisers.

Innumerable are the stories of Initiative, presence of mind, 

courage and determination shown by the employees to make the strike 

successful. Such a well organised, most peaceful and orderly strike 

evoked the admiration of all right-thinking people in the country. 

How peaceful the strike was can be seen from the fact that the total 

loss to Government property due to strike was only Rs.40,000/- worth. 

It was the police and hired goondas of the powers that be who tried 

to change the peaceful character of the strike. Prime Minls^ix 

Nehru’s demagogy about settling our differences ’’in a civilised and 

peaceful manner” (Broadcast to nation on July 7) was shown in practice 

by his own police when they fired on the railway workers at Dohad 

(Gujarat State) and five were killed. Wix Within the five days of 

strike nearly 18,000 Government employees were arrested and 1,630 of 

them convicted summarily. Twenty-seven thousand employees were
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suspended from service. The Government was thus able to suppress 

the str lice. Soon after the Government withdrew the recognition of 

85 organisations of the employees which participated in the strike.

Immediately after the Strike, the Government was subjected 

to very heavy/ pressure from all sides to end all victimisations. 

Everywhere leading citizens, trade union leaders and Communist and 

bther left-wing political parties took up the issue. The monsoon 

session of the Parliament was a stormy one. During the debate on 

the motion of Shri Naushlr Bharucha disapproving the Ordinance, the 

Congress benches tried to ridicule the struggle and paint It as a 

civil rebellion. But very soon they were on the defensive. The 

forceful speeches of Shri A«K.Gopalan, MP, Deputy leader of th> 

Communist group, Shri Nath Pai, MP (PSP), Chairman of the Confedera

tion of Central Government employees and Shri Indrajit Gupta, MF 

(Communist) put the Government in the dock. Shri A.K.Gopalan said 

that it was the experience of the Central Government employees that 

no representations and negotiations could make the Government move 

till the pressure of a strike was there. This time also the Govern

ment proved it and only after the strike, he said, Government made 

cettaln beneficial modifications in the recommendations of the Pay 

Commission. He said:

"The most important things are the holding of the price-line and 
the giving of need-based minimum wage......... I say, more disturbing 
than stoppage of work by the employees is the calculated, planned 
assault on the nation’s economy by the profiteers..... If an 
Ordinance was promulgated to deal with those who are responsible 
for this increase in prices, the whole people and the Central 
Government employees wuflild have been behind the Government. 
Then certainly there would have been no strike.”

He asked the Government to end its vindictive attitude and to take 

back all workers In service.

Many other opposition speakers strongly criticised the 

Government for Its lack of foresight In not providing a proper nego

tiating/ machinery in the services, Cor Its falltre to hold the 

price-line and for its vindictive attitude.

The whole trade union movement in the country, except of 

course the section under the INTUC, was in an irate mood against the 

Government. There was a strong demand from AITUC that the question 

of labour relations in the public sector should be in the agenda of 

the 18th I.L.C. which was due to be held in September. The item
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was Included and the whole session of two-days was devoted to the 

strike by Government employees, Government’s behaviour and post

strike issues.

‘ During this session and all subsequent sessions of the 

Parliament the Communist MPs and MPs of other left parties gave no 

respite to the Government. Numerous questions were put by them about 

the progress of rehabiliation of victimised workers. The Communist 

Party and the Communist MPs led many deputations to the various 

Ministers. It was their earnest desire that this issue and the issue 

of restoration of recognition of the unions, should be treated as a 

common issue of the people, and therefore opposition members of 

Parliament belonging to all shades of opinion should work together 

and should unitedly take up with the Government on the highest level. 

But it could not materialise due to the ant1-communlsfa of some MPs. 
( However, the efforts made by all of them had their results.

The Government, afraid of the public opinion and due to the relentless 

fight being given inside the Parliament, relaxed its vindictive atti

tude. Most of the employees were taken back in service. But the 

bureaucracy blessed by the Congress Government inflicted very heavy 

punishments on thousands and thousands of employees. The hardships 

imposed on the employees were such that they resulted in a few cases 

of suicides even. Slowly Government could be made to give up this 

tough attitude too.

Even then the pace of rehabilitation was too slow; there 
I

was no sign of restoration of recognition. Actually on the question 

of recognition the Government was misleading the workers by saying 

that it would be restored but it was only a Question of time. Its 

game was to impose certain conditions like ban on strikes, ban on 

outsiders etc., before recognition was restored and also to foster 

its wnw stooge-unions under the control of the INTUC.

/(The very first meeting of the AITUC Working Committee after 

the strike in September, 1960, had pin-pointed that attention of the 

trade union movement tt> these issues. The relevant portion of the 

resolution adopted by the Working Committee reads:

"Though hundreds of cases launched against
been withdrawn in places like Calcutta

the employees have

.continue to be pursued in other places
and Bombay, yet hundreds 
especially where t^e

Hg rwrh or
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Those who 'had to face unprovoked firing, as in Dohad on the 
Western Railway, are in danger of prosectit ions and harassment 
and require relief and defence.

•’The AITUC will do all it can to render aid in this matter 
and calls upon all trade unions to take up the defence of the 
victimised and those under prosecution as an urgent task.

’’Following the strike, the Government of India has with
drawn recognition of the trade unions of the Government employees 
such as the NFPTE, the AIRF, the AIDEF, the unions in Civil 
Aviation Department, Income-Tax Offices etc.

•’The Government also threatens to bring in legislation to ban 
strikes in essential services and to debar outsiders from their 
unions.

’•This retrograde legislation must be opposed tooth and nail, 
as it will ultimately hit at the whole trade union movement in 
all spheres, once it is allowed to be imposed on what are called 
essential services. Our experience of war-time legislation and 
Its aftermath should warn us about it.

. ’’The strike of the Central Government employees did the 
graat service of concentrating attention of the whole country on 
the great scourge of our present-day capitalist economy - namely, 
the rise in prices, the fall in wages which affects all toiling 
masses, while the gains of the growing economy are cornered by 
the private profiteers and their henchmen in the public sector, 
Angered by this great service rendered by the strike, Government 
1^ now attacking their organisations, their leaders and their 
and their rights. It is the duty of all trade unions and of all 
citizens to stand in defence of these services”.

( //t a A I..
'Once again the patfence of the employees was goming to an end. 

The situation in the Audit and Accounts Department was particularly 

bad. There was no improvement at all in the spate of victimisations 

which followed the strike in that Department. Harassments of all 

sorts were going on. After waiting for flaw months, when things 

reached the breaking point the Secretary General of the organisation, 

Shri E.x.Joseph, proposed to undergo,a fast to focus attention of the 

Government and the public. Shri O.P.Gupta of the P & T Federation 

also announced his decision to go on hunger-strike along with Shri 

Joseph from the 7th of March. Because of the serious illness followed 

by the death of Pt. Pant on 7.3.61 the hunger-strike was postponed.
A

The Communist MPs and other left-wing MPs continued their 

efforts within the Parliament to force the Government to relax their 

punitive measures and to rehabilitate till victimised employees. They 

also started making written representations to the Government on all 

cases of the Government employees which were brought to their notice. 

The Communist Party Parliamentary Office used to be flooded with 

letters from Government employees and their organisations. All 

meetings of the Executive, National Council etc., of the C.P.I.
i 4

adopted resolutions demanding the Government for reinstatement of
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all victimised employees and restoration of recognition. There was 

* a vast degree of unanimity amongst all the progressive forces in the 

Country on these issues. Trade union leaders, except of the INTUC 

brand, lent their support. All this had its effect on the Government 

to a great extent.

Yet the Government appeared to be after its pound of flesh. 

Even after the expiry of one year after the strike there were more 

than 300 officials placed out of service, thousands and thousands 

of othere were being subjected to many other types of punishments 

and the organisations of the employees continued to be derecognised. 

The breaking point had reached. Even the most sedate section of the 

employees were exasperated. So the proposal for a protest hunger

strike w®s revived. The AIDEF took the decision first. This was 

followed by some other units also. Communist leaders Sarvashri 

K.G.Srivastava (AIDEF$ and N.N .Manna (CPWD), and Shri S.M. Joshi, MLA 

(PSP) announced their decision. Shri O.P.Gupta of the P & T Federa

tion renewed his decision to go on hunger-strike. These hunger- 

strikes were to start by the middle of September and simultaneously 

leaders of Government employees In other important centres were to 

go on hunger-strike. The P & T Federation and other units of the 

Confederation decided to build up mass pressure behind the demands 

for rehabilitation and restoration of recognition.

. The Communist Party Central Executive Committee in a resolu

tion adopted on the 11th September supported the move for hunger- 

strike. After reviewing the failure/ of the Government•on the two 

most important items, the resolution said;

"Such attitude on the part of the Government has forced the 
leaders of the Unions to resort to hunger-strike in order to 
protest against such anti-working class policy and for securing 
recognition of the unions and relief and reinstatement of the 
victimised......... Thh Central Executive Committee calls upon all 
people and workers to mobilise public opinion in sppport of the 
hunger-strIkers and their demands. Meetings and demonstrations 
should be held in order to support the demands of the Government 
employees and their unions”.

The Central Executive Committee hoped, the resolution said, that all 

parties and trade union centres who had rallied behind the general 

strike will unite to support the movement of the Government employees* 
i » 

unions. 
I

The AITUC General Council had also discussed the situation 

during its meeting a few days earlier, and had called for full
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suppox-t to the Government employees’ struggle for reinstatement and 

relief to the victimised and for restoration of recognition. Special 

mention should Jc® also be made of a forthright criticism by Shri 

S.A.Dange, yP, General Secretary, AITUC, of the proposed labour 

relations bill in the Civil Services. The Government was contempla

ting a ban on strike, ban on outsiders holding posts in Government 

employees’ organisations, and introduction of some type of negotia

ting machinery in the form of Whitley type Councils without any firm 

obligation on the part of the Government. Shri Dange, explaining 

the stand of the whole trade union movement, made it clear that k 
these reactionary provisions would have to be fought tooth and nail. 

Ban on strike and on outsiders were being opposed by other central 

trade union organisations also.

When the Government found that opposition to its policies 

was growing in volume and that the Central Government employees them

selves were once again mobilising protest campaigns it beat a retreat 

postponing introduction of the Bill in Parliament and decided to 

restore recognition to the Unions. As is the habit with Government, 

it did not do it gracefully. It was contemplating some restrictions 

on outsiders, right to strike and on the organisations taking up the 

cases of victimised employees. But the determination of Government 

employees’ ledgers to stick to their decision on hunger-strike even 

if recognition was restored but with restrictions, compelled the 

Government to retreat further. A Cabinet meeting was reported to hare 

taken place late in the evening of the 13th September 1961 in wh5ch 

the decision to restore recognition without any condition, was taken.

Though It is more than two months since this decision was 

taken, much seems to have been left in the hands of the bureaucracy 

for some of the important organisations have not yet been given back 

their recognition, for example In the Audit & Accounts and Income- 

Tax Departments. In the p & T Department the authorities are helping 

to keep alive a dispute in one of the Unions, which had been settled 

long time back. There are reports that the principle of ’one union 
l 4

in one industry* on the basis of which the present P & T Federation 

was formed after a written agreement between the various lugXRKKKBdtx 

organisations and the Government, is being given up.
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-• In these the INTUC is playing its vile role as usual. It 

is reported that heavy, pressure is being brought bo bear on the 

Government to recognise rival organisations rigged up by the INTUC 

in the various Government services like the. Civilian Defence, P & T, 

Civil Aviation etc. But the loyalty of the workers to their old 

organisations, in spite of fourteen months of virtual ban on any 

activities, was a thing on which the? INTUC splitters did not count 

upon. Soon after restoration of recognition the organisations which 

• let! the strike had a far larger following than prior to the strike. 

This has given back the lie direct to the INTUC. Government cannot 

in the face of it, and specially with the general elections approach

ing, dare to favour its agents in the INTUC with recognition of their 

pocket unions. But the danger of Government favouring them is there 

after the general elections. It can only be defeated by maintaining 

complete unity in the ranks and by concerted and co-ordinated actions 

by their organisations.

The Communist Party encourages and will always encourage 

unity and solidarity of the working class as a whole, including the 

Government employees. In an article in the September 17 issue of 

the ’NEW AGE’, Communist Party weekly, soon after restoration of 

recognition, Shri S.A.Range, MP, wrote:

"It is now for the Unions to be up and active. All Govern
ment employees now should be in the unions. Cent per cent trade 
unionism must be the slogan, if the employees are to enjoy even 
the limited rights that they have.

’’The Confederation must be made a live body of all the 
Federations.

’’The leadership of all the unions must be made to function 
actively and democratically. Rivalry of unions and leaders has 
harmed the cause of the workers many a time, the AIRF being 
particularly susceptible to this, though others are not altogether 
fceed

"Let all leaders and groups sit together, irrespective of 
their political differences and build unitedly a powerful mass 
Confederation of Government Employees’ Unions. Let the rank and 
file workers call the leaderships to account and discipline 
themselves and their leaders.

"Unity on the Railways is the-key to the situation among 
the Government employees. This was demonstrated in the last 
strike and now. t

"Let all the unions rally behind the Audit employees, who 
are not governed by any ministry. We would request the Government 
to pull up the authorities of the Audit and Accounts and make 
them observe the line that is now adopted by the Government of 
India.

"Unity and active democratic functioning is the need of the 
hour. Then alone this vlotory brlng ltg
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employees.”

How much concern the AITUC was having for maintaining unity of the 

ranks and the organisations can be clear from the warning given by 

it to all trade union leaders, specially of the Government employees’ 

organisations, to the likely danger of the unity airaddy achieved 

"receiving a set-back after the strike, when the whole movement now 

rightly sits down to assessing the gains and losses, the mistakes and 

achievements, not only of individuals and parties but of the #hole 

trade union movement and all its wings........ " The unity exhibited in 

the 1960 strike of the Government employees was not bdilt in a day. 

Efforts were all along being made for complete unity of workers in 

each department. The AITUC always favoured these efforts. Later on 

when the agitation for a second Pay Commission grew, a number of 

Government employees* organisations established a common platform, 

the Confederation of Central Government employees. The employees 

participated in numerous joint actions. But the Railways and 

Defence organisations were not yet on the same platform as the other 

sections. The desire and necessity for having a joint platform for 

all became very strong Immediately after 1957. Such a platform was 

created in 1960 after the Pay Commission Report was out, when the 

employees found that the issues facing them were common and only a 

united stand would compel the Government to change its attitude.

In this process the AITUC has always played a very helping 

role. It never imposed its views on any and showed the greatest 

accommodation for the views of all sections. In February, 1960, 

when it considered the Pay Commission Report, it refrained from 

any suggestions as to the course of action which the Government 

employees should adopt, except that all sections of the employees 

should unitedly decide about it.

After the employees’ organisations set up a common platform 

i.e., in the joint convention of April in Bombay, the AITUC leaders 

proposed a one-day token strike. Some other sections did not agree 

with the suggestion, and the AITUC did not press for its line but 

abided by the joint decision at arrived at Bombay.

The,unity so achieved by the emplpyees, not only department

wise but also in the services as a whole, should now be further 

strengthened. Thenjrf only can the employees successfully tackle the
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numerous problems facing them today. *

The last strike did bring many benefits to the employees, 

focussed attention of the whole country on certain issues and gave 

a jolt to the Government’s labour policies in the services.

The joint struggle of the employees made the government to 

give up its lacadaisical manner with which the beneficial recommenda

tions of the Commission were being treated. Fixation into grades 

and adjustments of pay were done comparatively quickly. On August 2 

the Government announced many of its decisions on the recommendations. 

Bs.44 crores more were given to the employees by way of new grades 

and allowances. Recommendations with regard to promotion were 

accepted. The Government modified its earlier decision and announced 

that pay-fixation would be with effect from 1.7.59 and that arrears 

would be paid In cash. It had already announced some upward changes 

in certain city compensatory allowances. Some more liberalisation 

of the orders on retirement benefits, were made. Though not immedia

tely, but in due course, the Government increased the number of 

holidays. The rate of contribution to compulsory G.P.F. was reduced 

to 6%, and in the case of staff with pay less than Rs.75/- the total 

was, limited to Rs.4.000 and for other Class IV employees to Rs.5.00 

a month. On most of the other beneficial recommendations Government 

announced their decisions. Orders on curtailment of leave etc., were 

held back. There were upward revisions of the pay and dearness 

allowance of military personnel. The State Government employees also 

benefitted from the strike. U.P., Nadhya Pradesh, Madras, Punjab, 

Bihar, Bengal State Governments allowed wage-increases for their 

employees.

The most outstanding contribution of the strike was that it 

concentrated the attention of the whole country on the serious problem 

of prices and the failure of the Government to resolve it. In this, 

the employees were fighting the battle of all people in the country. 

The Government started announcing new resolves to hold the price-line. 

The question of distribution of national income also came up. The 

Government even appointed a Committee also to enquire into It. But 

these pious utterances of the Government will mean nothing unless the 

workers arp vigilant.
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Another outcome is that the labour policy of the Government 

towards their employees, with special / reference to the absence of 

a proper negotiating machinery, came for heavy criticism. So much so 

that the Government seriously brought up the introduction of Whitley 

type Councils In the services.

But all these gains are not without their pitfalls. If 

the workers discard their vigilance they will be deprived of these 

benefits.

First and foremost task facing the workers is reinstatement 

of all victimised employees and removal of all punishments awarded in 

connection with the strike. The Communist Party, its members in the 

Parliament and the working class organisations will continue to render 

all help for them.

In spite of all these years of agitation the Government 

continues to deny a decent minimum wage to its employees. Even today 

the very wide disparities between incomes of the highest and lowest 

In the service continues. During the last deCade national Income 

increased by 41.5 percent at current prices, or by 25% at 1948-49 

prices. But the real earnings of workers fell by about 12% between 

1955 and 1959 (1947 base = 100). Sacrifices are called for from 

workers only in the name of national development and national economy, 

while the bourgeosie amass huge profits. Nothing more can be expected 

from a Government amenable to the bourgeosie, unless workers struggles 

force it to change the course. 
*

The basic question is linking wages to prices. The retro

grade formula of the 2nd Pay Commission has ^ot to be amended. For 

the last more than a year cost of lining index had been hovering 

very close to 125 and has even surpassed It - i.e. 10 points more 

than the index for which D.A. is being given now. For this increase 

no compensation has been given. This experience has shown how 

impossible it is to get an Increase in dearness allowance if Pay 

Commission formula is applied. This was the breaking point during 

the negotiations on the eve of the strike. If this formula is not 

got revised the employees will be permanently losing Rs.10/- to Rs.15/- 

per month.

e —The struggle for civic and trade union rights of the employees 

has to be continued. The Government had been attempting to curtail
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even the elisting rights bit by bit. Recently the Home Ministry 

issued a circular prohibiting Government employees even attending 

election meetings. Shri Bhupesh Gupta, MP, leader of Communist 

group in Rajya Sabha, questioned the Government on this and was able 

to extract a promise from the Home Minister that the circular would 

be revised. The present Conduct Rules contain numerous other 

provisions which stifle the employees. They are not allowed to have 

any connection with any press or radio, cannot write articles or 

letters to newspapers, should dissuade their dependents from politi

cal activities etc., etc. The Communist Party stands for a complete 

revision of'all these Conduct Rules and c<jdes, expunging from them 

such provisions which militate against fundamental rights. Its 

members will continue the campaign against these inside kkjt and 
t 

outside the Parliament.
/ m // / a 1 J— 'i-’ The question of trade union rights will again come up

sharply. Because of the strong op-position of the Central trade 

union organisations, Communist Party and other left parties, and of 

the organisations of Central Government employees themselves, the 
. I

Government did not bring the restrictions on right to strike, outsid

ers holding office etc., this time/ While restoring recognition. 

But Introduction of these restrictions is on the agenda of the 

Government and they may embark upon it after the elections.

Shri S.A.Dange has made clear/ the stand of the ATTUC on 

these Issues. In his article referred to above he says that there 

is no reason why the employees in Government services should be put 

under special disabilities in relation to their trade union and 

democratic rights. Pointing out the dangers inherent in the move 

of the Government, he says that Government is the biggest employer 

and the number of employees in the public sector is growing year by 

‘year; if these restrictions are allowed in the services today, 

tomorrow they will be extended to the industrial workers in public 

v sector, and very soon private employers will clamour for bringing

their workers under these bans. Therefore he calls upon all tirade 

unions to stand shoulder to shoulder with the organisations of the 

Government employees.

Even now there are numerous restrictions imposed on the 

Government employees’ organisations. The provisions of the Conduct
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Rules like ban on collection of funds, on demonstrations, on 

connection with press etc., arc made applicable to the organisations 

’ also. Their leaders and active workers are being daily harassed 

and many victimised for normal trade union activity. It is clear 

that the Government has no intention of relaxing their strangle-hold 

on the organisations. Otherwise why has it gone in appeal to the 

Supreme Court against the judgment of the Bombay High Court invali

dating rule 4-B of the Conduct Rules. The existing rules regarding 

recognition of unions of Government employees also need very graat 

changes.

It is true that many sections of these rules have been made 

dead in practice. But that is befiauge of the strength of the organi

sations of Government employees. Government has always been trying, 

and will try ktw with greater determination once the elections are 

over, to bind down theorganisations. A great, vigilance on the part 

of the employees and the trade union movement in the country is 

called for defeating any step of the Government and in these 

directions.
' /> /a < A < V Q '

The restrictive provisions mentioned earlier are reported 

to be adjuncts of the proposed negotiating machinery in the central 

services. The provisions of the proposed Bill contain dangerour 

Implications. The Communist Party holds that the disputes between 

the Government, and its employees should be settled primarily on the 

basis of direct negotiations and collective bargaining between the 

trade unions of the employees, whether in the offices or in the 

factories, and the employer l.e. the State. But the proposed 

provisions will take away this primary task of the unions. Discre

tion to refer-a matter to a tribunal is vested with the Government. 

So also implementation of the award of the tribunal. Whereas the 

discretion to use. the strike-weapon, the last weapon in the hands of 

the employees, will be denied The Government also proposed to have 

the power of recognising unions In accordance with its own discretion. 

The experience In private Industries hitherto shows that where the 

unions are not in the good books of the Government it will try to 

push in the use of the tribunals, arbitrators and whah not to th* 

detriment of the workers and of the unions. Even the subjects which 

can be take" ,p in the proposed joint Councils are restricted, while
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those for arbltra tion are still further restricted. This is the 

most objectionable feature of the Bill. There are numerous other 

bad features. These are going to present a serious problem soon 

after general elections.

The Communist Party demands that provisions under the Code 

ofl Discipline for recognition of unions should be applicable every

where; protection of all trade union workers should be given; there 

should be no ban on outsiders;,direct/ negotiations between unions 

and Government should be provided at all levels; right of unions to 

control or recall their nominees in the negotiating machinery any time 

they like should be accepted; arbitration should be given whenever 

demanded by the unions; awards should be binding on both sides; no 

issue should be debarred from the purview of the negotiating 

machinery and arbitration; there should be a time-limit for complet

ing all processes of negotiation; failing agreement, freedom of 

action for trade unions should be preserved.

, „ t<p. Though it is fourteen years after Independence- there has 

been very little improvement in the bureaucratic set-up of the 

administration.. The employees continue to suffer innumerable hard

ships. The top administration is rlflden with corruption and nepo

tism. The bureaucrats are more concerned with their own selfish 

gains than with the problems of the employees or of the services. 

Whether it is matter of promotion of the employees, or provision of 
utter 

amenities, or question of accommodation, there is callousness

on the part of the brass-hats. Thousands of such cases and cases of 

favouritism,'nepotism and corruption have been brought to the notice 

of the Government by Communist members of Parliament, and they were 

able to set matters right. But a lasting solution to the problem/ 

by way of cleansing the administrative services and setting up and 

efficient A 4 administrative machinery can be done only if the 

employees have their strong organisations and they have thlr voice 

In the administration, and if the democratic movement in the country 

takes up the issue in all seriousness.
I

These are.some of the important problems which are facing 
the employees today. In their struggle for a better living and 
better service conditions and for an efficient and 
administration, the Communist Party, its representa tlves in the 
Parliament and all mass organisations under the leadership of 
Communist Party will render all their support.
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Government of India 
Ministry of Home Affairs

No .15/12/60-m’S(B)
New Delhi, dated 14-9-1961

OFFICE l^WRANDUM

Subject: restoration of roc ignition of Associations 
and Unions which had boon party to Government 
Servants Strike in July i960

In its communication No<00/722/60 dated July 20,1960, 
forwarded to the various Ministries, in its Mo.92/12/GF—60 
dated July 20, i960, the Cabinet Secretariat had issued 
instructions that recognition of Unions and Associations 
which had boon party to the strike should bo withdrawn. 
As a result, recognition of a numbox' of unions and associa
tions v/as withdrawn'by the various Ministries/Dopartments. 
The position has. be on reviewed and it has been decided 
that recognition of these unions and Associations should 
bo restored on the terms and conditions applicable at the time 
of its withdrawal. The Ministry of Finance, etc., arc 
requested to take action accordingly.

Sd/
L.P. Singh,
Add! t ion al So cr et ary, 
Government of India



We crave the indulgence of approaching you for n vital matter 
which relateo to the granting of adequate compensation to the Riot 
affected Govt mpl oyeos at ftedik Gauhatl. Though more than a year has 
passed, the Govt Employees of Jauhati who became ux<fortunate Viotiias 
in the last year i.a. July i960 Riots have not been giianted any cowman- 
satioh whatsoever. The State Govt particularly the Chief Minister was 
contacted, by the Victims who s.ddreased letters &.nd even telegrams to 
the D.C.Gauhati for making neqassary enquri^s and submitting reports 
to the st$te Govt with regard to claim cases* Th* famous D<0. of Geuhati 
who h?# bean censured b\ the G^uhati Firing Judicial Enquiry Commission 
is either sitting tl^ht tn som-f cases while tn vthor cases submitting 
£ false and fictitious ruportii utterly disregarding the Ejahars made 
to the Gauhati Police strtion by the Victims and the evidence tendered 
before tie Judicial Enquiry Commission. The D.n* Gauhttj. is deliberately 
violating the Govt orders in re^pect of Relief and Reh*bil5tatton of 
Riots Victims which was ever pointed out by the K.0 • Ar ssaiu Shillong. 
Before the Goreswor Enquiry Commission. This is t matter which deserves 
3,eriou* consideration by the Parllment ac as the State Assembly 
because the D.C.Gauhati hasi become omni pc und the Gt ate Govt has
got no gutts to mend the conduct of the ’D.C*Co*'b> ci,particularly 
the said Th Ch w censured by Two ^quf.ry Ccmml 3siont»* It Is the
look out of ,he Control Govt and the t ar'J lament as roll *’Q take rJ liable 
action in chi e regard. The Gauhatl lirirg Judicial Enquiry Commission 
gave its considered s.nd thoughtful verdl c" that, the Ganhat’ Eictubmoe 
was pre planned and pr^ MediuxecL rho Govt failed b<> protect

"• and proportion of tho Einoi-ittea and no^ they refusing 
to th) Govt Employees oho ari working In d ffcront Central 
aments. It the duty jf the respectivo Contva! Covt

_ Indlvidully and‘the dontrul loyb colic ctl>’^ly to dirsi>t 
tne State Govt of x. js&ia to Grant Tibsquate C-omyer .n vo tho Riot 
affected Cuvt as is no+- e nockerj' of Democrstia
Govt that a Ie viclating h)\e Govt orders 'r;t 5nsbltvt 1 ag any 
enquirer v»ha toe ever and submit bi false reports Y Ar^ we wx to 
be3 Ive that the ovovunent Is abetting the uivleeds of tun D.C.
Ge uh at I T.

, We would therforo reyaert you to /tore up tho matter 7?lth
the Govt of Ihdia and force the A mam Govt to gruut adeqorte compensa
tion to the Gtmiral Govt. Employs • a Riot Vict4;is tt Gouhati.

Yours faitnl'uliy^

n Suffor3n

V
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From,
DWarkadns G.V^njnrs, 
Income-tax Proctitioner,
404-A,A,Wngh 
Kalbndevi Ro^d
Bomb^y-2,

To,
Shri S.V.Dn.ngo,

Dated, 5th September

■■

•: •*

■ :

:

-?fe

' nr ■

as

Bombay’s representative in the Lok Sabha of Ijzflia

Dear Sir,

A copy of memorandum by the Income-tex

Practitioners of bombay addressed to the President

of Indi- is enclosed herewith with a request to

represent the matter to the authorities concerned

Thanking you

Yours faithfully

Ini

3

■id



TIM’? HON* BIT. WRSIPWT CT INDIA, 
Naw Delhi.

Rei Prayer to accept the class of 
Incomo-ta-x Practitioners as 
Chartered Accountants.

The Humble Petition of the undersigned 
Income-tax Practitioners of Bombay.

• Most respectfully Chowothi-

1. Your petitioners styled and designated

as Income-tax Practitioners, are practising before 

Revenue Authorities in respect of all taxation matters.

2. Beetion 28R of the Hew Income-tax Bill

of 1961 which is under consi’oration in the 'urrent 

soon ion of Lok J’abhn alms nt tho gradual abolition of 

the class of Income-tax Practitioners. It in respect

fully submitted In th^t behalf by the petitioners that 

as nnd when n particular class of practitioners is 

abolished the professing members of that class are 

always recognised *>nd promoted in view of their experi

ence, ability and stn-tus.

3. The following illustrations will suffice

the purposei-
(a) ^'hen tho Chartered Accountants Bill 

(now act) was introduced in 1949 while 

abolishing tho class possessing tho 

qualification of G.9.A.,the practising 

members of that cl«ss were promoted 

to the rank of Chartered Accountants.

(b) Similarly It has happened in Legal 

and Hodicnl Professions also.

4. Tho services and ability of thin class

of prnotitloners is duly recognised by tho Government 

in ns much as they h^vo boon authorised to practice
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on the newly created direct taxation side i.e.Weath-tnx, 

Expenditure^tax^ift-taXjEstate Duty etc* Needless to add 

that these nil demand a sound knowledge of accounts ^nd the 

preparation of statements coupled with the equally fundamen

tal knowledge of Iaw and Procedures*

5* It Is further submitted by the petitioners

that the recognition of this class of practitioners ns 

equal to tho class of Chartered Accountants would be a 

last step to complete the circle in the field.of Taxation 

and Accounts*

6, Being fully experienced «nd acquainted with

accounts the members of this class of practitioners have 

practically nothing new to loarn* Before the taxation au

thorities the members of this class of practitioners stand 

on tho same footing ag Chartered Accountants in all respects.

7* Th© efficiency of tho members of this class

of practitioners has never bean doubted in the recently indro 

duced Inws of Taxation and ns such this prayer will not be 

considered unusual or in any way worth rejecting. They would 

be proved equally efficient and in any case up to the mark 

in law of auditing*

8* The acceptance of the prayer would bo nn act

of fairness to the members of this class and it would be an 

additional service to the people -nd tax payers in general 

and business community in particular through the clans of 

your petitioners by the political represent'tivos in the 

Qovernmontf in as much ns the rule of demand and supply 

would work in this line also.

9* That economically «nd educationally(technical)
backward nation like ours cannot afford to waste the ability 

of the experienced class ns your petitioners. Our country 

should utilise tho maximum services of this cl^ss*moro so

‘ . ...3



whon it has gained confidence not only from the conmor- 
is

olnl community but also from the Government, This/badly 

required in the days of planning end development of 

industry and tr«de.

10. It is prayed that the class of Income-tax
Practitioners be promoted «nd recognised as equ*l to th® 

class of Chartered Accountants.
|«vS<jbb-*4HA HU

W® remain,

Yours obediently,

Sd/- Dwnrkadas G.VanjnTa, 
Dlp.Com,,LL,B.

Sd/- Vnndravnndas G^Van^re, 
G.C.D.

Sd/- Balkrlshna M, Vaidya,

Sd/- Jayantilnl M^V^njara, 
O.C.D.

Sd/- rhsraukhlal C.Paurnna, 
B.Con.,B.A .LL.B.

Sd/- Vishnu P.Vws, 
B.Com, LL.B.

Sd/- Bnchubhal M.Prnjap^t!, 
B.A.,G.a.D.

Sd/- V.V.Mody.
B.ConMLL.B,

Sd/- Rnmnaraynn B.Joshi, 
G.C J).

Sd/- B.A.Trivedl, 
B.Com.

rd/- J.K.Sheth, 
B.Cpm.,LL.B.

Sd/- J. J-Sheth.
B .C om. LL.B .

Sd/- C.D.Shnh.
B.Com,

Sd/- J.Chnndarnn’’, 
B.A.LL.B.

sdA N,D,Kothnrl,
Sd/- K.H.Popnt,

B.Com
B.Com
B.Com


*1*

Sd/» RaJ*Kotak|
B.Com,

Sd/- Jadavjl M.Shnh, 
Dip^^ipeSB

Sd/* DeW»Dadn&>
O.C#De

Sd/- R*M/fhnkknrt
B.Com*

Sd/» Dh^gvand^s Knrsondns

Sd/» Dwarkadas 0*Kotakt 
G.CJ).

B.Com


♦ ***** ♦ * ♦ * * * ♦ * * * * ♦ * ♦ * ♦ <r4*
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4, Ashok Road, 
New Delhi, /
December 23, 1961. ,

General Secretary,
The Mysore State Non-Gazetted Offleers’ Association, 
Oubbon Park, 
Bangalore.1.

Dear Friend,

Thank you for the letter of December 8, addressed 

to Shri S.A. Range.

Shri Dange was happy to note that “The Bulletin 

of the Mysore Engivo” the official organ of your 

Association has been sincerely trying to foster a 

sense of brotherhood among Non-Gazetted officers of 

Mysore State. Due to other pressing preoccupation 

he is undble to send a personal message of greetings 

to your esteened journal.

However, he has asked me to convey his best 

wishes of success to your organisation in ameliorating 

the grievances of the Non-Gazetted Officers of Mysore 

State and warm greetings to the Annual Number of 

"The Bulletin of the Mysore Engivo’1.

Thanking you,

Yours sincerely,

(K.G. SRIWASTAVA) 
Secretary to 
Sri S.A.Dange.



SYUtyiore State ^jon - Cjazetted Srdiociation

CUBBON PARK, 
BANGALORE 1.

To

A cony of “The dulietin -of the Mysore .ongivo” the 

dal organ of the ' yscsr e itato lun-Gazatted Off leers’ 

edition is enclosed for kind nerusal. The Magazine is

orr 

Ass 

designed to develop to f >ste- a sense of brotherhood among 

lon-Gazettod Officers of 'ysove >tate and also todeal with 

their uroblems.

: e are hap^y to inform you th -t we have been striving 

hard to achieve the aims explained above through our Magazine 

for one year and we are celebrating the occasion by 

publishing a Special Annual umb«r in January 1962.
e will be grateful if you could kindly send us a 

Message for publication in this Annual lumber before the 

end of this month.

Yours faithfully,

//. / ■ „ ■

(Mary Davi da) 
General Secretary.



Indian St biblical Institute Work*. rs Organisation 
(Rog: f> Lered po. <|N>‘))

It E 0 i. L U T 1 0 N

(Adopted un'nimonsly in the Convention of the Indian Statistical 
Institute Workers i»old in Calcutta on 20 and 29 January 1961)

On
Resolution 1 :/rPhve< tuned Rc-rau.nchoment of the TSI Workers

This Convention of the workers of the Indian Statistical Institute notes 
with deep concern the renewed threat of retrenchir nt. Year before last, the 
same throat was held out on the- pica oi the vague exigencies of Government-IS I 
relationship, ostensibly to import- contractual mlrtione between the Government 
and the Institute. This contractual r--latiouship was innovated by the Institute 
administration with the overt purpose of perpetuatinr the insecurity of tenure 
of service of the employees and of holding the power for large scale retrench
ment at any time. This year the. throat is prefixed - on the admission of the 
authorities themselves with the failure of the najir gement to fulfil the stipu
lated amount of work for the current financial year.

2. This Convention of the 131 workers, while stubbornly .refusing to be 
taken in by this attempt at raising a scare aimed ai. forcing the hands of all 
concerned, resolves to draw the attention of the policy makers at the highest 
national level to this gross violation of the spirit of the Indian Statistical 
Institute Act by which the highest organ of power in the country, the Indian 
Parliament, sought to bestow stability and security on this’Institute of 
national importance1. This threat of re 1-ranchmen t is the height of wilful 
contravention of nil norms of mutuality °nd reciprocity that should subsist 
between the Parliament and Government of the country and a scientific 
institute run with th< money voted and disbursed by the same, as well as 
between the Institute "nd its workers.

Under the circumstances, this Convention of the ISI workers resolves 
to appeal to the prime Minister and the Parliament to prevent ^/neP^^g6.!^^011 
of this act of wilful -arbitrariness of the lol authorities running away/with 
the fuikkjj'.ut.. ? ... . --•••’ •• * " “ .>crs, as well as the honour
and efficiency of a scientific institute of national importance. 

►
4» This Convention‘authorises the ISIV'O to take all necessary steps in 

this regard.

Resolution 2 : 0:/ lb Problem of Work in Indian 
ploti sti cel Institute.

This Convention of the workers of the Indian Statistical Institute 
views with great concern the waste of time, money and efforts that has 
become a chronic feature of the internal m;nagement and organisation of work 
in the Institute. V/hile the workers of the Institute had always been familiar 
with such a state of affairs in the Institute's administration, it was 
expected that with the passage of the Indian statistical Institute Act, 
things might take a turn for the better and that henceforth the authorities 
would care to ensure stable organisation based on firm principles of sound 
management befitting a scientific Institute of national importance. To anyone 
in tlic know of things as they really rrc, it would be obvious that the 
course of developments in the Insltute, since its statutory recognition in 
1959, has belied all such expect." lions.

2. This Convention is convinced oi the lapses in the internal administra
tion and mana foment of the Institute, particularly since April I960 in the 
national Sample Survey department which is by far the largest department of 
the Institute. In fact, the chaos ii organisation therein has now reached 
to so alarming ;>n extent that viiuvUjuuuU uuubtj seem to prevail as regards



the Institute's capacity to perfoim the stipulated quantum of NSS work for 
the current financial yearc

5* Such being th., state of things, this Convention is aware of the inclina
tion on the par t oi persons at the .helm of the ISI administration to pass 
the responsibility for default in work on to workers. This Convention • 
declares most emphatically tnnt the workers have always been ready and willing 
to curry out the work-load enjoined on the Institute, never failing in duties 
entrusted tv . . , . '? tIves to be used as
the alibi of ISI admini s tm Cion to ew: pc the inevitable consequences of their 
colossal inefficiency -nd mismenrgemcrt throughout the period. They will 
never al low' the ^hlc .uc -n,ana -dement trouble in ISI .o puss as labour trouble as 
is sought to be don- by the administration.

4. This Convention ruts, on i-ocord that time and again suitable pointers on 
behalf of the work •-■vs us to the dire consequences of such utter lack of 
direction in the administratten XHk have failed to evoke any response from the 
author!Lies.

5» In view of the foregoing, this Convention of 1ST workers resolves that 
the st ten lion of tin. ISI Council bo invited to i ho state of affairs prevailing 
in the internal administration end management of the Institute. This Conven
tion fervently hopes that on being conversant with the actual conditions 
prevailing in the Institute, tie LSI Council will share the same concern as 
felt by the workers in the matter and move to take early remedial measures, 
so that intervention at the highest national level may not, become necessary 
fot the solution of the chronic ills inside 'he Institute.

6. This Convention resolves that tin ISIWO take all the necess.ciy steps. ,

hr <2? -rtieri On Suin’ice Conditions of the 1ST Y/orkers.

Tiie ISIWO during Ine past four years has been drawing attention of the 
Institute ruthoriti. s ( ihrjugh letters, memoranda, etc., the latest being 
the Memorandum of 27 Sep tern lx r I960 i some aspects of service conditions, 
submitted to the 12g Council) co the various aspects ol the .service conditions 
of the ISI workers -in respbet of:

1. Minimum wage commensurate with the present cost of living

2. Improved pay structure which should include enhanced dearness, 
allowance, house rent allowance, city compensatory and other 
allowances

J. Linking of dearness • 1lowance with consumer price index

4. Regularisat ion of all categories of the so-called Irregular 
workers, .g./billy basis workers,.djfferunt types of piece- 
rate workers, workers on ad-hoc "nd consolidated pay, etc.

5. Introduction of service rules and standing ardors

6. Introduction of well-defined recruitment rules *

?. Introduction of well-defined promotion rules

8. Standardisation of jobs ..id cadro fixation

9. Betterment of leave Ijcilities

10. Working hours

11. Introduction of cheap and [rr>p?r medical facilities.

12. Resloretion and extension of cheap transport facilities.

IJ. Introduction of cheap canteen facilities

I4. Restoration ok night schoc’ facilities
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15* ISI General Provident Fund for setting up a properly'' ” HO2^
, constituted Board of Trustees and its recognition By the *

jncome Tax authorities; '
, * ' ' <

and whereas the same have not been considered with sympathy by the ISI. 
authorities so far, this Convention of ISI workers resolves that the ISIWO 
take proper steps to’realise the above demands, inclusive of moving the 
appropriate legislative • '.nd ^v. rnnn ntn L author‘tties,and legal authorities 
as the need arises,

Resolut ion 4: On th..' AI i-i tuck of the ISI Administration 
toword s the Yvorrurs and the ISIWO.

The Indian Statistical Institube Workers Organisation camo into exis
tence in late 1956. It was formed lo give an organised expression to the 
views of such a. IdrgO number of workers and to respond to the call of the 
Di rector for suggesting ways and means of cooperation with the ISI administra
tion and to make the Institute run with greater efficiency, The ISIWO since 
then has taken interest in different aspects of vork end working conditions 
in the Institute and has submitted many memoranda to the administration and 
to the members of the 1ST Council placing its views for improving service 
conditions, efficiency of administration, etc. It seems that the call for 
cooperation given was merely platitudinous, lor the ISIWO soon found that 
not only was there no response to its various memoranda, letters, etc., but 
its taking active interest in the institute affairs and particularly in 
defending the interests of workmen was looked upon with hostility.

?• In any organised institution there have to be well-defined rules and 
procedures for the conduct or both of its workers and its management cover
ing different aspects of the institution's life. In this Institute the.very 
absence of such rules is liken for granted as a privilege of science, 
absence of^ninimum security to the employees is considered the sine qua non 
of scientific development - claims of course, not made in any other scientific 
institution. In a word,the workers in this Institute must be made to feel 
the helplessness of their existence, uhe mercy of the employer. And so when 
the ISIWO attempted, to demand the rights of the workers and assort the dignity 
of their existence, blows began to b-- dealt at one al‘t>'V another by the 
fidmini strut ion. lime sco h s wore ■■ t temp led to be abolished two years ago to 
take away whatever little security was there, retrenchment'was made to show' 
of! the power of the administration, arbitrariness increased in matters of 
recruitment and promo Lion. In short, no th lug was left undone to put terror 
.in the minds of the workers, which has culminated recently in the threat of 
withdrawal of r cognition of the IblWO, in charge-shouting seven workers of 
the Institute ranging from 0 daily basis helper to senior scientific 
workers on vague and false charges,in attempts to create divisions in the 
rank of workers by encouraging efforts to organise 0 diversionary trade- 
um.on in the Institute, in attempts to scuttle introduction of improved 
pay-structure, and finally in planning a campaign to pass the responsibility 
of their organised incompetence on to the workers in relation to unfulfilled 
targets of work“in liSS in p rticulnr-to create a plea and an atmosphere for 
large“scale retrenchment so that the workers may remember nothing except 
hovz to save their Jebs.

5* And so while the five year plans of the country visualise more and more 
organised cooperation between management and employees, even in fields and 
in factories, the above is a strange phenomenon in this Institute which has 
a statutory recognition as a ’Scientific institution of national importance.



, 4* 7This Convention of the ISI Workers, therefore, while deploring such 
attitude of the 1ST administration towards thorn and their Organisation, 
reiterates its faith that good sense will prevail upon the administration 
to change their attitude in favour of a sincere cooperation with the workers 
and their Organisation. The minimum to be done in this direction is to give 
formal recognition to ISIWO and provide it with all facilities for normal 
functioningjabandon efforts to create division amongil the workers, and with
drew all vindictive measures taken against a number of workers in recent 
past.

This Conventions enjoins on the ISIWO to do the needful in the matter.

Resolution Concerning an the Incident on 22 August I960

Whereas a general meeting of the ISI workers on 29.10.60 "strongly 
condemned the attitude of the ISI administration" which with a mala-fide 
motive had "distorted the facts of the incident on 22 August I960" concerning 
the behaviour of Shri S.Moulik, a consulting engineer of ISI, and,protested 
against actions of the authorities in this connection;

whereas further a resolution of the general body of the workers,which 
was signed by 1,009 workers, reiterated their protest against the "issuance 
of show-cause notices by the ISI administration (on 21.12.1960) to seven 
workers, including some office-bearers of ISIWO, on the basis of ex parte 
findings of an Enquiry Committee loaded with lop officials of the adminis
tration", and urged upon tho Chairman, ISI Council to withdrawthe show-cause 
notices;

whereas the just resentment of the workers seemed to have produced some 
helpful effect on the authorities which got reflected in a .gesture on their 
part during the first week of January 1961 to come to a settlement with the 
workers about the matter;

all the same
this Convention of tho workers of the Institu’o/notes with great

concern and misgivings tha t no defini to mevo is yet ,-being mode ' by tho authorities 
to withdraw the show-cause notices. The Convention, moreover, apprehends 
that the authorities deliberately want to keep this issue alive to terrorise 
and demoralise the workers. '

2. This Convention, therefore, strongly condemsn the attitude of the 
authorities in trying to delay a settlement on this issue which is long 
overdue and urges upon them to forthwith withdraw the charge-sheets issued "to 
tjhe seven workers apd quash all the proceedings, including the proceedings 
of the Mahalanobis Enquiry Committee, in connection' with the incident of 
22 August I960.

This Convention resolves that the ISIWO take all necessary steps in
this regard.



CONFEDERATION OF CENTRAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES AND WORKERS• 

T-16, I. N. A , C ol ony, 
New Delhi-3, the 24 th June, 196IZ^ 

I PRESS STATEMENT.

It is matter of groat satisfaction that the Minister 

of Labour has initiated consultations with the representatives 

of tho organisations of Central Government employees, about 

the much publicised scheme of settling disputes between the 

Union Government and its employees. It is, however, a matter 

of regret that he ignored to consult tho representatives of 

some of the well organised unions wh'Ch aiu the sole spokesmen 

of tho employees of the Audit and Accounts, Civil aviation, 

Income tax, Customs and tho Central Macro tar?a1 etc' Tho Confederation 

hopes that tho Minister would soon end this discrimination and 

on the basis of the discussions with all the organised sections 

of employees finalise tho scheme wiU.out any in^uhor delay.

Coon after the General Strike of the Central Government 

employees tho Union Government, as a punitive measure, derecognised 

the organisations which organised vhc strike« In tho absence 

of recognised unions, the normal channel of ventilation of 

grievances, the departments are soothing with discontent and 

impairing the efficiency. To normalise the conditions it is 

hoped that tho government would soon restore the recognition 

of all the unions'.

With the publication of the provisional census report 

tho employees legitimately expected tint cities like Delhi, 

Madras, Hyderabad and Bangalore which fulfil tho requisite 

conditions would bo upgraded to 'A' Class. Government's 

refusal to implement this rccommendavior. of the Pay Commission 

lias deprived the employees of an increase, of Pa ,10/-, on an 

average. Likewise many other cities also re^d upgrading to 

'B’ and 1C' Class.

During tho last two years the cost of living has been 

rising but the Government has ret incroaced tho Dearness 

Allowance since 1.7.1959. Thu Confodorution anneals to tho 

Government to consider those demands expeditiously.
. . ./2
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The Confederation is also planning to promote and 

co-ordinate welfare and co-operative activities with a view 

to enable the workers to live a bettor life under the present 

hard conditions.

In spite of the Government1s liberal policy towards 

the strikers nearly 3 00 employees are still out * of employment. 

Thousands have been given various other punishment, inflicting 

losses of thousands of.Rupees. To mitigate the sufferings of 

the employees the Confederation appeals to the Government 

to secure fair and expeditious implementation of its policy. 

The conditions in Audit and Acaupts whore 80 persons have 

been dismissed deserve special attention of the Government.' 

The Government’s proposal to set up a Joint Council 

has necessitated joint consultations among the organisations 

of Central Government employees and the Confederation has 

taken initiative in convening a mooting of all the organisations 

including the All India Railwaymen’s Federation and the AH 

India Defence Employees Federation in the month of July, 1961.

The local units of the Confederation have been advised 

to take effective steps in colloboration with all unions of 

Government servants to ensure that the Parliament in its 4
August Session takes not of .these issues and settles them. I

v . A;
(D.S. Rajratnam) " 
Secretary-General.



The Delhi State Committee of the Confederation is seeking your 

support on some of the urgent issues facing the Government servants 

in Delhi. The major unions as in Railways, Defence, PAT, C.A.D.,

Income Tax, Audit & Accounts and even the Clerical Association of 

the Secretariat staff are not in a position to secure negotiated 

settlement on the following burning issues as all have been de

recognised after the July 1960 strike and the recognition has not 

been restored as yet. Even other unions which still continue to 

enjoy recognition are not in a position to secure any settlement.

Therefore, the Confederation felt that the pointed attention 

of the August session of the Parliament be so drawn that the demands 

are satisfactorily settled. It is in this background that we 

approach you for the support.

The grievances are many and each one of them requires urgent 

settlement. The anomalies created and injustices done by the

Pay Commission there. The absence of any cultural facilities 

and lack of educational arrangement makes life more miserable. The 

Confederation is planning to take effective steps on these issues.

But on the most burning issues the Confederation has decided 

to launch a signature campaign. The issues are - upgrading of Delhi 

to rA’ Class} reinstatement of all workers victimised during July 

i960 strike; restoration of recognition of unions and revision of 
i 

Dearness Allowance.

1* UW&dlng of Delhi tp Pless

We are aware that the Press has purposely built up an atmos

phere to indicate that the Government has decided to make Delhi 

’A’ class or at least "Special B" with effect from 1.7.61. This is 

all a hoax and done with a view to counteract the growing discontent 

and dissatisfaction amongst the Government employees.

The Government told the Parliament in reply to a question by 

Shri S.M.Banerjee, M.P., that the question will be considered aft< 

the final census figures are available. The coming elections may 

expedite the issue but not so soon unless we also exert some 

pressure. Let us remember that every month that passes each onej 

of us is losing considerably, as is evident from the followA*g tabi*1
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House Rent Allowance

Below Rs.75/-

Between 75 -■ 99
n 100 - 199
tt 200 - 499
11 500 - 999

( 7.50
(
( 10.00 10.00

( 15% subject 15.00
( to minimum ।
( of Rs.20.00

12^ W

A 2

Below Rs.150.00 103& 5$
(Min. 7.50 (Min. 5.00
Max. 12.50) Max. 10.00)

150 to 500 (8% -do-
(Mln. 12.50

500 and above (Max. 75.00
The relief of upgrading to ’A’ class at the lower rung is 

not much especially if one is an allottee of a quarter. Nevertheless, 

every nP. is now required to meet the rising cost of living. The 

delay is depriving us of the benefit. 
* i

2• Reinstatement of the victimised workers

There are still over 300 officials who are out of employment.

There is no doubt that the Government’s attitude was made consider

ably lenient. None of the these officials is involved in sabotage, 

or violence etc. On flimsy grounds some of the officers are settling 

old scores. The Government must see that its lenient policy is n 

Implemented faithfully and the sufferings of these workers who are 

the best amongst us, are reduced.

3 •
In spite of Government’s assurances recognition has not been 

restored as yet. Discontent is growing and there is no way to 

settle issues. The formation of negotiating machinery (Joint 

Councils) 'is being delayed. The proposed bill is so much retrograde 

that it has not evoked support from any quarter including INTUC.

4 - Increase in Dwnegs Allowance

The prices have been rising fas in spite of the assurances to 

control them. The present D.A. is based on the average All-India 

cost of living index of 1958. Since the Pay Commission award the
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pricefl have shot up due to the heavy taxation on articles of 

consumption and Government’s failure to hold the price-line. There 

are occasions when the average index was 126. Thus, the 10-point 

rise in cost of living index which according to C.P.C. recommendation 

have also taken place but the figures are so manipulated that average 

of one year does not make up to 10. It is therefore time for the 

Government to review the D.A •

Shch are the issues on which the Confederation seeks your 

support and it ig confident that the same will be forthcoming in 

plenty.

RELIEF FUND
. . ’ ■ * ■

More than 300 workers are still on the street. Most of them 

have been out of employment for over a year. Their petitions are 

pending disposal.

5 Railway workers were shot dead at Dohad on the 13th July, 

1960,h« the second day of strike. Another 5 officials have 

committed suicide ar died due to the miseries jek Imposed upon them 

by the officers in the post-strike period.

The organised sections and local workers have raised funds 

to help them. We also feel that the city of Delhi where maximum 

number of Government servants are consolidated has a responsibility 

towards them. Therefore the Confederation has decided to raise 

funds and it fervently appeals to the Government employees of Delhi 

to generously contribute towards It so that we may be able to send 

something as a token of our sympathy and affection to the distressed 

families of the victimised workers. - ,' .

Friends 1= Let us rise to the occasion so that we may be able 

to do our little bit for securing some financial improvement for 

ourselves and relief for those who suffered for the common cause. ’

But for the heroic struggle fought by over 5 lakh/ workers, even 

C.P.C. recomnendations would not have been implemented.



Oh THE SIGNATMBE CAMPAIGN

Aftbr a great deal of delay and hesitation, the comrades havedj .

agreed to conduct the campaign.

The delay in conducting the campaign has already put us to 

considerable disadvantage. Meanwhile, the rumours in the Press have 

created an atmosphere in which the campaign seems superfluous. The 

rumours have bpen purposely floated with a view to disrupt any campaign.
.■Nt

Moreover, the Jan Sangh by announcing its desire to campaign scored a $

point over us. IP

The main factor

is not the realisation of

which has forced us to conduct the campaign:;

the organisational (TU) and political gains 

but the fact that the Jan Sangh and the Congress, more specially the 

former, have decided to consolidate their position and make further 

dents in our more or less, monopoly hold on the trade unions of civil 

servants. And basically, it is the absence of the realisation of the 

political significance of the campaign that has led to the differences 

not only on the conduct but also on the details of the programme of the 

campaign.

It is our feeling that the manner in which the campaign is 

sought to be conducted now will neither help in fighting out the Jan h ‘ 

Sangh nor in building up of trade union movement among the civil servants. 

All that it may do is to further consolidate our position in the strong 

TUs of Government servants where we have even today a dominating voice. 

We therefore feel that the issue be reconsidered dispassionately so that 

the campaign is properly planned and conducted.

Pol it.leal Tasks

The growth of the^w^nace of hlndu communalism especially in 

the form of Jan Sangh and dg^acd.'Qlly in the Hindi speaking, areas is 

realised by all. The discontent against the Congress Government is 

bbing mostly exploited by th Jan Sangh in these areas especially because 

of a weak movement of the 1^t.

Although the AITUC is recognised as the most representative 

TH movement and in the middle-classes including the civil servants where 

ours is the greatest hold, yet the by-elections in New Delhi and Kamla 

Nagar broadly show that our Influence on work spots is not even proper’ 

tionately reflected in the houses where the Jan Sangh.(holds the main 

field.



If we do not effectively Intervene in tide, the /influence

of Jan Sangh is bound to spread on work-spots and thus not only challenge;
t -. pa • ’ ■ ’ *

our monopoly but also create serious political conditions. In,Delhi• ■.1 ■ ।- . • • vjl '
State where the cibass conscious working-class is not sufficiently

■ . >- r ' ■ 
consolidated, the growth of the Jan Sangh threatens the entire demociatic 

movement.

T.U. Tasks

During the last strike, we found very little response among 

Government servants. Even among the organised sections under red banner

• such as Defence and CPWD, there was veiy little reaction. Delhi being 

the biggest consolidation of Government servants, we have to plan our 

work in such a manner that we are able to at least demonstrate our 

feelings as otherwise it has a great dampening effect on workers in 

other places.

It was in this back-ground that some of the comrades have been 

urging for a proper plan for work. Wo suggested formation of co- * 

operative movement but preoccupation with rehabilitation diverted the 

attention. But the last election and the proposal for formation of 

Joint Council forced us to discuss the issue again. Some of the comrades 

who actively worked in the Mew Delhi by-election decided that in addition 

to T.U. work in offices wb should start soclal/political work in the 

colonies of Government employees and even in mixed areas so that by 
• • • ‘ • d; t

championing their difficulties we/ are able to establish our influence
1 . ' • । ’ . - ’* ' • ’ . '1: 1 ’ 

at their homes. It was agreed that the main pivot of agitation can be 

only for upgrading the city to ’A' class and increase of D.A. But we 

should also mobilise the Government servants in the city who constitute 

a considerable section of the population in support of the reinstatement

of victimised workers by obtaining signatures for their reinstatement 

and raising relief for their families. The campaign should also cover 

the demand for restoration of recognition and right to form democratic 

trade unions with full trade union rights.

During this campaign we felt it should be possible to 

consolidate not only the links established during the election but also 

on our active workers in the organised sections who have otherwise not- 

much to do after office hours and especially in this period- of de- 
l 4.

recognition. Moreover, we felt that a number of progressive workers in

■
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the Secretariat who have otherwise no sphere of activity can also be 

mobilised. After the campaign these workers be so organised as to 

create regular activities in future of the following types: • ’1 r '♦ .
A - Educational

(1) , Literary classes especially to enable the employees to prepare

for departmental examinations;

( ii) Opening of evening college in South Delhi to enable the workers 

to advance their academical standards;

(ill) To ensure that the educational difficulties especially in 

admission to colleges etc., for the children of the workers, is eliminated 

- if necessary by floating an Educational Society and demanding opening 

of colleges in the areas so that exhaustion by cycling is removed and 

the expenditure on bus conveyance etc is also reduced.

B - Medical

(1) To ensure medical facilities from the Corporation so that

dependents and relatives who are not entitled to CHS treatment have not 

to go far off; 4

(11) To activise supervision on CHS functioning.

C - Co-operatIves■

(I) To conduct co-operative societies to ensure supply of better

and cheaper needs of the life;

(it) To conduct on co-operative basis a weekly in English and Hindi;

(ill) To coordinate the activities of various housing co-operative

socict ies.

D - Cultural

( i) n'o conduct libraries, reading rooms, clubs;

(ii) To provide cultural activities - mobile cinemas etc.;

(iii) .To provide some activities for ladies and children in day

- school of tailoring - education etc.

E - Trade Union

And above all and at least to provide facilities and guidance 

for replying to memo of charges, writing defence, appeals etc.

It was felt that if only we are able to start such activities

- mobilising and*activising the Residents Associations which already 
♦ 5

exist in plenty, new grounds and sphere of influence can be created.
r'; : mH'



Thus to us, the signature campaign was a starting pointSmd not the end .1 

of it and it was thus that we have been emphasising that the campaign 

should be conducted in the colonies and other residential areas. Such 
■ ■ 8

a campaign would also ensure a good collection of relief fund.
! ■ ’ i B

We visualised that in areas where Residents Associations do
4> 

not exist, especially in the city, such associations should be formed J
; y) ; , ,. ’ p | ■ I MB

and where they are inactive, life should be put in them. During the 4 

campaign mass meetings be held not only in support of the demands h

contained in the memorandum but also to discuss the local issues. Only ! 

after having discussed issues we could centralise the experience and

conduct the activities. • $

We felt that a proper conduct of such a campaign with the 

active participation of CPI, we would establish living contacts with 

such active workers who would be useful to fight out Jan Sangh in the 

coming period. In such a campaign and activities, the Congress and even

PSP can be mobilised and if successful, we shall be able to avail the 

various facilities which the Government offens to these colonies 

and have plans to offer, such as 

(1) financial aids to clubs and associations;

(11) two -shops for co-operative societies and clubs through 

residents associations;

(ill) assistance to run Bal Bhavans; 
t 

(iv) assistance to conduct cultural and tailoring classes for 

ladles etc., through' Grab Kalyan Kendras.

It was mainly from this angle that we proposed to PC sometime *
in the first week of d'ay, for adoption of such a campaign and work.

But only after Jan Sangh declared its intention to conduct 

the campaign that PC look the matt.or seriously and urgently. Still 

considerable resistance was offered by some friends and it has taken 

I

it

x!
t,

' ft

almost one month to decide finally.

Even now according to us the forms of the campaign are such 

that not much political gains can be realised, except that we will also 

be in the field to share the credit when ’A' class is formed. Our feeling 
are based on the following reasons:

(i) Conduct of the campaign in offices visualises emphasis on

the organised sections only where we are recognised leaders and this is



a line of least resistence. This does not

break open new*contacts in the houses. It

approach to sections which are unorganised

provide any opportunity to
a ' PS

also does not ensure an

or where due to derecognition*?;

we cannot move about freely. The signatures obtained at ’hazries’,

bub-stops or by stopping people on the roads, or at the gate, will be 

casual ones without discussions - thus without raising the level of 3

consciousness of the worker or making us understand his problems of" xtf,

life othei’ than those of work-spots. This will also handicap collection

of funds. The obvious ddvantage to ensure quick and good results will h 
' . ' -'b

not give us any lasting benefits.

Our feeling that the campaign will have to be conducted by us . 1

a lor. is not a correct approach. We must make a broad alliance especially.;

with Congress and TSP. Alliance with Congress would be of great use to

provide protection from harassment if any imposed on active workers and

comparatively easy realisation of assistance towards co-operative'

movement. A united front even with PSP especially because of their

control KYS.X in Railways id necessary. But any attitude to ensure

monopoly control over the campaign is sectarian and would result in the ; 

failure as we are not sufficiently strong to conduct such a big campaign, /i

Therefore, we should appeal for the support of all political parties

and other Delations and if possible form an advisory committee of •

prom Inent ,cit izens. * *
' 1!

G!The campaign cannot be run only by Government servants if the

pollIical dividends have to be realised. The Party as a whole should 

move along with Government
•G

We feel that a properly organised campaign in which not only . It

all Government servants cadres but the entire Party and its sympathiser

mobilised - run for a fortnight or can be of considerable help

to us in establishing links and consolidating our position.

Any other method would only result in taking away the entire 

potentialities of the campaign and converting it into a formal tu activity.



ALL-INDIA DEFENCE EMPLOYEES’ FEDERATION 
Liaison Office, 
113 North Avenue,
New Delhi

CIRCULAR July 1, 1961 /

Dear Friends,
Sub: Observance of 12th July 1961

Recently I had been on tour of Allahabad, Jabalpur and Bombay. 
I had also the opportunity to. discuss with our General Secretary, 
Shri S.M.Joshi, the present position of the victimized employees, 
on the proposed bill for Central Government employees and 
Federation’s functioning, at Bombay on 21st June 1961.

• We are addressing you this circular to remind you of the 
First Anniversary of our glorious struggle that we waged last year 
along with Railway, P&T and other Central Government employees, 
for our basic demand of living wage and in defence of our present 
living standard by demanding D.A, linked with the cost-of living 
index.

The martyrdom of five railway workers at Dohad, arrest of 
some 20,000 men and women, charge-sheeting of at least 50,000 
employees,' dismissal of thousands, imposition of ordinance, police 
tortures, beating, harassment by departmental officials, de
recognition of our unions, reversions and attack on our TU rights 
and functioning are all fresh in our memory.

The gallant fight given by the Central Government employees 
supported by the entire working class against rising prices and in 
defence of their living standards and TU rights, against heavy odds, 
has not gone in vain. ‘

- Central Pay Commission’s recommendations, though inadequate 
as they are, have been and are being implemented and Govern
ment does not modify them as they did earlier in respect of 
Saturdays.

- Government was forced to think of holding the price line 
as against earlier phenomenon of continuing rise in prices.

- Government is forced to think of new industrial relations 
between the Central Government employees' trade unions and 
the administration, with emphasis on thinking for all dentral 
Government employees together and reference of unsettled issue 
for arbitration of third party..

But the Government does not want to concede the gains in a 
straight-forward manner. *

It is still refusing to grant extra D.A. due to Central 
Government employees and is delaying it and also upgrading many 
cities on the basis of their population in the last 1961 census.

It has derecognised the unions and withdrawn our Standing 
Negotiating Machinery. Re-precognition of the unions is being 
delayed and the attitude of some of the local officials is going 
from bad to worse.

....  page two
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Reversion to lower scales with loss of 10 to 100 rupees per 
month, transfers and harassment of active TU workers, continues in 
some of the installations.

In the Defence Deptt, still about 55 comrades are out of job. 
Their appeals have been turned down by the heads of Directorates 
and the Ministry is delaying their taking back in jobs.

In the new bill on industrial relations in Central Government 
services, retrograde provisions are being imposed attacking our 
basic right of strike and help from outsiders. In the name of 
compulsory arbitration, one-sided and restricted arbitration 
is being offered.

The history of the TU movement teaches us that the path to 
victory and fulfilment of our demands is not straight. Employers 
delay it, want to tire out the workers, workers have to sacrifice^ 
they introduce ifs and buts when conceding demands even partially. 
But, organisation, unity, consistency and sacrifices ultimately 
succeed.

Our struggle on those demands is not over. It will continue 
until we achieve success.

This 12th July is the day on which we should remember our 
glorious struggles, explain the demands to our workers, instil in 
them the understanding to be more organised, united and active in 
the trade unions, pay our respects to the martyrs and pledge to 
continue fight of our victimised workers.

Meetings should be held and processions taken out, leaflets 
published, wherever possible along with other Central Government 
employees' unions. Reports on the observance of the day should be 
sent to the Central Office.

With greetings,
Yours fraternally, 
iMS /. .. . - -k' 
(K.G.Sriwastava)! 
Joint Secretary

P.S. For certain technical reasons, holding 
of the conference will have to be postponed 
for a couple of months or so, till the Working 
Committee of the Federation meets end 
decides the details. The Working Committee 
will meet shortly.
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X

Respected Sib,
Under instructions from the Governing Council of my 

Society I have to request the favour of your moving an 
immediate amendment in the present Income-Tax Bill No. 27 
of 1961 in Clause 288, Page 275, of the said Bill : —

Add: (f) ‘‘Incorporated Accountant and Auditor being 
an Associate or Fellow of the Society of 
Incorporated Accountants and Auditors of 
India.’’

I am sending a short note together with further points 
which I am sure, will help you in your discussion in 
Parliament.

Hoping that it will receive your immediate personal 
attention and for any further details you may kindly allow 
me to see you at your most convenient time which may also 
kindly be notified to me at your early convenience.



BRIEF NOTE

Acceptance of this amendment will :
(i) break the monopoly of the Chartered Accountants and the 

‘Close Preserve of the Chartered Accountants Institute’ ;
(ii) raise the moral calibre, integrity and independence of the 

Auditors;
(iii) raise the technical competence of the profession;
(iv) remove the paucity and inadequacy and will provide the neces

sary number of Accountants having regard to the industrial 
plan in the country;

(v) promote self-sufficiency in the matter of technical knowledge at 
comparatively cheap cost and within the minimum requisite 
period;

(vi) recognition of the Members of the Society of Incorporated 
Accountants and Auditors of India will help to a large extent 
in relieving unemployment by providing an opportunity for 

5 employment to duly qualified youngmen as the initial qualifica
tion for entrance to this Society is B.A. (Economics) with 
Accountancy and Auditing qualification; B.Com., LL.B., M. 
Com. etc. It is strange that members of this Society were not 
included previously in the said bill.

According to para 45 of the Taxation Enquiry Commission’s 
Report the greatest obstacle in the nationalisation of industries in the 
country is the inadequacy in the number of qualified Accountants and 
Auditors,- and para 49 of the same Report states that “the number of 
Chartered Accountants available in India is limited.” In order to give 
all asscssces* a chance of being represented at reasonable cost, it is 
necessary, to* permit them to engage persons other than Chartered 

^Accountants.

And they will be sure to safeguard not less than Rs. 600 Crores 
of tax revenue per annum by a stitch in time

It is a well-established fact that the success of the enforcement 
of Taxation laws and realisation of tax revenue in full depends on the 
maintenance of correct and complete accounts by industrial undertakings 
both under the private and public sector and businessman in general. 
Unless the accounts of the business arc maintained correctly and com
pletely with all relevant vouchers for purchases, sales, deliveries, stock 
and output with a correct Trading and Profit & Loss Account, business
men themselves shall not be in a position to know where they stand. 
The correct maintenance of accounts is sure to help the businessman to 
know their correct turnover of business and the correct profit and loss. 
Unless a businessman knows his correct position in business he will not 
be able to push through the same successfully and develop his trade and 
business. Generally, businessmen as a whole are not sufficiently educated 
in the proper or advanced methods of accounting and as a result they 
depend upon Accountants and Auditors to prepare their accounts for 
production before the Taxation Authorities. The dearth of statutorily

B.Com


recognized (Chartered) Accountants and Auditors and their heavy fees, 
because of it being substantially their monopoly, at present, compels 
businessmen who cannot afford to meet the high cost, generally to neglect 
the maintenance of accounts correctly and completely and they make up 
their accounts or mistakes may be resorted to suppression of -turnover, 
profits, to evade heavy taxation.

The Government is eager to raise tax revenue for the implemen
tation of five-year plans and should, therefore, render all assistance to 
businessmen to facilitate maintenance of correct and complete accounts 
and avoidance of alleged harassment by Taxation Officers by making 
available sufficient number of recognized Accountants and Auditors from 
amongst whom timely assistance and consultations may be had. The 
statutorily recognized accountants in India (Chartered Accountants) are 
only 2,700 in number at present to meet the requirements of not less than 
900,0U0 assessces under Sales Tax and approximately double the number 

’ say 1,800,000 under Income Tax and other Taxation Laws in India. On 
an average, not less than 1,000 assessces have to approach one Chartered 
Accountant in an accounting year to prepare the accounts for production 
before the Taxation Officers for finalisation of assessments. One can 
well imagine the difficulties that arc being experienced by businessmen 
and tax-payers for want of sufficient number of statutorily recognized 
Accountants and Auditors. As the number of such /Accountants are 
limited to about 2,700 only at present, heavy sums of money have to be 
paid as remuneration for auditing the accounts and for getting final 
assessment orders for an accounting year. The net result is that the 
businessmen are compelled to maintain incorrect and incomplete accounts 
only for the purposes of production before the Taxation Authorities. As 
they arc less inclined to know their correct trade position for want of a 
sufficient number of statutorily recognized accountants, some nominal 
accounts arc being prepared to complete the accounts and assessments. 
Evasion of tax as a result of suppression of turnover of business knowing
ly or unknowingly becomes rampant.

An average estimated suppression of turnover of say Rs. 50,000.'- 
in an accounting year by a businessman amounts to a suppression of turn
over of Rs. 4,500 crores which in turn amounts to a loss of Salcx Tax 
revenue of about Rs. 90 crorcs in an accounting year at the minimum rate 
of tax at 25%. <As the highest rate is 7% throughout India, the loss of 
Sales Tax revenue alone in an accounting year can be estimated at 
approximately not less than 200 crores. The loss of other tax revenue 
can also be approximately estimated at double the loss of Sales Tax 
revenue. Thus the total estimated loss of Tax Revenue by encouraging 
evasion of Tax without proper check is not less than Rs. 600 crorcs in any 
accounting year. The evasion methods can effectively be arrested if 
businessmen arc compelled to maintain correct and complete accounts of 
their business. For the enforcement of this collect maintenance of 

accounts, a sufficient number of statutorily recognized Accountants and 
Auditors arc necessary to help the assessces at the proper time by giving 
timely advise in the upkeep of correct and complete accounts. As already 
explained, the 2,700 Chartered Accountants available in India at present 
are undoubtedly insufficient to cater for the needs of more (han 2,700,000 
assessces in a year. If the 3,500 available Incorporated Accountants and 
Auditors of India are also given equal status as the Chartered Accoun
tants of India, the number of Accountants available will be easily 
doubled, that is, about 6,200. Even this number of 6,200 Accountants
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and Auditors will not be sufficient to eater to the needs of all TheYNsessces 
and tax-payers in India efficiently but this change is bound to establish 
healthy morals in business community by placing the means for maintain
ing it at their disposal. »

It is, therefore, high time for the Government of India to consi
der seriously the working of the Taxation Laws and to find ways and 

•.means to arrest an evasion of turnover business and income and the 
consequent loss of tax revenue amounting to not less than Rs. 600 crores 
in an accounting year. The only manner in which this can be brought 
about is io make available a sufficient number of recognized Accountants 
and Auditors to help and facilitate the task of the businessman to main
tain com cl and complctc‘accounts at reasonable cost. To achieve this 
RECOGNITION OF THE INCORPORATED ACCOUNTANTS AND 
AUDITORS OF INDIA who are highly qualified and about 3,500 in 
number is absolutely necessary. Almost all the Central Ministers includ
ing the Prime Minister of India have attended general functions of the 
Society of Incorporated Accountants and Auditors of India and have 
acquainted themselves with the methods of imparting training in 
Compicrcial and Taxation subjects for study and the efficiency of the 
examinations. The Society of Incorporated Accountants and Auditors 

4 of India, Delhi, is the only institution in India with more than 10 years 
standing to compete with the Institute ofChartcred Accountants of India. 
Unless a healthy competition in the profession of Accounting and Audit
ing in India is introduced and encouraged there is every possibility of 
further deterioration in efficiency in the monopolised piofession by 
members of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India. The Society 
of Incorporated Accountants and Auditors of India has won the appre
ciation and goodwill of all concerned by its efficient set up and working 
in the training of,.efficient Accountants and Auditors who arc found to be 
not inferior in education, training and efficiency vis-a-vis Chartered 
Accountants, and as a matter of fact, they will be found to be better 
qualified in many respects.

Several representations have been made and continue to be made 
to the Central Government and through Parliament by the Society of 
Incorporated Accountants and Auditors of India for the due RECOGNI
TION OF ITS STATUS AND ITS MEMBERS in the matter of practice 
as a statutorily recognized Accountant and Auditor but to no effect. Is 
it not a sad fate ?

The Five-Year Plans arc in progress. The restrication on imports 
have resulted in the increased production of goods in India and the 
revenue by way of tax on sale of goods shows an increase year after year. 
As against 25,000 goods vehicles on the roads in India as in 1961, the 
number is likely to go up to 392,000 by the end of the Third five-year 
plan, as a result of increased production of goods due to increased indus
trialisation and business.

This increase in goods transport vehicles will speak of the increase 
in the volume of business. The increase in business will be about 75% 
at the end of the Third Plan. That means 75% increase in tax revenue 
by the end of the third plan. Export facilities have increased foreign 
exchange earnings. The Taxation laws in India arc becoming more and 
more rigid in enforcement with a view to arrest the leakage of tax revenue 
by methods practised by businessmen by suppression of turnover as a 
result of maintenance of incorrect and incomplete accounts of their 
business.
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To
• The Secretaries of All Units

To the Members of the Working Committee,

Friends,
The-long awaited judgment of the Bombay High Court in respect of the Writ 

petitions challenging the constitutional validity of the Essential Services Maintenance 
^rdna^e and the Bules 4(A) and 4(B) of the C.C.S.(Conduct) Rules,1955 was delivered 
by the Constitutional Bench of Justice Shri Y.S. Tambe and Justice Sliri B.N, Gokhale,

The Essential Services Maintenance Ordinance had been challenged by 
Shri S. Vasudevan, P&T. Employee's leader and by Shri Oswald Pcriera, Over-Seas Communi
cation Service Employees' leader. The Rules 4(a) & 4(B) of the Conduct Rules Rad been 
challenged by Shri E.X. Joseph, Secretary-General, /ill India Nbn-Gazctted .iudit & Accounts 
Employees Association and by Shri K.R.S. Nair, Income-tax Employees' leader, Shri Joseph 
had challenged both the Rules and Shri Nair, Rule 4(A). Earlier the Bombay High Court 
had issued injunction orders staying the Departmental proceedings in respect of all the . 
employees.

The High Court held tho Essential Services Maintenance Ordinance and the 
Rule 4(A) of the Conduct Rules as valid’. ’The Rule 4(B) of the Conduct Rules was held to 
be invalid and an infringement of the Fundamental Rights to form Associations or Unions, 
The High Court decided that Rule 4(B) of the Conduct Rules is liable to be struck down .

The partition of Shri S. Vasudeva.i, Shri Oswald Pereira and of Shri K,R,S,Nair 
were dismissed by the High Court without coots. The petition of Shri E.X, Joseph was 
partly allowed. The charge framed against Shri Joseph on 11.7.196® .for deliberqtc trench 
of Rule 4(B) was offashed and so also the order of the Accountant General, GmixctK -— 
Maharashtra, Shri'O.K. Ghosh dated 9.7.1960 on enquiry in respect of the said charge is 
quashed. The enquiry started against Shri Joseph for breach of Rule 4(A) shall however 
proceed.

The Ordinance is challenged on the grounds that the Ordinance issued was in 
excess of the powers conferred by <irticle 123 (2 ) of the Constitution in as much as the 

President has not mentioned that it was necessary for him to issue such an Ordingpce, th i 
the President has delegated essential legislative' functions therein to the executive, 
it is liable to. be struck down and that it is violative of the rights conferred on a 
citizen under Article 19 (1) (c) and (g)and .Article 23 (1) of the Constitution; at any 
rate the r estriction .is imposed on the exercise of these rights .are in excess of the 
permissible limits.

In the alternative, it is urged that the Ordinance having lapsed on 19»9.196(j 
no further action is competent and therefore the Departmental enquiries against the ( 
petitioners for contravention of the Ordinance be quashed.

Vali di ty of Rule 4(A) is challenged on the ground of it being violative of 
the rights conferred by. Articles 19 (l)(a)(b)(c) & (g) and the validity of Rule 4(B) 
is challenged on the ground of it being violative of the rights conferred by Article 
19(l)(b) & (c) of the Constitution. It was also urged that the Indian Audit & Accounts 
Department as well as Income-tax Department is industry within the meaning Clause (j) 
of Section 2(ii) of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947. The petitioners therefore are 
governed by the Industrial Disputes Act. Rules 4(-0 & are inconsistent with the 
provisions of the Industrial Disputes Act and are bad in law.

At the outset, in the judgment, the High Court deals with the preliminary 
objections raised by Mr. Porus Mehta, Advocate of the Respondents. Shri Mehta argued 
that the issue as regards the Constitutionality of the Ordinance relating to the condi
tions of service of a civil servant or the Rules framed by the Presidept under proviso 
to Article 309 is not justiciable on any ground other than being violative of the 
provisions of Articoe 311 of the Constitution. The Court held: " We find considerable 
difficulty in accepting the argument of Hr. Mehta. Having regard to the provisions of 
Article 13 and Article 26 of the Constitution and having regard to the legislative nature 
of the power conferred on the President by Article 123 and the proviso to Article 309, 
there is no manner of doubt that it is open to this Court toexanine the constitutionality 
of the Ordinance issued and Rules framed under the proviso to irticlc 3^9,
when action taken thereunder by any authority located within the territory over which t... 
Court exercises jurisdiction is challenged by ii-nc any persop on the ground that his 
fundamental rights have been thereby violated. To hold otherwise would lead to startling 
results of denying exercise of fundamental rights by a civil servant'during the period 
of his service. The period of service of a civil servant would normally extent over 
thirty years. The number of civil servants in this country is a large one. It is diffi
cult to assume that the Constitution makers in enacting Article 310 of the Constitution 
intended the exercise of fundamental rights by a civil servant to be dependent on the



will of the executive'1. »

" The exercise’of power under Ar tides 123 and 309 would be subject to 
all limitations imposed by the Constitution on the exercise therco^and would be subject 
to a judicial review to the same extent as any enactment passed by any legislature,

" A citizen by accepting; Government service is not stopped from challondn 
the validity of the service rules. "

Regarding the Ordinance the Court held as follows : -

" It is abundantly clear that the President lias not delegated any essential 
legislative function to the Central Government, in our judgment therefore the Ordinance 
is not bad on account of excessive delegation of legislative power to the Central Govtc"

1 1 The right of people to assemble together and agree to abide by a set of 
rules of procedure and thus organise themselves on some sort , of permanent relationslaip 
in matters of common interest and common concern or strive for betterment of theii' con
dition by peaceful means and for lawful purposes is a well recognised right. It is 
common knowledge that voice of an individual has not the same effect as that of anything 
said together by a group of persons. Larger the number greater the effect. The right 
to go on strike is however different in character. it is not joint or collective 
expression of views but is joint or collective action. By its very nature it is fraught 
with possibilities of leading to violence...........if the Constitution makers had intended 
to confer on the citizens the right to go on strike, they would have expressly said & / 
In those circumstances, the fact that the right to go on strike has not been expressed 
expressly conferred on the citizen leads cis to hold that the right to go on strike is ns 
included in the right conferred on citizens under Article 19 (l/(c) to form Associa
tions or Unions."

* In our judgment, having referred, to the danger to be averted, the 
■restrictions imposed by Ordinance promulgated by the President were reasonable re
strictions imposed in the interest of public order," , .

" We find it difficult to hold that the employees in these two Departments 
aro engaged - cither for production or distribution of good^Tor rendering any 
material, service."

" Rule 4('O so far as it prohibits Government servants from resorting to 
any form of-strike or demonstration docs not VLolatc the fundamental rights conferred 
on the citizens by Article 19(1)(a)(b)(c) or (g) of the Constitution. "

" It is true that Rule 4( n) so far as it goes to prohibit Government servant; 
from participating in any demons Lration contravenes the provisions of .Irticlc 19(l)(b^ < 
of the Constitution. " The Court then holds that it has therefore to be examined 
whether this is justified as a restriction on the exercise of the' fundamental right 

granted by Article 19(l-^(b). The Court held that the r ustriction imposed are not 
absolute and that the challenge to the constitutionality of Rule 4(a) on the aforesaid 
grounds fails.

" it is urged by Mr. Singhwi that Rule 4(B) infringes the rights conferred 
on the. petitioner by Article 19(l)(b) & (c).of assembling peacefully and without arms 
and of forming Associations or Unions. In our opinion, this contention is wcllfounucd 
The Rule in terms makes membership of an un-rucognisud Association or membership of an 
Association of which recognition has been withdrawn a disciplinary offence. That 
being the position, there cannot be any doubt that it is violative of the right con
ferred by Article 19(lXc) of the Constitution to form Associations or Unions, dv^n 
though the Rule .in terms does not prohibit Government servants from forming dissocia
tions or Union's, by making membership of un-recognisud Associations a disciplinary 
offence, it'nas in substance done so and in emsidering infringement of ruud-i..cuu.j. 
rights>it is the substance of the infringed Act or rule that matters and not the 

form. "

" Wu fail to understand hot/ a Government s ervant by merely being a member 
of a service Association which is not recognised by the Government or whose recog
nition has been withdrawn by it would endanger public peace, safety and tranquili+y "

" Th3 possibility of the power being arbitrarily exercised cannot bo exclu
ded, The fundamental rights of government servants to form Associations or Unions 
has thus been made subject to the aribitrary discretion of ths executive Government,. 
There appears to be hardly any necessity for imposing such restrictions in the 

interest of public peace, safety a nd tranquility."



1 It is'difficult t<> assunc-that allowing Government s ervants to become member 
of service uSsociAtadpstwlvich a re n^x-tv ev..>p J»y. 11^.0?vernro^ by itself be 
prejudicial rtb' niMntunanvcaoi dijSciglinOj, b;n-?np;■ For
naahons 'stated above, Rule.. 4(B) it 'si(aix!gg,.,.ip jowi on the
ground 1 that it j contravenes Uje pi-pvisions -of .ulicid, 1^'CX of * th J ConStltutibhP ",
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> 1 • ' I’ .nrv b,. .1^., Cd ;-o vy.r ate /W Jnsnou ynA
t' Comrade Tawde enters the fifth day of his fast to-day. Leading citizens 

of the City are meeting the Accountant General everyday to express the deep feelings 
of the public over the fast of Com, Tawde.

The trade unions of Gwalior held a public ’meeting badat on 13th and 
the ^tate employees held a meeting on 14th, The meeting of the trade unions was also 
held on 15th and to-day the Co-ordinating Committee is having a mass meeting which 
will be addressed by Com. Rajaratnam, Secretary General of the Confederation.

1 < • *

The newspapers of Gwalior are giving, pr uninont publicity to the news ■ f 
Com, Tawde1 s fast. The daily, 'J AT; PH AV AH1 has written an editorial demanding the 
immediate transfer, of the Accountant General, Gwalior.

1 /' ’’J’ . UA1 J ;,i 'ou yd irvone.-i uj '.'.>,'’11,'iog
Com, Tawde ha§ lost 7 lbs. fh’weight -but he is very cheerful-;and. the. , 

very incarnation of courage itself, • _
r? -- ■ ■ O ■ - .0 l
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■ VINDICTIVE ,£T1)KG OF XCuUMLim'-

. , NEWS ITEM in Madras Daily, 'DidLY DbEPaTCli1 on 16.1.1961! - j- .

;l -Mr. B.G. Tawde,.a benioi’ employee pi* the •ccountant-G ehernl1 sgOfficO-at 
Gwalior, has been oil an indefinite f .st from Jan. 12 asTan expression of'the agony in 

the minds of the employees over th-.< continued victimisation and harassment” ' id; the 
various Central Government departments after last year's strike.’ ’ • ■ ■ ■-

Mr. E.X. Joseph, Gocrot.-ary-General of the 111-lndia 1 ai'j t and Accounts Asso
ciation and Organising Secretary of the Confederation of the Central Got criimbnt’-Qriplo- 
yees, addressing Audit and Accounts omployceu in the City last week, said the Union 
Government, far from implementing, their avowed }x>licy of restoring normalcy in the 

offices by reinstating all dismissed employees, was actually following a policy of 
vindictiveness.

Particularly in the otdx Audit Department, where GO people had been removed 
or dismissed from service, over and above the 17 under suspension, the r elatiors 
between the staff and the heads of offices hd deteriorated very badly, Mr. Joseph said. 
Conditions in the Gwalior Account int-Gunui'al1 s offices, which were especially bad, rad 
driven Mr. Tawde to his decision.

Mr. Joseph also said he hii-' iell’ would •.' on a fast if conditions had not 
improved by February. Mr, Cm Prakash Gupta, General Gucrutary of the all India Tele
graph Engineering Employees' Association, Class III, would join him in-the f^st, 
Mr. Joseph said, : < •! s • t

Mr. A,M,A, Majoed, Circle Secretary of the All-lndia Telegraph Engineering 
Union, Class III, assured the Midit umpljyces of the whole-hearted Support of the 
Posts and Telegraph employees in their struggle for justice. ’ -a x-

A resolution vias passed J tuc meeting roqvastinu - the Government and the 
Auditor-General to intervene in the fairs ;C '.he office of the -iceountant-General, 
Madhya Pradesh and expressing unouallfiud sui'inrt for the cause being championed 

by Mr. Tawde. ■ ' j

Shri V.S. Sirdosai, Secretary, Civil »ccounts association, HCCOUpthnt 
General's Office, Bombay has sent the following telegram to the .uditor General, 
the Primo Minister, The Labour Minister ani i-hc Home Minister J 
" Distress sorrovi and anxiety prowii.l among .;u lit and Accounts Employees in Bombay 
over indefinite fast by Tawde Presi >ent,Civil Accounts Association,Gwalior stop 
Pray immediate intervention and avoidance of greater agony of lawde and employees,"
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RESOLUTION PASSiD UNANIMOUSLY BY THE CO-OiiDlUATUC COI’MITTEE IF THE 
’ " CENTRAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES, BOMBAYi-IN-ITS MELTING HELD OK 17-1-1961,

This meeting of the Co-ordinating Committee of the Central Government 
Employees of Bombay is extremely distressed and agitated to hear the news of toe 
indefinite fast begun on 12th of this month by Shri B.G. Tawde, a Senior Audit Employe 
of 50 years of age and President of the Civil Accounts Association, Office of ths 
Accountant General, Madhya Pradesh, Gwalior, This Committee learns that Shri Tawdo 
has begun his fast to express the agony of tie Audit employees of Gwalior over the 
extremely vindictive attitude and actions of tec Accountant General, Gwalior, 
Shri Bhandari. The Accountant General's Efforts to establish a reign’of terror in 
the office and to create a Recreation Club of his own and thus create a group of 
his henchmen in the office are totally out of tune with the Government's policies. 
This Committee is shocked to learn that the Accountant General has stooped to very 
low levels and is trying to create linguistic animosities among the staff. The 

.very fact that the Accountant General has removed from service thirteen employees 
for mere participation in strike and that he is the first head of office to issue 
charge-sheets under Rule 4 B of the Conduct Rules on employees for continuing to be 
members of the de-recognised Association reveals the extremely vindictive attitudo 
of the Accountant General. *

On behalf of the Central Govt.Employees of Bombay, this Cbmiittee 
vehemently protests against these actions of the Accountant General, Gwalior and 
appeals to the Government of India and the Comptroller and Auditor General of India 
to .intervene immediately and put a full stop to the communal and bureaucratic action 
of the Accountant General, Gwalior.

This Committee expresses its feelings of solidarity with Shri Tawde, wlo 
is on the six day of his fast, and with the .udit employees of Gwalior and assures 
them of the complete support of the Central Government Employees of Bombay.

TEXT OF THE TELEGRAM SENT BY THE C0-0RDINATIN3 COMMITTEE jF BOMBAY
TO SHRI A.K. ROY, COMPTROLLER & -LllToR GlNMLJ.,PIilhrn^ 

LABOUR MINISTER AND THE HOME MINISTER.

Central Government Employees of Bombay distressed and agitated over 
indefinite fast of’Shri Tawde President Gwalior . udit Employees 
Association to protest against vindictive, bure.ai cratic and communal 
actions of the Accountant General, Gwalior Stop Id )uest immediate 
intervention and transfer and punishment of the lecountant General Stop 
Request impartial inquiry into reported communal. acti mu of the 
Accountant General. "

RESOLUTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY aT A MUTING OF Ill AdCOUNIS
EMPLOYEES HELD IN THE CITY OF M/LRAS ON 12th, January.. 1963,

This meeting of the Audit and Accounts Employees in the City of Madras 
deplores the deterioration in the relations between the staff and the Accountant 
General in the Office of the Accountant General, Madhya Pradesh', Gwalior, and records 
its concern over the indefinite fast undertaken by Shri B.,G. Tawde’, a senior ei jployuc 
and President of the Association to give expression to .the feeling of agony of the 
staff towards the continued policy of harassment of the- accountant General and re- u .st.' 
the 60Vernment of India and the Comptroller and auditor General of India t5 intervene 
in the matter, p'event further deterioration and tragic consuouences and help in 
restoring harmony and peace in that office g in pa.ticular a^d in the Department and 

the Services in general by reinstating all the employees throv.n out of job and 
restoring recognition to all the Associations immcH lately..

This meeting assures its unqualified support U5 th . cause ta’ an up by 
Shri Tawde,AUDIT WLOYnEJ OF GUJERAT SEEK COVEL MET I 1 1 P'

Sliri K.C. Ramachandran, Secretary, Civil 1count? .^ ’ocintion, Gujarat, 
Bombay has sent the following telegram to the .unitor General, Ld^ mae Minister, 
The Labour Minister and the Home Minister: .LLIT MiPLoYrnJa :HJiR 1 DEhrLI 
PERTURBED OVER INDEFINITE MIST BY T.WE hiESIDELT CIVIL ACC....' TG ^OC^.AIjN GW LIOR 
STOP IMMEDIATE INTERVENTION SOUGHT TO BRliG ABHJT THE BRu.KI OF 1'^T .ND INQUIRY 
INTO VINDICTIVE ACTIONS OF THE XCOUNL'.iNT GuKKuAL

_____  K C R.M-.CH L G v u\ GMJiEl.RY
I am leaving for Gwalior Untight ...nd reaching Gwalior tomorrow night.. L 

Any urgent letters may be addressed to Gwalicr. owJAgT . J
J b ■. an, ol \ v' < '
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Our Activities
Mysore District Conference The most 

.important activity during the month of November 
1961 was the Mysore District Conference held 
on the 26th instant. It started with a business 
session at 9 a.m. resided over by Sri D. Abdul 
Jabbar, the Branch President ami I was also 

. presentthe Session. This Session was well 
attended and several useful resolutions were 
passed and it was decided to submit these to 
Government through the Central Association. 
Sri T. Mariappa attended the Conference at 
6-15 p.m. and Sri A. P. Masilamoni presided on 
the special invitation of the District Branch- The 
function was a gieat success attended by over 
thousand N. G. Os of Mysore and several 
delegates from Taluk and other District Branches. 
The Invocation by Smt. Kantharajammani and 
an overture by Mr. Mathews and Party were two 
well appreciated items. Sri D. Abdul Jabbar 
welcomed the Minister, President and others who 
attended the Conference. Sri A. P. Masilamoni 
in presenting a A temorial to the Finance Minister 
explained how the efforts of the Central ExecutT e 
to form new branches was considerably facilitated 
by the issue of the two Pay Revision orders 
in 1961 which made the N. G. O.s become 
“Association Conscious” and eager to form 
Associations, he said that it was a pleasant 
surprise for him that the dormant Mysore Branch 
which' was revived on 13-8-1961 has so quickly 
,grown sufficient.y strong to convene such a huge
Conference, that it was a great honour to have the 
architect and engineer of two revisions of pay 
scales in 1957 and 1961, that the Finance 
Minister's task was most difficult on account of 
the five different scales of pay brought about by 
the States Reorganisation, that the Finance 
Minister ably reduced the five scales to just two 
by the 1957 or ’er, that the Finance Minister 
uttered frequently that he was keen on removing 
even the remaining disparities, but that he 

changed his tactics nearer the issue of 1961 order 
by saying that what he was going to give will 
compare more favourably than what Madras had 
given. The various ways in which the 1961 orders 
varied from Madras to the dis-advantage of the 
N G.Os were outlined in the memorial given by 
the Association to the Minister. The points thus 
urged were about pay scales, merger of D.A., 
House Rent Allowance, Compulsory Insurance, 
benefits of DA and H.R A. upto a pay of 
Rs. 500/-, Educational Concessions, Weightage, 
stagnation increments and Hours of work. Sri 
Masilamoni emphasised that Sri Mariyappa 
should do something for the N.G.Os before he 
lays down office, that the N- G- Os were a down
trodden people bent low with the burden of high 
cost of living and low wages, and are able to see 
only the gutters, bandicoots, cockroaches and 
legs of other people. He beseeched the Finance 
Minister to straighten their backs so that they 
may be able to see the beauty of flowers and 
trees, the grandeur of Palaces and the skies with 
their stars. He however warned the gathering 
that the Finance Minister was a clever and 
intelligent person who might give some astound
ing reply almost mesmerising the audience and 
get away. He recalled how on the State Accounts 
Department Annual Socials Day held sometime 
back the Finance Minister after hearing their 
grievances said “This is a day of celebrations, 
why do you all think of your grievances and 
disappointments, I will do what I can, but you 
all better enjoy this single day in the year 
forgetting your worries”. Sri Masilamoni hope 
that some such reply will not be given on this 
occasion also.

Sri Sadasivaiah, the Treasurer of the Mysore 
Branch, then presented a cheque for Rs. 333.00 
collected for the relief of Flood affected people 
Sri Mariappa received the cheque with thanks 

(Continued on page 4J
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EDITORIAL
HOURS OF WORK

When the revision of pay scales were ordered in 
the year 1957 giving an average increase in wages 
by about ten percent Government also increased 
the hours of work by one hour working out to 
an increase of more than sixteen percent. 
Theoretically this would mean that the enhanced 
expenditure on the staff is more than balanced 
by the extra output that is expected of the staff. 
But in fact, this is just illusory.

The work-load in a Government Office, as 
nerhaps in all ministerial offices, cannot be 
..leasurcd by any machinery. In respect of 
technical labour in a factory the turn-out of each 
individual can be easily stipulated and if working 
hours are increased it would be possible to 
measure the increased output accurately. Office 
work is not done mechanically and the brain 
factor plays an important part. If a healthy 
atmosphere is created for the benefit of the staff 
much more can be achieved even by curtailing 
office hours. With the gesture on the part of 
Government in giving the revision of pay scales 
the required healthy atmosphere was about to be 
created when Government made the blunder of 
increasing the office hours. It at once made the 
staff feel that they are being exploited and the 

■ itural reaction was the attempt, to sec that the 
extra one hour did not have the corresponding 
extra output of work. On the other hand there 
was a frustration. While Government servants 
were hoping that the 11-5 timing will be con
verted to 10-4 in order to allow them the much 
needed recreation in the evening, there comes 

the order keeping them in office till 5-30 and 
giving no time for games.

The experience in the last few years would 
also show that there has been no exhibition of 
additional efficiency of disposal as a result of 
increasing office hours. On the other hand the 
volume of work involved in Government offices 
has increased much on account of the develop
mental plans. The only solution is to create 
a feeling of good-will between the employer 
and the employee- The revision of pay scales 
of 1961 has made no impression at all except 
in the minds of the people who are about to 
retire. What can now be done is to reduce 
the working hours by one hour- The present • 
stretch of seven hours is too long and many 
officials have fallen into the habit of having 
three intervals for refreshments whether they 
are permitted or not. If Government come 
forward with a reduction in working hours the 
gesture will have a hearty web ome and there 
will certainly be no fall in the volume of work 
turned out by them. In 1960 the Chief Secretary 
had given an assurance in a meeting of the 
staff that the question of reducing office hours 
will be considered favourably But nothing 
came of it.

If Government were to still entertain some 
doubts in this behalf they may introduce the 
reduced timings in some offices on an experi
mental basis and find out for themselves that 
the turnover is just the same whether with or 
without the extra hour. The quantun of arrears 
will be just the same.
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The Silk Marketing Co-operative Society, 
Limited

103, Avenue Road, Bangalore 2

SOLE AGENTS FOR GOVERNMENT OF MYSORE

for all varieties of silk produced in Government Silk Filatures, 
MYSORE, KOLLEGAL & KANAKAPURA

For your requirement of

CHARAKA, DOMESTIC & FILATURE SILK

Please address or Contact
THE SECRETARY

at the above address

Phone: 6377 SMCS Grams: ‘ COPSILK ’

(Continued from page Two)
In bis reply ’he Finance Minister said that he 

was fully aware < f the difficulties of the N.G.Os, 
that he will hav' all the points examined with 
reference to statistics in his office, that he will do 
his best for N.G.Os before he hands over his 
office and that die State was having financial 
difficulties even now. But he also added that 
in these advancing days revisions will come 
once in every three or four years, that N.G.Os 
need not despair, that they urge their demands 
with the new Mi listry, that the new Ministry 
has many financial difficulties of severe type 
to consider, that the N.G.Os should work hard 
and make the Pl ms a success and so forth.

Sri Masilann ni in his concluding remarks 
once again urged the Minister to pass favourable 
orders before he .vent, that money difficulty has 
always been there even before 1957 revision, 
that once the commitment is made money will be 
forthcoming, that he may make the commitment

Four MYSORE ENGIVO

and leave it to the new Ministry to find out 
this money also along with several other plans 
and schemes for which they have to find money. 
He also pointed out that as new revisions are 
coming so also a strata of public servants retire 
from service without reaping any benefits and 
that the lotmf the N.G.Os presently in service 
has to be redeemed first.

Sri T. Nagaraj, Joint Secretary proposed a 
vote of thanks and the Conference was closed at 
7-45 p.m.

It is acknowledged with gratitude that the 
Mysore Association treated the guests most 
cordially providing comfortable boarding and; 
loding arrangements, and other facilities. Beside*? 
the President and myself, Sri S. Raghavan, 
Joint Secretary, SriB. A- Arasakumar, Organising 
Secretary, Sri N. D- Nanjaraj Urs, Treasurer and 
Sri F. S- Xavier, Sri S. R. Kanan and Sri Lakshmi 
Narasimhiah of the Central Executive Committee 
attended the Conference. {Continued on page Six)
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The Plight of H.G.Os at Bangalore
A visitor to the beautiful Garden city of 

Bangalore invariably sees a number of buses 
belonging to H.A.L., Remco and other
factories, running up and down the roads. The 
fortunate workers of those factories are provided 
with special buses and they arc charged at 
reasonable rates and given a monthly pass 
Rs. 3-75 nP. and Rs. 5/-for those getting a salary 
of Rs. 100/-and above. The reason for provi
ding such facilities is obvious and it is well 
known that the factories care to provide facili
ties for their staff. But unfortunately, the 
Mysore Government employees have no special 
transport facilities, whatsoever. It is not very 
unusual that at 5-30 p.m. “Government rain” 
would be pouring liberally. The B.T.S walas 
according to their time schedule, which they 
may not adhere to at all times, dash off on 

p heir routes. The ladies for the fear of losing 
the bus run to the bus-stop in the rain and it 
is yet a sorry thing that no shelter is provided 
near Vidhana Soudha or A. G.’s Office Bus 
stops.

Now, let us suppose, our N.G.O. has got 
into a bus, he has to stand and play the 
“Parallel Bar Circus”, while returning home 
after his day’s work. There is no surety that 
one will get a seat in the bus. Then, the bus 
goes round and round about the city and finally 
takes him to a place away from his home.

How I wish the N.G.O.’s of Bangalore had 

own buses to go to their offi ?es in and near 
Vidhana Soudha. I do not mderstand why 
they cannot be provided from important places 
in the City at reduced bus fares or at reasonable 
rates Buses may be arranged to Gandhi Bazaar, 
Malleswaram, Cantonment, Ulsoor and other 
important places. We are grateful to the State 
Road Transport Corporation for extension and 
diversion routes provided for the State Govern^ 
meat employees.

If we try to find out the reasons for not 
providing such facilities, we cai easily find that 
the N. G. O s arc not united in making their 
demands. Their voice is not heard in this 
democrate Government which docs not seem 
to feed the child unless, it cries, or even if it 
cries, sometimes.

We have heard ofHon’ble Ministers speak
ink to N.G.Os to work more honestly, and 
diligently. 1 fail to understand how efficiency 
can be expected without proper facilities. No 
man can be a patriot with an empty stomach. 
It is obvious that a majority of N.G-Os cannot 
afford to pay for these buses and walk the long 
distances dcsparately. Therefore, it would be 
a feasible proposal to arrange for special buses 
with concessional passes, at the rate of 50% of 
the total fare for 25 days in the month specially 
to N.G.Os who are the backbone of the State 
Government.

L. G. NAGI SHA RAOGLEANINGS FROM GOVERNMENT ORDERS
I. In Government Order No. ED 78 SCL 60 

dated 25-10-1961 provision has been made for the 
award of special scholarships to the children of 
Government seivants who die while in service or 
who are permanently incapacitated on account of 
severe injuries. The salary limit of the Govern
ment servant is fixed at Rs. 500/- per mensem. 
Scholarships arc awarded at the rate of Rs. 5/- 
per month for Standards VIII to XI, Rs. 8/- for 
Technical Studies and Rs. 10/-for Degree Classes 
in addition to exemption from payment of fees.

The scholarships will be sanctioned by the Direc
tor of Public Instruction, Dircc w of Collegiate 
Education or Director of Techni al Education as 
the case may be on an application made in the 
prescribed form to the Institution concerned.

II. At the request of the Mysore State N.G.Os 
Association, Bangalore, Goverm ent have passed 
Orders in Government Order Nt . FD 122 RFC 61 
dated the 20th November 1961 that the benefit of 
Festival Advance be extended to all N.G Os 
di awing a pay of Rs. 500/- and below.



Please Note Well
We have completed one year since the intro- 

' duction of this M agazine. When we look back, 
we remember those readers who were actively 
supporting this venture, and to day, we are proud 
that after all the infantile troubles, the Magazine 
is gloriously celebrating its First Anniversary.

Pardon our pride, we are fully confident 
that the Magazine was undoubtedly serving the 
cause for which it was introduced. It will carry 
the message of NGOs to NGOs as well as to the 
authorities and will explain the achievement of 
the unified activities of Government employees. 
The Magazine will also be the record of the co
ordinated activities of a net work of NGOs’ 
Associations throughout our State. Low priced 
as it is to suit every-body’s pocket, the Magazine 
is a strong media to commend as well as to 

condemn the good and bad coming from the 
authorities as far as NGOs are concerned.

We congratulate all those who were co
operating with us and we expect their continued 
support and help to run the Magazine with 
improvements to suit every-body's taste.

We appeal to all our Subscribers to renew 
their subscription voluntarily and encourage 
your brother NGO friends to become subscribers 
immediately.

The next issue of the Bulletin will be an 
Annual Number called the Republic Day Special. 
Special articles etc. may please be sent to reach 
me before 31-12-1961.

Editor.
JI

(Continued from page Four)
NEW BRANCHES :-It is a matter for rejoic

ing that two more Branches, one at Krishnaraja- 
nagar and the other at Hubli were formed during 
the past month- At the present rate of growth the 
Association will be a mighty force ere long.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING- 
At the monthly meeting of the Central Executive 
it was decided to have next general elections of 
the Association in March 1962. The draft revised 
constitution for he Association proposed by Sri 
Tirmal V. Desai of the Gulbarga Branch was 
considered. The Committee felt that such a revi
sion could be undertaken only after Branches are 
established in at least ninetyfive percent of the
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Taluk and District Head Quarters. Hence it was 
decided to first pursue the question of establish
ing Branches in all places. It was also decided to 
request Government to extend the facility of 
joining the Tahsildar and B. D. O. Cadres to all 
Departments in Government service. The ques
tion of long delay caused to Government servants 
by the non-settlement of T. A. claims was consi
dered with concern and decided to address 
Government. It was also decided to addrc^> 
Government to give the facility of promotion for 
II Division to I Division in the Education 
Department. (Tutorial)

MARY DA VASIA, 
General Secretary.

December 1961
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( ^<?d doz^^oSaod dzaodadododo) 
eK^d©^^ ogarf? $£»,....■& 2o^. & dJO^dSod
‘doo ^oaw^., £s dt® sarad ^danto dfd....
^SaSs^o^ wocsan ^a?to 3? dadd doc5, d^a, wduan 
ijattox? z^odo full suit, ^zB^jaodz aga^^, ^aOrVaodo 
wjafcF, sorry z^odo pair wjaW^. Ltsadja??? z^odo dao§3 
ajj^ sada, sad& ttozsaofo da.ll.fd' s&jado^ d dzaoS 
dod'—dod >z^ ....zaanzj© wctodfd'

dogs—no no y^, 
y,^, 1^ ?3o3a wdjaf sau^: 'ad^a es^d^a;to 
aoart c^c^ csa^a daasd, urt dd^ w^oddarb^.... 
csd^, « ?^d jbsDd^o^dAsart a^nda^—d^ad^ 
'aoqS sdobris? ^^^odiadj^ 'szSoSo ?

do=dd^—dja^ja....aojac....aodz§ja^? aoo^ ^/t.,4;
^2jri d© ? todzB© ?: (^l^Xido ddad^o) 

dJaqb—$kb^cb ^ddf^addjdaeob 
df^ad; psad^ dor^^^dja? ^dort^ z2?dd z^oi^ 

^wa zOdad) dras^jaodo La-wrt ^doz^c avafco^—eso^ 
d^d^ ijaow^ «d ^o sa^, Mr>
cdzCda &rad doandadd? sd^ dalh7sa^ e djaddoan 

tod©e3. ^wasddo dads dtozaej, dacea dj?.e^
da^ab©. ?5^ ! ^wdahcdaja $£,, d>d, sa^., ~d)n$od 
^znaded djada^dad ^cadd^d u ’deradjai ^oSrtja dod 
djaw-doz3A^. 'ad^ csa^ «d ? coC^doi sadabd 
zS?dd do^to ?ja^. ^^....dd^ ^»rt^© dja^nat 
<3(5. cya&fct^ &ooi> ^W?sadjae^jao^—^^sdja ^a, cr 

x?ej^? w^ja^aorf
^©a^ejd wdja? Ko^dj^jj?35aaojoO
djae^^sa^ w&jaena^ acoWo^ sda^uo

^d)S»h&ft 73aadd: <jT •&OT3, 
... L....W7ia '-> rbJ

do^uSj.-—rsads-’ja.. A)a^i...,'375ja,ovjd ccCitv.a djsfooari ojn. 
oJ o-J ej w D <X

e^coT^ ^5^qjo....d 7j. &f\ ..,<^^o. ^5a.m ^ari?^ s5a 
2) cc co K cA.

sTQCj^c>JjT?> ^uL^^A.

ccra(© aodwa nan (Ko^ed^an) ^ja^ja, ^n a^n

ZaJ O dO CO d d „ V

•
eAj^adosdnjQjd ^odd^ ^c&rau. 
nio^ja^aoazd 6 ^odja^od. aoehdtSf^jj&’^&a? 

isando. saan nija^....w J cdja^

^^odozdejja ^q3<rniodd aaa^j^oadtScd. ■
d? 2c^ ^oz3^ ^oO?t3?^. ($o£3 ^jaz^odo^ dw

L en e $0^5 8oja?atdi, Fsa^^ aojsen^ 
(uoj^n dja^dd ?3?dd zga-^zd aSKt> j5o?q5 ®ao
^jsozad t^eojOjd^ deSoi) ^^C-^jso^o uLaeriosa.) 

wo^ja? ^ja^ja, did aoo^or.... vus-W^jaa 
rest dto.... ssoSoto^ cto<lf^ w sj^aejo

sLai. 
/ , 

adja^T—'^ej^, aojadj* »aejja stod^.

( dodd&j itorbsto ) ^d dotojc.a Mrte?to 'a^ 
do id ^jasa^ja?.... 2d?d d?d x
330 dd, ?awinsj odj&3 cjdoSJaa dozS^^o? ddorS
xn;a ^jpdozS «^<do eiwdo" doidcdadi

tos^^d d d^a. c-fd »acdja? ^ootS 2J0d\...„.
(acjadriid ‘adiacto....‘^aaqto - ^nd idcra rt^zdo) 
“sa, c&aen d cdjaozjad do tuc^an Zvocoa nd—-.^dzui 
eoOfd w d^at)ort^..„ very good L^/d? wcd^.... 
djadd t^dea dja> dcoand ^jaWd,, 'sdo cdja^tsadja. 
nabajcsato odnr^ dja^cw^.. d ... z^to...............

(o^s^ gtor^cdaod djand s^^Sodd^ ^?n ’dd 

ddad^a.)

3L3.—(d.de^^dn^e) cdja^ ? o^U ?

—osaWj!

oa ■— foa z*3> ^5 zj c*^ a d ^sa zs 3^^,* 

dJaqh—cdjad d^ato ^otoy"- oBjae^az^cada
san d^jaf ycdj^e^d

#1^—^ja^jar^o'sdasan....  '^ja,?.... «5da^d ?jo^
3ada/-- ^^^^adidoi ! ^C^^^oado. /

sjade—£5SO , oa^ejaf aida. z<o > zcodj. ‘ r c7 kj -' •

$aci—ded' djadja^zto detsazd.
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dia^a—a?2 da, ^ri daa&rafda?

oataa—uod; iedaard^^^f^.
.• <3i^ ?3fri d^^a. dada^oda •agri wodd^. d^1 deeded 

daoLr ^jaddf^a.2d
■ > ■•

djaqb—d^f 7o3 adda ?

§13.—'ad.

csat^—■& oa>wa Lf&af ^ada, djacs^do^, ^at^ddoSa? 
dJSfda ?

dj?dl---- 73 d^ ! t* 0 ■

oatsa—o^djsf ^fdja? $ada d^ado^
•ata? sd?

djada—^d^j? ?. jsada «da. ad doabao d^t^f 
* eJ

'ao w.... 0^5 ojfM ^d: . ... 357) ..353 .. ^353^ dfrz-
COro r^ /V oA

wdoddf? dodedadf ro... &?f §13, Angle dO do^djsf 
odjauadaa ad dfsyad^ dd, df^ad codoUg ^0? 
(25a§o3adori aLcdobadda)

§13^—^dja?, ^da d-iada daa^a
dfa?do^r wna^ea <5j;d Act daadaaf^ ! ^A EJ Cn

oataa—§13. y>d&f dd^ Sfdjsfdy csadfd^ obao 
fW.ra cda. Act djad??^, df^do^ standard djaa dja; 
dd ^d 2of6jafK^dja^ daadaafd  ̂s, dJaad,
‘^a^f* eso3 ^ooSaa? d^-

$ad—au^rrad; do?^ ddd^fA,'

§13,—d^^ f a . J X CO

d5?d^—ds. oat: j dsr! jgda ?»f3jaf. djaj p3?c§ d?da 
M&sfOOad’’. £1^ dfda ....c3?da d^3 d^^o’'......  
d?da cof^ d d~~ ^5.

^13,—dOf^ d&dtsada oa&jada sad? dad^a ofaas? j, ej osX ' Ci 'coH
dja^a—d?^a. dd-^? ^oda dQojja 

djad.3 f^. r-~^ «d^ obrad) ain^d^ d.ad5'
^o3

’ .. 07 ?

Wahw5' °^a

• ....Aj O. < vrfrJ^».'< JjjOtd ZOOsJoJ^ O^SdJc)■'•X TJ£,u5c*J^
cj -' l>

^jas? co 25d,. —s eJ

W^dddj—— Airi, it, dfo dJvdjf^j

"S _
djaqd—dsd djadt>d$k d^. aof^fd «?d_%c 

&$dja doodd, d^j su^do^^and. ’d^oa. ^d^deja'1'’ 1
ad dja ddd^? a&d^doi, ■ oiradd^? ^da^adoi ?»8jaf

2ooda dajeicjCkOod dason doadd cOaSd, daoarid wdcdaa
1 kdaa? w ssddcdod^ wa^d

wod dwdo wodo,. syadd ^fd 3cAd wod ^o^. 
yddS yd?jM wayadd dod, daSd daodd daodo yaeaadda, 
ds^a d^dj? daodddg ?3^a^da- fofdjaf Lear\d dobl^a do 
diaa^jaoda d«\d£;d ^adr ^jafo ‘Excuse me’ oajao^djai ■£ cn q -'
wooded3 ’ ’ oDddddx yd^a ^ddd^ ^oda 2330
‘ No ’....^d^A d^x? ludA w’dd Adaf\ ^jadadsd.

wrtoSaod Uoaafh ^aadadda. t3dj ddedaa^ba^. wdaaoda 
os^d^ ddjdf^. odGdaa drirtd^g daa^ao^ri 'addoa ddadda. 
csa^f dda<5 a? rt tooddda taaO -aw-dja d-ras&^^^da. 
dJ3fda^d oioSa? ^d^ ^d ?50S53h a^dja dfdd d^ 
^dandadda, d^ds^f ad d^odedar oa^cdodA d^edad, 
d5333dda sootao 2ofdaaf^, wdd d0 ? Jof^ Sof&a
^yc§da^.dd; 2»fdja?cOa^'d dd^dad d’^d^f ^a^^dadida 
dd^f dod) wdcdnnd. «d^a yssa.n fofSiaf d^dOdid)ddd &J w
d^fd dtodado^dOw. wddaa ts^eda dedadip ....p3 odj^dd, 
esdsd daddjd^ ^da^ tS^Boaddaa add ^a?fi ^a^da 
^)d^ 3od^dda^^—wdod ddae^a.. wd^d 3$cdado^o3ar. J)
°<sd^ dad^d^ dd^t 2-oda w^eda esd^ wu?o^ 

yo^od^a .

2cfd azodaa daddeS f La? da^ a? ri t3didO Loda La^d 
dfr wdad)da. ZodJSfcdaf ^55? dadOod ^.aad^OTA w< ® »J
d^dfdaod ero^f^i^aA y^iaafdriadVa. ■addL L^dja? 
rida^A, “■& dff ?3dari ^aoua toSd^ 230^ ©acaa^. iBd^A 

wdoS^afo......^da^pd doafdaddd dad^dg «
z^ad dod Artist rWa d^a^drda ” ^da^dda
“Please, daq^ interrupt dJad^a” doda edd daod 
coad tO?o dadoOadda. ctaH esaO dad??, t3da ed^.f 
spsd dd^rdadda, L?ujs?. dd,daaAo3aad)da. wd^a daaad 
t)i Oojaddad^a- «5dV ^fild’dafOd vjad.sa,
ojfS’jaf ddc^ no iG^a^oj^a. ^o^^a L>o^daA drid)
^Q^asa„ ‘Thanks’ ^oda ddaaa. d^dda ddddd daidLa 
daafriadda. LfSaa? udd^f ssdadOdadda. ?3dda ccjtd 
rid toda^dod, aoridoBaaodd daaod, ^Ad^La6' Lad; 
dodd ^ddd^f ^aedaa^d ddod....t5d^da. fallow 
da?cd ad da.

d^aoda ooOOiw'ad/^a
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THE IRUNV HF FATE by LEO

Ramaswamy- Hello Ranjan, so good to sec 
you after so many many years.

Ranjan-. Ramu, if I am not mistaken, you 
have put on a lot sideways since you left our 
Government service. Were you a rolling stone 
gathering no moss, or have you struck gold 
somewhere ?

Ramaswamy-. I should first know something 
about you before we compare notes. If I 
remember aright it was in 1940 that I left you 
and your blessed Government. You were then 
my junior in service in the Secretariat, but you 
had made a mark by standing first in the Manual 

'Examination in addition to two other main 
Departmental Tests you had at your credit. I was 
a duffer who could not pass that blooming 
Manual examination in spite of four attempts and 

M left service as I thought I had no chances 
against people like you.

Ranjan-- Oh, Don’t flatter me so ! Somehow 
I had a mania for tests then and I passed eleven 
of them. People cited to me the instances of so 
many persons who passed the tests and mourned 
dizzy heights with quick promotion. I was filled 
with wild dreams. Now I realise that all the 
money and energy spent passing these tc ts arc 
a waste.

Ramaswamy. What do you mean, they did 
not do anything for you ? Were there cranky 
officers to write something against you in their so 
called Confidential Reports ?

Ranjan-. For nearly 14 years they kept me 
xx as a First Division Clerk and then for 8 years 

I am a Superintendent. As far as those reports 
are concerned there is absolutely nothing against 
me. In fact I am a much respected official with 
splendid reports.

Ramaswamy-. It will now be relevant to say 
something about myself. 1 could not shako off 
Government service* as I had intended to.
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Another Government offered ne an opportunity 
and I got in as a Lower Di .'ision Clerk in the 
Secretariat for which the minimum qualification 
was a Degree. For the Upper Division they 
wanted M.A.s. There my M.A. came of some 
use and within a short time they promoted me to 
the Upper Division. As you know I am a care
less fellow. I issued a reminder on a, file on 
which a reply was received ai d I was reverted to 
the Lower Division. But I managed to gain lost 
ground. Within five years became a Superin
tendent. Another four years saw me an Assistant 
Secretary. I have now been a Deputy Secretary 
for three years. No specie: luck. Everything 
just seemed to happen as a routine. There is 
no such thing as communal bias. People like 
you would have been shot up to eminent posts 
outside the Secretariat.

Ranjam But that com nunal bias appears 
to be the basis of all thb gs in my place. If 
you had the proper birth your Departmental 
Tests have a special markt value, your confi
dential reports are glorified and immediately 
you put in three years of .ervice you enter the 
gazetted Tahsildari grade In my case they 
found my sci ics of eleven test> to be too dull 
and they were not interested in me. Of course 
I was no good in “wirepulling” and in fact 
I had no God-father. 1 here is so much of 
gloom that 1 am unable . o believe that there 
arc other places, clean and lair like yours where 
a man is considered for what he is worth and 
not for the Community i < which he was born.

Ramaswamy. Even a pay scales Ranjan, 
your State is paying you very low. I compared 
the scales and allowant cs just recently and 
1 was really shocked. Dont I look well fed ?

Ranjan-. But do yo i know we had two 
revisions of pay scales v. mn you had only one 

(Continued on page 12J
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several times the. We have emphasised
iportancc of becoming members of the Associa- 
ony and thereby exhibit our solidarity and 
rength; It is needless to repeat the advantages
flan organisation to safeguard our'rights and 
Iso to express our views to all concerned in 
ysedid way. The achievements of the aims of 
i strong organisation depends much on its roll. 
Membership figures arc the medium through 
vhich the strength and support of an organisation 
could be judged-. The N.G.O s Association has 
no doubt gained much confidence among the 
Service personnel. While this trend of organisa
tional spirit is a gesture of our prosperous future 
of unified struggle for better living, the task 
ahead of us is to enliven this spirit with more 
vigour and vitality. Unity costs nothing but will 
gain everything. So simple but too big an idea 
under those small letters 1

Hence, it is our prime duty to organise 
ourselves to lose nothing and only to gain a lot. 
While we look back, we arc proud of ourselves. 
With the unstinted cooperation and sincere help 
of N.G.O s today wc have.a magazine of ourselves 
to express our deep sentiments of the injustice 
meted out by the authorities, to opine about the 
drawbacks and disadvantages of service condi
tions, to welcome, the good gestures coming from 
the Government - our employer - to exploit the 
hidden talents of literature among N.G.O.s, to 
raise the standard of our work and thereby 
improve the administration and above all to 
eradicate corruption and redtapism. Wc arc 
also protic of our building fund and within 
a yhort time, wc arc definitely going to have 
a; building of our own.

Again wc have a Common Good Fund. We 
wep able to achieve at least so much and of 
course these arc only the beginning and the field 
of activities is more wide and our ambitions arc 
also much more.

Why not we have a Cooperative effort to

December 1961 MYSORE E^GIVO

tcachltailoring, embroidery work and such oth,er'^: 
small work to the families of N.G-Os so■■ ■ V y .•:
they can also earn while they are.at home? ;

Should we not have a Library,1 and a SbbxjS®|[

114

Club to provide recreation for N.G.Os ? t h 'dq’l^ 
We can and we must achieve not; onlyHhQse, 

but much more and to put them into reality’ 
a sound and well placed organisation is the only: Ir^'

answer- So, friends, the organisation of thekind ly; 
we envisage will depend upon the strength of the^|i 
membership. N.G-O.s Association has rightly.yjy 
judged the capacity of an N.G.O. and .has put it,® 11LV VcipdVi V) UH (UI IWI’U/. Uao pUl AL J J I

at a very meagre amount of Re- l/-as the annual 
membership. You will find that the annual
income of an N.G.O- will be a minimum of 
Rs. 1000/- to a maximum of Rs. 5000/-. 'One

-

Rupee out of this amount is nothing to you .butyqf;J 
it is a LOT as far as the Association is concerned.; r I 1 U&H <|

We appeal to N.G.O.s to remember this with UI
all the importance it deserves and becomes
members or renew their membership from'A

. .1. a____ • -'..yr, >4 assail
January 1962. Please do not wait for the Associa- 3 
tion representatives to approach you in person, u-
but come forward voluntarily and do y°ur^duty.^. 
towards yourself and to your fcllowmen. The 
Association representative may miss you but ■ uip r.
make it a point that you do not miss , 
I am dreaming of that day - 1st January 
when N G.O.s themselves preparing a list • of 
names of their unit and subscribing Re. 1/- each , ’: j 
towards the Association. Those little d^pys^ql-l 
- I am sure - will make our Association mightier
i □ '11 j • ' 'WWl

than an Ocean and will stand as an unqucstiorp t. 
able force of N.G.O.s. Those outside BangaloreMHj 
may become members of their nearest Branch; *

‘Organise or Perish’ is our slogan and with jhl 
the sound knowledge and education we 
definitely not going to perish but to live withy;/ * 
a sense of organisation and that feeling.

Wishing you a heppy new year. , y
MARY DAVASIA ■if...

Gen era I Secretary, j i |

• Ci • C " **

*W
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Sri N. S. Nagabhusan.
Sri P. G. Shivarydraswamy, 
Head Clerk, Taluk Office,

■2- \ »|

22 2
'■ CCd \ * . 2 ) C J’ ;

BRANCH NEWS

' A meeting of the Mysore State Non- 
Gazetted Officers’ Association, K. R. Nagar

■v was held on 22nd Oct. 1961 and the
.Rowing office bearers were elected:- 
• j^fPiesident: Sri H. Thimmiah.
fjf.Vice-President: Sri S. A- Lakshman.

-Treasurer: AT c '
^.Secretary.

K. R. Nagar- 
Joint Secretary: Sri S. D. Nagaraja

Band 
, 17 members.

2. A meeting of the N.G.Os of Hubli 
■ • Taluk was held on 20-11-1961 and the Hubli

■KW Branch was formed- Shri I. C: Nalwadi, Taluka 
Sherastedar presided. Shri B. G. Gundgovi, 
General Secretary, Dharwar District N. G. O.s 

' Association introduced Shri Muhammad Kamal,
Vice President, Mysore State N.G.O.s Association, 

JS (Bangalore to the N. G. O.s and requested him 
to speak. Shri Muhammad Kamal explained the 

JOI' fiieed for an Association at Taluka level and 
■ ''hfr <sji? ' ’

requested them to remain united and put up 
i.,2 ■ aneir grievances before the Government. He

*
meir grievances before the Government.

ty
fn'

r ■

■ C l&W

: *

; f’f

medical facilities more liberally to: N.G.Os.-The^|O
following were unanimously elected: 

Shri M. B. Kurvatti1.
2.
3, 
4.
5.

6.
7.

2-
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8-

»

»

also emphasised the need for abolishing direct 
recruitment to higher posts and for extending

(Continued from page Ninr.) 
and in spite of the two revisions we compare 
unfavourably with yours ? That is the ingenuity 
of our Financial experts here. They put a show 
.of so much activity but what they bring forth 
is in the inverse ratio. To be on line with■

other States they introduce House Rent Allow- 
, ,. ance, Medical facilities and So forth, but they 

take care that you do not get as much out of 
these as in other States- We thrive on dispari-

| ties. There are inter-State disparities, there 
‘are inter-departmental dispartics, there arc inter- 

R® regional disparities and there are inter-grade 
2 \ ? disparities. The only thing without disparities is 

IwBpwHk • -' * •

S. K. Kalagi
I. C. Nalawadi
M. L. Chelli
V. H. Byali

: ?» ; - ; ’ a* hi ' / .• o
■ Presided
- Vice-President AI f
- Vice-President , *
- General Secretary • 
- Organising : h

Secretary J
N. B- Saswihalli
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The President, Shri I. C- Nalawadi thanked 
Shri Mohammad Kamal for having taken paing 
to organise the Branch at Hubli taluk and 
requested all the N.G.Os to become members.,, _ _  __

Hearty congratulations to both the new 
Branches from the Central Association.

—President.

the work load which varies with emoluments 
again in an inverse ratio 1 Anything could 
happen !

Ramaswamy: ' Oh dont worry about a thing' 
Ranjan. 1962 is coming to level up all things. 
What is the size of your family ? Are they all 
doing well ? I have a family of six children and- 
all of us are fine.

Ranjan: 7 have just two girls and wc are 
well too.

Ramaswamy: You forgot to mention about 
the disparities in the numerical strength of the 
families!
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0 MB 5 NANDPRAYAJ 27 M

S A DANGE MP3 WINDSOR PLAUE ND------

EVERY ARTICLE AND FOOD STUFF OF DAILY CONSUMPTION VERY COSTLY IN 

UTTARAKHAND BORDER DISTRICTS STOP CENTRAL EMPLOYEES FAGINS' GREAT

DIFFICULTIES DUE TO ABRDFMAL HIGH PRICES FOR ALL DAILY USED ARTICLES 

STOP ANXIOUSLY AND PATIENTLY AWAITING PAYMENT BORDER ALLOWANCE WITH

I 's'--
•' ■

TO

RETROSPECTIVE AFFECT AS BEING PAID TO THE STATE EMPLOYEES SINCE APRIL

I960 GOVT NEGLECTING PLEASE MOVE GOVT VEHEMENTLY URGENTLY-—

RAMPRASAD BAHUBNA EDI TOR DEOBHUMI AND CORED-------

nmlm ‘h’ beginning of this telegram is—class of telegram, limo handed in, wrist
(X)PtED"ATwlr&/® d»f’1. So’"'"'" ororiKm dots, service instructions (if any) and

This form must accompany any enquiry respecting this telegram.
I. A. P. Dolhi-5-Gl-17,000 Books.
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(SAEDARJUNG, CRC, CRSD

Cordially invite you

. ■ :l

♦ * * *
E S ♦P A R T M ENT E M PLOY

E & M, AND PaLAM BRANCHES)

on the occasion of the

* 
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X 
$

9TH ANNIVERSaY DAY CELEBRATIONS OE THE UNION

AT 6 P .M

ON ON DAY 3OTI1 OCTOBER,61

IN THS LAOS BETWEEN BARRACKS T-2 AND T-5 I.N.A.COLONY

(Near Safdar Hm" airport)

IN HINDI

”HARTAL"

BY

NAMDSO AND

AND

OTHER VARIETY

New Delhi-3
Dated 28th October,1961 
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